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Sh^t. ScRAN. — PLO chief Yasser
'hep,,'

,
‘J'tftL at said yesterday that he
.Vied that Foreign Minister

he
Ui

*Cb>.e Dayan had reafiybeen'thlnk-
thf-" recognizing hts terrorist

n « ‘‘,C!3 J^aixatlair when he spoke of the
'**

eO:
lMt wwk' -

5
p" the first prominent foreign

’\>r to come to Iran since the

y !\ K-em takeover, fiew in unex-

./ on Saturday for a three-day
^ a: underlining the definite antl-

swing expected in Iranian
under the new “Islamic

f‘
:r:3rV

1

-ppUcan'* regime. . •

asked about Dayan’s state-'

ent said:.“He has -to recognise the
2 , r.'^i but does. he mean It? I doubt

•A-r.n-
j. ^

"c was also asked ifhe thought
; ^Kr

>
really meant to cut off oil to

V-f : ‘^1 and South Africa, asKhomeini
r±~ J|wowed. Holding up a. glass of

“f® u
t
\ he said: "So it has been

• ^sfljjAed by the Iranian leadership
one cup of oil for Israel, not

Wup for South Africa."
also said: “This revolution

^.Affect the wholeregton. It will

“^.swiaJly affect Imperialist and
• pat regimes that support the

and Imperlallst.preaelice."

bh he arrived unexpectedly sit

airport Saturday withhalfa

common enemy
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.*;:***£

.
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PLO head Yasser Arafat greets Iranian strongman Ayatollah
KuhoUah Khomeini after the terrorist chief’s arrival in Iran.

(APwirephoto)
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& aides, Arafat, In his
.
wary Keffiyeh and dark

ifes, said that he felt as il he had
*ee home," adding: “When we**'*»!»

^

i
Cis
.^isltIng Jerusalem.”

-E
Tito Iranian airspace IthoughtI

was escorted by Iranian air
-.3, V* / -Phantom Jet fighters as soon as

L' ji-
£ane entered Iranian air space.

H . =11!,.,^ ban quotedhim as saying that
-,-v

'!> l3r
*R the first time he had seen

'

- lean-made planes which were
v. . r.

‘ ’ /^battle to him. •

V’
///Ration of a strongly pro-PLO

.
“ J. ®.e In this country of 84 million

makes It doubtful that Iran

_

-
alt on file sidelines during any
confrontation with Israel.

- ,
-5£*j« people of Palestine and

'/
/

r'r.ar have given our blood and wQl
^••T-T'ci^ue to do so, but you have

-‘Str resources,” Arafat told the

Iranians. “The United States con-
fronted the Iranian revolution ee it

did the Palestinians and now both
the United States and Israel are
frightened.”
Arafat quoted Khomeini as saying

many of the world's leaders had
warned, the shah he should respect
the religious movement among his
people, hut he Ignored them.
“We warned about Palestine 15

years ago and we are still backing
our words,” Arafat quoted the
ayatollah as saying.- “After we
rebuild Iran from the ruins left by
the shah, we shall think about Israel
more deeply."
Arafat visited Teheran’s Behesht

cemetery yesterday to pay homage
to those killed in the revolution. He
was pinned in by a crowd of more
than 1,000- emotional Iranians for

more than half an hour.
Many of those buried in the

cemetery, where Khomeini spoke
during his triumphant return earlier

this month, received weapons or
training from the PLO.
Since the ouster of the shah, the

PLO has been more open about its

role in training and financing Ira-
nian revolutionaries, compared to a
discreet -silence over the last few
years when approached on the sub-
ject.

According to Western diplomatic
sources, the three factions Involved
in training were Fatah, the PFLP
and the PFLP-GC. The fact that
Arafat was Khomeini's first impor-
tant foreign visitor la seen as
evidence that the PLO played a role

In the shah's overthrow. (AP. UPI,
Reuter)

“^tzargan promises Iran oil to U.S.
AMNESTY IRAN. — Shla Moalem leader

Jah Khomeini's newly installed
'Jtionaryjnrlroe minister Meta#
:gan yesterday spoke ofreaum-

•' bran’s ofl exports;.but conditions
•

•: i rr-e country’s oilfields 7 were
:• :n: ::ted to be still chaotic.

. -j.mwhlle. the regime said the
: toppled as prime minister —

Bakhtiar — had dla-
.. -red. And Morocco saidlt would
, i- .-wwer the regime's demands to

;; he shah, whom Khomeini fore-
- jlee Iran, extradited for trial,

Baxargan told a “New York
• - .

” interviewer yesterday that
- Ians to resume exports of oU,.

-.-‘ "tag to the U.S. But industry

:t8 yesterday sold that although
-

:

/workers have returned.to their

i dearth of foreign experts to

.. •>- lie the sophisticated refineries,

. . -.^ned with worker demands for
M

:
^ng their own bosses, had left

_

;

V.. J-drochemical industry "in
.
a

u
‘

. !>^ete shambles.”
awhile, Iran is producing 700,-

rrels a day — to cover the
y’s domestic needs.
Bazargan told "The Times”

.that he would export “to all parts of
.the world, including the United
States.”- He said he already had
assured Japan that exports would'
continue under the new regime.
He did not say how much oil would

be exported. Under the shah, Iran
supplied the industrial world with
nearly 10 per cent of its needs, with
Japan, South Africa, and the U-S-
key customers.

- Bazargan ’s government has
already announced that it would not
sell oil to Israel or to South Africa.
Bazargan told the "Times” that he

had held two long telephone conver-
sations with U.S. Ambassador
William Sullivan, in which Bazargan
said he was “very, very sorry"
about the attack last week on the
U.S. embassy.
“The people responsible were not

our people," Bazargan told Sullivan,
according to the newspaper.
. On other points, Bazargan said
that the “revolutionary Islamic
tribunal” which has already ex-
ecuted four top generals would turn
over to the government responsibili-

ty for punishing corrupt officials.

He said that the group ofKhomeini
aides who have been making the key
decisions in Iran until now “would b?

- dissolved in one or two weeks " Hl
added that the security forces in the
country were “demolished.” but that
a new national guard was being
formed.
Bazargan’s Interview, In which he

vowed to “crush leftists” daring to

oppose Khomeini’s new regime, or
disrupt stability came in the wake of
reports that Bazargan’s predecessor
has disappeared.

. Former prime minister Shapur
Bakhtiar, chosen by the shah in a
last-ditch effort to regain national
unity, had last week beta reported to
have been held by Khomeini's
forces.

But in a dramatic announcement
yesterday, Teheran radio said
Bakhtiar had not been arrested, and
his whereabouts were unknown.
Moroccan King Hassan n yester-

day told a group of guests he met
with In Paris that no extradition re-

quest for the shah has reached him.
But he added that he would reject

any such request.
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pEAfEfjter vote boost for W. Bank settlements
" _ ...By ASHER WALLFISH
- and DAVID LANDAU
: ';'r'j9rusalemFost Beporters

cabinet yesterday published
ns about water supplies for

- :- !»w settlements in Judea,
r;.la and the Jordan Valley, on

» of Foreign Minister Mozhe
--''a departure for Camp David

iemonstrative gesture, timed
vas, and explained in much

detail than cabinet com-
. .

• aea normally devote to such
.. s affecting the areas, could be

'led as a move to underline the

/: -nency of the settlements set

.V. : e 1967 in any arrangement for

.
i- • ore of Judea and Samaria,

decisions concerning water
*

-t line with the principles
ited by the committee of

- •rs-general on the autonomy
*; treaded by Dr. EUahu Ben-

of the Prime Minister’s of-

. Ben-Elissar committee had
lat. under autonomy, Israel

,.;eep control of water sources
.,; >r^-n-prlvate land in Judea and
r

‘. w la.

s:? .-three Democratic Movement
:: .ters voted against the

ns, cm the grounds that they
ot conducive to a positive at-

ere at Camp David. Two more

ministers '— Interior Minister Yosef
Burg (NRP) and Defence Minister
Ezer Weizman (Likud) — com-
mented critically on the decisions
but voted for them.
' The cabinet decisions said Jthat:

• A pipeline would be laid
southwards from Lake Klxmeret to

ensure water supplies for the
villages in the Jordan Valley rift. .

Appropriate procedures and rules
would be laid down for exploration

and exploitation of water in the hills

of Judea and Samaria, with
allowance for the coastal plain’s

-dependence on water sources in the
bills.

• Local water sources, as far as
possible, should supply the Jewish
villages in Judea and Samaria (but

not in the Jordan Valley). Water
should not be piped pp to the hills

from the coastal plain. In this

respect the Jewish and Arab villages

in the Mils should be in the sams
situation.

• An interdepartmental committee
headed by an official of the Ministry
ofAgriculture should be set up to dis-

cuss the- -entire water issue
thoroughly and take detailed
decisions. The other ministries to be
represented are: Defence, Justice,

Interior and Foreign Affairs.

The entire discussion, it is un-

derstood, took less than half an hour.

Deputy Premier Yigael Yadln
pointed out that the DM favoured
keeping and developing settlements
in the Jordan Rift Valley and hence
'supported the scheme for a pipeline.

But Yadln said the main thingwas to
carry out the scheme and not to pass
resounding cabinet decisions, es-

pecially at the present time, on the
eve of Camp David.

;
Dayan's answer to this was that

the publicity would ensure there
-were no misunderstandings at Camp
iDavld with regard to the future of
settlements In the Valley as well as
In the hills.

Yadln also said that while the DM
was part of the general consensus
[With regard to the Valley
settlements, that was not so in rela-
ition to Judea and Samaria, referred
to in other parts of the cabinet deci-

sion.

|

The fact that Dayan presented the
matter to the cabinet, although
water is not his sphere, could
perhaps be attributed to a desire on
his part to show a resolute profile at

jCamp David, "and win favour with
the hawks here at home (particular-

ly after his controversial statement
of last week on the role of the PLO in

‘the conflict).

Weizman and Burg also said the
prater schemes should be Im-
plemented with less attendant
publicity.
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expelled

from Iran
Jerusalem Post Staff

and Agencies

TEHERAN. — Iran’s Islamic
revolutionary government yester-
day announced a complete break in

diplomatic relations with Israel, put
22 Israeli diplomats on a plane out of
the country, and recalled Iran’s
legation staff in Israel.
Teheran radio also said that El

Al’s offices in Teheran had been shut
down.
Crude signs outside the Israeli

diplomatic mission, ransacked dur-

ing the uprising last weekend,'
proclaimed it the embassy of the
PLO. A doll’s head wearing an eye
patch similar to that worn by
Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan was
stuck on a stick on top of the gate.

Under the shah’s regime, Israel
and Iran had maintained low-profile
missions in each other’s country, but
the Israeli mission was not included
in the official diplomatic list in Iran.
The announcement of the break

came after the Israeli legation was
sacked during the revolutionary
takeover of power by Shia Moslem
leader Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini. It coincides with the
arrival in Iran of PLO terrorist
leader Yasser Arafat as the first

major foreign guest to the country.
Teheran radio, which on Saturday

declared that destruction of Israel
was one of the goals of Islam, yester-

day broadcast an attack on Zionism
that maintained that Khomeini's
revolution was being supported by
Iranian Jews.

It included the following passage:
"We, who fight alongside Yasser

and Ruhollah (Arafat and
Khomeini), know perfectly well that
our Jewish brothers are not our com-
mon enemy, but usurpingZionism is.

We know perfectly well that there is

a difference between those who have
grabbed your home and Jewish
brothers and sisters. The one who
has ruined your home, martyred
your dear ones In torture chambers.

(Continued on page t cot 1)

Dayan, Khalil,

Vance headed

forCamp David
By DAVID LANDAU

Post Diplomatic Correspondent

Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan
leaves Israel this morning at the
head of a strong delegation of legal
and diplomatic experts for the
"Camp David II” talks which are to
open at the presidential retreat in
Maryland on Wednesday.
His counterpart. Egyptian

Premier Mustapha Khalil, was said
V- Cairo P-fiiic. T-seterds? asr. tc be
taking any new concessions with him
to their common destination.

In an eve-of-conference Interview
with the German magazine "Der
Spiegel,” Dayan said: "I hope we
will sign a peace treaty with- Egypt.
There are good reasons for it. But
now Sadat will need courage and
Israel must make the greatest ef-

forts to achieve it. I would not say it

will happen next week."
The cabinet yesterday approved

the delegation's composition, as
proposed by Dayan. It includes
Attorney-General Yitzhak Zamir,
Israel's ambassadors to the U.S. and
the UN, other top Foreign Ministry
officials — and two senior aides to

Prime Minister.Begln: political aide
Eli Ben-EUssar and military aide
Ephraim ("Froike") Poran.
Observers saw the Inclusion of the

two men from the prime minister's
office — at Dayan's specific sugges-
tion — as the foreign minister's way
of warding off suspicions and even
mistrust that have been directed at

him by some of the harder-line
(ministers.

At the cabinet meeting, the Issue of

iDayan’s negotiating powers once
again surfaced briefly. But Begin,
echoing Dayan’s own words, said
that the delegation would "not mere-
ly be mailmen” but would air ideas
and probe- them, though keeping in
(close and constant touch with the

(Continued'on page Z, coL 2)

Moscow warns China,

while U.S. watches
Moscow yesterday warned

Peking to pull out of Vietnam
"before it’s too late," while
Washington said it was watching
the Indochina situation carefully
and did not intend to intervene.
The Moscow warning came as the

Japanese Defence Agency reported
the sighting of two Soviet
ITupelov TU-95 reconnaissance
planes over the Talmahlma Strait
between Japan and South Korea.

The "Bear” planes did not violate’
Japanese airspace. ButF-16 fighters
were scrambled to keep watch on the
Soviet planes that were apparently
heading toward Vietnam.
Vietnam yesterday declared it had

destroyed hundreds of Chinese tanks
and "halted” thousands of Chinese
soldiers, that early Saturday com-
bined with artillery and warplanes in
a 14-point invasion into Vietnamese
territory.

But despite Vietnamese bravado
about success in the fighting, Hanoi
also reported that several towns and
cities along its 1,200 km. border with
Its populous northern neighbour
been badly shelled during the
fighting.

Peking, which has still not divulg-
ed any military details of the
fighting, reiterated its claim that it

was only "punishing" Vietnam, and
said It planned to withdraw as soon
as the "aggressors" had been
"taught a lesson."

In Moscow, the Soviet warning in-
cluded a pledge to honour a 1978 pact

with Vietnam that w»n« on the two
countries to hold consultations in
case of aggression.
Neither the Soviet statement nor

earlier Soviet press reports in-
dicated what kind of support Moscow
was planning to offer Hanoi.

But there has been speculation in
the -West that the Chinese have
evacuated at least one large city in

their Central Aslan province of
Sinkiang, in apparent anticipation of
a harsh Soviet reaction.

The Soviet Union and Chins share
a 7.000 kxn.-long border where ten-
sions between toe two Communists
giants have been played out in the
past. The Soviets maintain an es-

timated 49 divisions of troops along
that border, which CIA officials have
estimated at 650,000 men.

In Washington, a State Depart-
ment spokesman reiterated that toe
U.S. was keeping a “close watch” on
developments. At a morning session
yesterday at the White House,
National Security Adviser Zbigniew
Brzezlnsld, Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance, Vice-President Walter Mon-
dale and Deputy-Defence Secretary
Charles Duncan, met to discuss the
crisis.

The four U.S. officials— President
Jimmy Carter participating by
telephone from Camp David — set
out a series of guidelines for U.S.
policy- These Included a commit-
ment not to become directly Involved
in a conflict Involving Aslan Com-
XhDidst n««om

The policy statement also said that
American interests are not threaten-
ed in the current fighting, although
the U.S. is concerned about disrupt
tion of the peace in the area.
Hanoi radio yesterday said that

the Chinese had attacked many
towns, along toe border, but Hanoi
said that the invasion had not ex-
tended beyond Mong Khuong, five

kilometres inside the Vietnamese
border.
Hanoi claimed to have stalled toe

attack, but intelligence observers in

Bangkok said that the Vietnamese
appeared to be retreating in the face
of the overwhelming Chinese forces.

A Hanoi radio broadcast
monitored in Bangkok yesterday
said that early yesterday a column
of 10 Chinese-built T-G3 tanks had
ground to a halt, and waa awaiting
reinforcements.
The radio said that toe Vietnamese

had blown up a key bridge near
Nuong.Khuong village, in order to

stop the Chinese advance.
While details on the fighting

remained unclear — with Peking
nearly silent, and Hanoi claiming
wins — the repercussions of toe inva-
sion spread.

Australia, Japan and New Zealand
called on China and Vietnam to

cease fighting, and reiterating a U.S.
call from Saturday, asked for Viet-

namese forces to leave Cambodia,
while China withdraws from Viet-

nam.
And in Eastern Europe, the inva-

(Contfmied on page 2, col. 4)

Brown stalls Egypt on F-15s
CAIRO. — U.S. Defence Secretary
Harold Brown last night rejected
Egypt’s request for F-15 and F-18
warplanes, Israel Radio reported.
Brown told Egypt's President Anwar
Sadat that the U.S. could not become
Egypt’s main weapons supplier
before a peace agreement with
Israel is signed. Sadat had said there
should be “balance" in the
Americans’ supply of arms to Israel
and Egypt.
But Brown, while rejecting this,

said he would consider positively
Sadat's request for tanks, missiles,
armoured troop carriers and ships.

Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia has
agreed to pay $525 million so Egypt
can have 50 American F-5 fighter

planes which it was due to begin
receiving last October, U.S. Defence
officials said today.
The Saudi decision ended a dispute

over how much the planes should
cost.

The Riyadh government, which
promised to pay the full cost of the
planes supplied to Egypt, first un-
derstood the price to be 5350m. But
latest American estimates. In-

cluding back-up supplies ordered by
Egypt, put the cost at 5730m.
The problem was settled after U.S.

Defence Secretary Harold Brown
discussed the deal here and In
Riyadh during his current nine-day
Middle East tour. The officials said
the figure of 5525m. was made possi-
ble because Egypt agreed to buy less
support equipment.

_
But now toe first F-5s won't be

delivered to Egypt, which is anxious
to modernize its forces, until
November, the officials added.
Brown spent toe final hours of his

Middle East tour today inspecting
Egyptian navy vessels at Alexan-
dria, flying over the Suez Canal and
walking through the remains of toe
former Bar-Lev line defences. He
was scheduled for a final meeting
this evening with Defence Minister
Gen. Kamal Hassan All before flying
back to the U.S.
1 The Defence Secretary had lunch
with officers of the Egyptian Third
Army at their headquarters near
Suez, and told them he was im-
pressed with their dedication and
that he knew they realized the im-

portance of a Middle East peace
settlement.

“It Is, I think," Brown told the of-

ficers, “those who have experienced
war who most seek peace." Third
Army Commander General Yussuf
Aflfi presented the defence
secretary with an army shield and
an empty shell case — a symbol of
peace.
U.S. defence officials said that

Brown told Sadat on Saturday that
toe U.S. is prepared to "favourably
consider’’ some weapons
agreements with Egypt over and
above the 50 F-5 fighters.

The officials said that an
American technical survey team
will he sent to Egypt in the next six to
eight weeks to look into Egypt's re-

quirements in the area of air defence
systems, tanks, and armoured per-
sonnel carriers.
They said that no precise figures

have been discussed, but
authoritative press reports have said
Egypt is seeking 300 tanks, 2,000

APC's, five Hawk anti-aircraft mis-
sile batteries and several naval
vessels (Reuter, UPI).

UNMLbomb
smuggling

protested
Jerusalem Post Staff

Israel’s ambassador to the UN.
Yehuda Blum, lodged a formal
protest with Secretary-General Kurt
Waldheim yesterday over the
collaboration of & soldier of the UN’s
UNIFIL force in Lebanon with
Palestinian Arab terrorists. The
soldier, a member of the Senegalese
contingent, was arrested in Acre
yesterday as he was transferring ex-
plosives and detonators to a terrorist

from the West Bank.

Waldheim expressed regret over
the incident and promised to in-

vestigate.

The soldier handed over to the
terrorist a car spare wheel in which
were hidden 30 bricks of plastic ex-
plosive and 101 electric detonators.
It is believed that the arrest has un-
covered an “explosives trail”
through which sabotage material
was smuggled to Fatah cells in
Judea and Samaria from Southern
Lebanon, for use against civilian
targets in Israel.
The suspected UNIFIL man,

(ConUaoed on page 2, cal. 1)

Police officer Rav-Pakad Ya’acov Levine, commander of the
Galilee special branch, sorts out explosives found in a UN jeep
driven by a UNIFIL soldier from Senegal. PoUce say the explosives
were on their way to Arab terrorists. (ZriRogeri

Labour Party on autonomy

Israel must retain control of 'security zones’
By SARAH HONIG

Post Political Reporter
TEL AVIV. — Security zones in
Judea, Samaria and Gaza must stay
under full Israeli control, if the
government's autonomy plan is ever
implemented, says a Labour Party
draft position paper on autonomy
made public yesterday.
The paper, drafted by a committee

headed by former justice minister
Haim Zadok, strongly criticizes the
government's autonomy plan and
advocates territorial compromise
along toe lines suggested by the
Allon plan, without mentioning that
plan by name.
The paper was brought before toe

j>arty bureau for the first time
yesterday, but discussion has not yet

been concluded, with some speakers
opposing any Labour stand what-
soever on the issue. The bureau is ex-

pected to vote on the paper in a
meeting scheduled forTuesday night

at the Knesset.
The paper advocates a number of

measures that must be taken in'-

order to minimize the dangers
Labour feels are inherent in the Ben-
Ellssar autonomy scheme. It

recommends that Israeli control
should not be reduced In what are
called "security zones.”
There would be a full Israeli

military presence in these zones.

which would include areas of Jewish
settlement such as the Jordan .Rift

Valley, the Etzion Bloc and the
southern Gaza Strip. Territorial con-

tinuity between Israel and these
areas must be maintained, and
Jewish settlement in them allowed to
continue.

It Is further recommended that

Israel maintain the necessary
military deployment in Judea and
Samaria to assure its security, and
that no foreign army be allowed into

the area.
Israel must also, according to toe

paper, retain toe ability to prevent

terrorist activities.

The paper further envisages
cooperation In toe development and
use of water resources, and
stipulates that Jerusalem must
always remain the indivisible
capital of Israel.

The Labour position paper also

recommends that Israel must
regard the autonomy arrangement
as temporary, for a specified period
of time only.

Labour warns that the plan as for-
mulated by the government may
give rise to a Palestinian-PLO state,
which would endanger Israel,
destabilize the region and, in the

final analysis, not solve the Palesti-

nian Arab question. In the end the
plan might well foil any chances of

achieving peace between Israel and
its eastern neighbour Jordan, the

Labour paper says.
Labour continues to oppose Israeli

rule over a million Arabs, which, if

continued, it says, would endanger
the Jewish and democratic
character of Israel. The solution, ac-

cording to the position paper, must
come within a single Jordanian-
Palestinian state to the east of
Israel, with toe boundaries between
the two countries to be based on
territorial compromise.
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/
: Jerusalem, 30 Jaffa St.
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Haifa, 2 Sea Road, (04)84655

SOCIAL & PERSONAL
A memorial service will be held at 3
p.m. today at the cemetery of Kib-
butz Hulda on the third anniversary
of the death of former defence
minister Pinhas Lavon. It will be
followed by a discussion on “The
Modem Labour Movement" at the
kfbbutz.

Mrs. Ala Reisfeld of Tel Aviv has
been made an Honorary Fellow of
the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem, in recognition of the
significant contribution she and her
late husband, industrialist Karol
Reisfeld, have made to the Universi-
ty.

.'Twenty Canadians attending the

/ World Assembly of Jewish War
•_Vctejians were_tbe luncheon guests
of Professor Emanuel Rackman,
president of Bar Han University,
when they visited the Ramat Gan
campus yesterday. The delegation
was led by Alec Caspf and Sid
Frumkin.

Professor Aaron Klrschenbaum of
the Tel Aviv University faculty of
law will give a lecture on "Kidduak
Hashem, Then and Now," in
English, sponsored by Young Israel

of Petah Tikva on Tuesday,
February 20, 8.30 p.m. at the syn-
agogue on Rehov Kadish Luz, Petah
Tikva. There Is a IL10 entrance fee.

Ben Gurfon University President,
Yosef Tekoah, has departed for
Brazil on university business. His
tour will also take Mm to the United
States and Canada.

UMFIL
_ (Continued from page 1~)

whose rank was not revealed,
entered Israel on a routine trip, in an
official UNEFTL Jeep, at the Rosh
Hanikra border post yesterday mor-
ning. He drove towards Acre and
near the town met the suspected
terrorist, who .appeared to be
waiting for the meeting, and passed
the spare wheel of the jeep to him.
Both men were arrested for In-

vestigation.

The Jerusalem Post learned that It

has been established that this was
not the first such case of explosives -

smuggllng. The security services
suspect that other UNIFIL members
may be involved in arms-amuggling
for the terrorists.

The Senegalese suspect, like other
UNIFIL members, travelled fre-

quently to Israel in his official vehi-

cle.

It was learned that he was
recruited by the Fatah terror
organization some time ago, after
agreeing to smuggle explosives into

Israel for money.
He was brought before a

magistrate at noon, and remanded ln

custody.
A spokesman for UNIFIL said last

night that neither UNIFIL head-
quarters In Nature In Southern
Lebanon nor UN headquarters in

Jerusalem had yet been informed
about the incident. “Aa far as we are
concerned, until we are informed by
the Israeli police, the incident does
not exist," he added. _-

In answer to a question as to
whether the UN was providing the
suspect with legal aid at this stage,
the spokesman said that the normal
procedure In cases where the Israel

Police arrested a UN soldier, “for
doingsomething wrong, " was to turn
him over to the UN military police.

In this case stationed in Nakura.
This is the first case on record

where UN personnel serving in the
area have been arrested for alleged
connections with terrorist
organizations. However, Israeli

security sources have in the past
voiced suspicions that UN personnel
may cooperate with the terrorists in

various ways.
Several months ago, Israel

published pictures of arms and
sabotage material originating in

Syria and Iraq that had been
smuggled through UNIFIL lines in
Southern Lebanon in medical
supplies sent by the Red Cross. The
packages were intended for
terrorists who had infiltrated into
the area and were Intercepted by un-
its of the Christian militia.

HOME NEWS

Strikes, sanctions cut

TV news, water search
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By LEA LEVAVI
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Strike storm clouds
gathered over Israel yesterday as a
variety of the country’s unions
carried out or planned strikes and
sanctions against many sectors at
the economy — from TV to water.
Last night’s Mabat news bulletin

was shortened byTVJournalist sanc-
tions, and the whole of Mabat Shenl
(Second Look) was blacked out.
Transmission resumed at 10 o’clook.
About 700 engineers employed by

the Tafaal and Mekorot water com-
panies will strike for 24 hours today
as part of the Engineers Union tactic
of selective strikes and work sanc-
tions. Yesterday, 2^XX) engineers in

the civil service struck.
The cumulative effect of these

strikes and sanctions, according to
the union, has been to halt or slow
down digging for water and oil,

development of agricultural
machinery, export of agricultural
produce and payments to building
contractors.
Planes are taking off without

weather information, and trains
travel without engineers’ safety cer-
tification.

On Wednesday, the Engineers
Union central committee will meet
to discuss further strike plans, as
well as withdrawal of the union from
theHlstadrut.
Meanwhile, the nurses union cen-

tral committee met yesterday and
decided on a one-day warning strike

next Sunday. Nurses' meetings dur-
ing working hours are also being
planned, and will disrupt hospital

service.

Moria Galih, secretary of the un-
ion, warns that more drastic steps
may be necessary if the nurses’,
demands are not met. They are
demanding, among other things, a
basic salary scale like that of
teachers or social workers for ail

nurses, additional payments for

special" categories "o'F nurses
(primarily hospital nurses) and
voluntary retirement after 25 years.

Agricultural instructors and
veterinarians Joined the ranis of the

strikers today and say they will re-

main on strike until their demand for

a tax-free car allowance is met.
Their cars, they say, are an essential

tool in their worii and they should not
have to pay taxes on the money they
receive from their employer toward
car expenses.
University lecturers are con-

tinuing their sanctions, which means
exams are being postponed and
classes at Hebrew University are
held only until 4 pun. The lecturers

say they will return to the classroom
if they get a 90 per cent advance,
which will permit them to continue
negotiating until April.
Tel Aviv University has postponed

all examinations originally schedul-

ed for today, tomorrow and Wednes-

Sheila Meitner adds from Eilat:

Workers of -the Ellat-Ashkelon
pipeline company in Eilat are refus-

ing to unload the lone oil tanker that

came into the oil port on Saturday,
until management meets their de-
mand to fire immediately the 16

security guards who are not com-
pany workers. With many workers
forced to take their accrued holidays
and staff cutbacks imminent due to

the Iranian oil cutoff, the workers
are demanding the security jobs —
which are at present handled by a
sub-contractor. “We . are worried
about our future," Shlomo Elkayam,
chairman of the workers committee
told The Jerusalem Post. “We want
the government to know that we
want to keep our Jobs in Eilat.” He
said that the workers have been
promised the backing of Eilat’s

mayor Gad Katz and of local labour
council leader Jackie Azulai.

Mapam may choose dual leadership
By SABAH HONIG

Post Political Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The M»pam party
bureau yesterday nominated two
candidates to succeed Meir Talmi as
secretary-general. The novel sotudon.
'was devised to maintain a balance of
power between kfbbutmika and the
party’s city-dwellers.

The two nominees are city-dweller
Naftali Ben-Mosbe and kfbbutznlk
rein*nr Granct.
The need to find a new secretary-

general arose after Talmi’s recent
resignation in the -wake of a row
between the two sectors on the future
of the Alignment. Talmi finally
relented, but insisted that be wants a
replacement found aa soon as possi-
ble.

It was then proposed that Mapaxh
have a pairofsecretaries-general In-

stead of a single party head. The
position of city leader was offered to

former health minister Victor Shem-
tov. but he declined, saying that the
twosome-at-the-top idea is bound to

breed trouble.
Ben-Moshe, 60, finally agreed to

take the position. He is a former
secretary of the party’s central com-
mittee, a powerful Hlstadrut figure

.and a member of the Hlstadrut Cen-
tral Committee.
Granot, 08, hails from kibbutz

Shoval and is the present secretary
of Mapam’s central committee.
The nominations must now be ap-

proved )ay the party's central com-
mittee, but no date has yet been fix-

ed for its convening.

Boys held for smashing gravestones
ByftOCHAL YUDELMAN

- Jerusalem Pest Reporter -

PETAH TIKVA.'— Three brothenr
aged 15, 13 and 12 were arrested on
Friday on charges of destroying
almost 50 gravestones end many
flower pots in the cemetery here-the
previous weekend, Petak Tikva
police chief Mordechai Ventura told
The Jerusalem Post yesterday.

Hie damage done at the cemetery
last week is assessed at ap-
proximately ILBOO.OOO. The three

boys told police they had smashed
the gravestones “out of boredom." •

The police suspect that these boys
are also responsible for two other
destructive raids on the cemetery
within the last two months.

.. Rav Pakad Ventura told The Post
that policemen Investigating the

- case had foundone tombstone Intact
— belonging to Uana Amr&m, who
'was murdered at 16 a few months
ago. The police immediately
.suspected that the vandals must
know the deceased. Later it was dis-

covered that the boys had sparedher
gravestone because she used to be
their sister’s friend.

Petah Tlkva’s municipality
spokesman told The Post yesterday
that the local Hevra Kadisha (burial

society) has not yet enclosed the
graveyard with a fence nor ap-
pointed a patrol guard, as the
municipality and police department
demanded after last week's van-
dalism.

Terrorists and militias trade gunfire
Jerusalem Post Reporter

METULLA. — Exchanges of tank and
artillery fire broke out last night
between Christian forces in Southern
Lebanon and terrorists positioned at
Beaufort Castle and in the Arkoub
region.

According to a spokesman for Ma-
jor Saad Haddad's South Lebanese
forces, the exchanges began when
the terrorists at Beaufort Castle
west of the Litani River opened fire

with recoilless rifles and heavy
machineguns on an isolated Chris-

tian position at Tel Lubla on the way
to Khardala Bridge, which Is held by
UNIFIL forces.

The spokesman also said that the
terrorists in Fatahland had received
more reinforcements yesterday and
that from the Christian village of

Klea observers could see long con-
voys of jeeps and trucks, some of

them in Syrian army cover.

Major Haddad's security officer

Paul el-Haj said that the recent
arrest of a Senegalese UNIFIL
soldier who smuggled explosives
into Israel did not surprise him,
because he and his men had warned
Israel repeatedly that UNIFIL
soldiers are smuggling and spying
for the terrorists. He said that the
Senegalese case Is only the tip of the
iceberg.

Warning on use of electric blankets
Jerusalem Pest Reporter

HAIFA. — The Eire Brigade yester-
day warned Haifa residents to be
more careful in. the use of electric
sheets and pillows. Brigade
spokesman Yohanan Stenger told
The Jerusalem Post that so far this
winter 15 fires had been caused in
Haifa by electric bed warmers.

Stenger said that In almost every
case the electric bed warmer bad

been left on “to keep the bed warm"
while the house was empty. He noted
that a fault in the thermostat or in
the power lines was likely to
overheat the Warmer and set fire to
the mattress.
On the other hand there have been

virtually ho fires from overturned
kerosene beaters this winter. In part
'because more people can afford the
more sophisticated gas, electric and
chimney-fitted stoves.

CAMP DAVID TALKS
(Continued from page l)

prime minister and consulting with
the entire cabinet if necessary.

Interior Minister and NRP leader
Yosef Bnrg proposed that Israel

decline to appear at Camp David in

view of Its ignorance of the agenda
or even the drift of expected
American compromise proposals.

There was little backing for Burg’s
view, and observers felt hewould not
have put It forward If he had felt

there were any real chance of its be-
ing adopted. His remark was seen as
a gesture to the hawkish wing of his
own party.
Egyptian Prime Minister

Mustapha Khalil will not be carrying
any new Egyptian concessions when
he leaves for Washington today at
the head of his country’s delegation
to this week’s peace treaty
negotiations with Israel at Camp
David, Cairo Radio sold yesterday.
The radio quoted an Egyptian

Foreign Ministry official as saying
that the talks "will centre on Egypt's
known principles that there, will be
no bargaining over an inch of Arab’
landand sovereignty, and will seek a
comprehensive settlement including

a just solution for the Palestinian
problem."
Other sources said that they ex-

pected the talks to last between four

and seven days and to be probably
followed by a summit grouping
President Jimmy Carter, President
Anwar Sadat and Prime Minister
Menahem Begin. The official Middle
East News Agency quoted an un-
named official as saying that “there
are some political decisions that only
heads of state should make."
Khalil, whose appointment as

foreign minister was announced on
Saturday, will lead a seven-man
delegation including Minister of
Kate tor Foreign Affairs Butroa
Ghali. and Under-secretary of-State
-and legal expert Osama el-Baz.
There are also two men, Amr
Mouses and Samir Youssef, describ-
ed as “experts on Palestinian af-

fairs." Egypt’s ambassador to the
U.S., Ashraf Ghorbal, will join the
team in Washington.
The delegation will stop In London

today for a meeting with British

Prime Minister James Callaghan,
before continuing the trip to

Washington tomorrow.

HALT — Irish postal authorities
,have requested a halt in dispatch of
mail to their country until further
notice, due to a postal workers'
strike set to begin today.

Hlstadrut to

demand C-o-L

system change
By LEA LEVAVI

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The Hlstadrut will de-
mand negotiations to change the cost

of living increment system after the
April C-o-L payment, if the Index
continues to rise at the current rate.

This was decided yesterday by the
Hlstadrut central committee after
the 4.9 per cent index rise in
January, announced by the Central
Bureau of Statistics last Thursday.

Yisrael Kessar, acting secretary-
general of the Hlstadrut and head of
its trade union department, said he
thinks Finance Minister Slmha
Ehrlich is holding off subsidy cuts,

and rises of government-controlled
prices, until March' so that they will

not be included in the April cost of
living payment. If so, he said, the
Histadrut will not stand for it.

As for the changes the Hlstadrut
will demand after April, Kessar said
only that at the current Inflation rate
the cost of living increment should
be paid more frequently than semi-
annually. Updating pf tax tables
each time a C-o-L payihent is made,
so that workers will not find
themselves in a higher tax bracket,
is also important, he said.

Dina Gil’ad returns

to her reserve unit
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVTV. — Dina Gil'ad was
received “like a queen" by her
reserve unit yesterday after her
release from prison for refusing ser-

vice in protest of army exemptions
for religious women.
An organizer of Friday’s protest

against the arrest, Yahel Diamond,
told The Jerusalem Post that Gil'ad

had called her after returning to ser-

vice, satisfied that her act of protest

had raised the attention she wanted.
Gil'ad will not be brought to trial.

Diamond and other organizers of

the Group for Compulsory National
Service said they intend to call on
every MK and the public to join their

fight to change the law which
enables self-declared religious
women to get exemptions from
military duty.

France sends 1st

air-charter tour
" By BARUCH SAVILLE

Post Travel Reporter

TEL AVTV. — The very first charter
flights to arrive from France touch-
ed down last night at Ben-Gurion
Airport.
Two Super CaraveIlea, operated

by Aerotours of Paris, landed with
nearly ,200 passengers. Menahem
Laufer, the Aerotours handling -

agent at Ben-Gurion, and Ofer Eshet
of Daphna Tours, who greeted the"
arrivals', told The Post Chat"
Aerotours would operate three
Weekly flights to Israel throughout
the year.

MOSCOW
(ContiaiMtl from page D

sion reconfirmed the independence
of Rumania, which was the only

Warsaw bloc country not to join

Moscow in condemning the Chinese
Invasion.

U.S. defence analysts said the at-

tack appeared to be a "limited
punitive thrust," rather than an
attempt to march on Hanoi. But they
admitted that Intelligence reports

were still sketchy.
The attack also threatened to dis-

rupt a planned trip by U.S. Secretary
of the Treasury Michael Blumenth&l
to China at the end of this week. It

:

may also have threatened the impen- I

ding U.S.-China exchange of am- I

bassadors that was due to start
(

March 1.

In Taiwan, government officials

said the Chinese invasion was proof
that U.S. policy had failed. But In
Moscow thq official Tasa news agen-
cy claimed that the Chinese invasion
was to be expected after the es-
tablishment of diplomatic relations
between the U.S. and China.
Former president Gerald Ford

said on Saturday that he was worried
about the ''potentialities and
ramifications" of the Chinese inva-
sion. but said the U.S. should remain
in the background of the dispute.
At the UN, Secretary General Kurt

Waldheim called the fighting
"another tragic Incident where ,

violence begets violence," and warn-
ed of “unforseeable consequences"
unless hostilities ended.

Neither China nor Vietnam have
yet asked for immediate meeting of
the UN Security Council. As a per-
manent member of the council,
China has a veto power that would
make unlikely a Vietnamese request
for a meeting. (UPI, AP, Reuter)

EXPELLED
(Continued from page I)

and plundered you of your posses-
sion is Zionism.
“Today, Yasser and Ruholl&h,

Palestinian and Iranian, have risen
against a common enemy In a united
front. In this field even the Iranian
Jews are with us, so that we might
establish a new order. Our Jewish
compatriots have repeatedly sent

their greetings to Khomeini in

various marches. They have heard
their Moslem brothers about.
quoting Khomeini, ‘Jews are our
brothers.'”
In Jerusalem, the spokesman for

the Miniairy of Communications an-

nounced that "for all practical pur-

poses" postal service between Israel

and Iran no longer exists, and there

was no use in posting letters or

parcels to Iran.

He added that the last dispatch of

mail for Iran left February 8, and all

postal matter received since then

has been placed in postal
warehouses "until air or surface

routes are re-established."

In Tel Aviv, it seemed certain that
El ATs route to Teheran has been
closed down, after 22 and a half

years. This was the inevitable con-

clusion following the expulsion order
against all 22 Israelis remaining in

Iran, including six El A1 personnel.

Minister of Education jtod
Yaron later conceded that

- favour a change giving the
general a six-year "term ifcri

not. be renewed.. A cofcxnfcg

Druse loses plea for Arab status

EUs
Druse, radicals say

HAIFA (Itim). — The District Court
yesterday turned down the applica-
tion of a Druse student to change the
nationality registration on his Identi-

ty card from "Druse” to "Arab."

The court president. Judge
Yehoshua Gubernlk, found that the
student, Kama! Kayuf. 22, of Usflya,
had not made the application in good
faith. Gubernlk said Kayuf made his

decision to change his registration

only when the time came for him to

be inducted into the IDF.

Kahuf asked the court in
December last year to make a
declaratory judgment which would

oblige the Interior Ministry to

register him as having Arab
nationality. Haifa District Attorney
Yehuda Reahev opposed the applica-

tion.

Kayuf, a second-year student at

Haifa University, was detained on
the campus about a week ago for not
responding to his call-up order In

1976.

Judge Gubemik stressed that the

judgment was not meant to touch on
the question of ‘‘who is a Druse,"
and especially not to pronounce on
whether the Druse were a part of the

Arab nation. It was restricted to the

specific Instance before the court.

Military gov’t cracks down on politicians
The military government has

warned Arab public figures in the
West Bank In recent weeks not to
take part in meetings of a political

character either within the Green
yLine or in the administered
territories.

Many political activists have been
called into the offices of military
governors to receive the warning.
The ban applies to student meetings
and to all political activity.

Israeli organizations have in the

past applied to the military govern-
ment for permission to invite Arab
personalities to meetings inside

Israel, and until recently there have
been no limitations.

One public figure wbo has received
such a warning said yesterday that

be had been summoned by the
military government several times
recently to be told that although he
was to be invited to attend a certain

meeting he would not be permitted to
take part in it.

Woman held in Jaffa grenade attack
By YORAM BAR

Jerusalem Post Reporter

JAFFA. — A 2l-year-old Jaffa'
prostitute was arrested yesterday on
suspicion of conspiring to murder
drug dealer Yosef Lev, known as
"Abu-Tom.” The woman was picked
.up two hours after a grenade was
thrown at Lev’s flat at 6 a.m. yester-

day.

Lev, his wife and three neighbours
were slightly injured in the. explo-
sion. ^

Police said the prostitute, known'
for her close working relationship
with Lev. arrived at the scene of the
explosion in a taxi at 8:30 yesterday
morning. Policemen who were
questioning Lev’s neighbours im-
mediately identified the young
woman and arrested her.
Police believe that the attack was

intended to settle underworld ac-

counts In a drug-related matter.
About half a year ago. Ley was

suspected of involvement in the bom-
bing of another Tel Aviv drug
dealer’s car. The victim was badly
injured and spent a month and a half

in the hospital. He was released —
crippled — a few months ago.

There has been a sharp increase
lately in the number of underworld
killings in Tel Aviv. A police.source
told The Jerusalem Post that the,

violence signals an attempt by a
gang of drug dealers to take over ,

territory. “We have arrested some
drug dealers lately and charged
them with complicity in murders,
but apart from one current murder
trial against Menny Cohen, MK
Charlie Biton's parliamentary
secretary, we have not had much,
success," the source said.

Mainz hockey girls due here
By JACK LEON

Post Sports Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Israel will host its first,

foreign women’s hockey team next
month, when the Frankfurter Club of
Mainz arrives for a five-match tour
organized by the Israel Hockey
Association (IHA). Men's hockey
teams from abroad were last here at
the Third Maccabiah in 1950.

During their 10 days in the coun-
try, the West German visitors will

play two games against Israel's
national side, IHA heads Adele
Nowikow and Gilda Kreiner told The
Jerusalem Post on Friday. Their
other fixtures are against the
Hebrew University, Tel Aviv Mac-
cabi and the Sharon hockey clubs.

In preparation for the matches
against the highly-rated German
team, the IHA is this week forming a
national squad of 22 players. The
selected will then play weekly trial

matches and hold training clinics,

alternating between Maoz Aviv,
near here, and the Hebrew Universi-
ty-

In charge of the training
programme — to be supplemented
by intensive practice at club level—
is Gilda Kreiner, wbo was a- first-

grade hockey coach and played on
her provincial side in South Africa
before coming to Israel a year ago.
The IHA was set up last March

after a big response to a letter in The
Post announcing plans to start
hockey In Israel should there he suf-

ficient Interest. The association has
so far registered 300 players, about
equally divided between the sexes.
While the majority are settlers

from English-speaking countries
and Western Europe— some of them

New housing for

West Bank refugees
RAMALLAH (Itim) . — The military
government plana to build new hous-
ing for West Bank refugees in the
coming fiscal year, along the same
lines of those built In the Gaza Strip.

A plan for the project was drawn up
several years ago, but remained in-

operative because of financial and
political considerations.

BULLETIN. — Two Jnmates of
Ma’asiyahu prison, Shimon Blton
and Niasixn Maman, escaped Iasi •

night. Blton was sentenced to five
years for housebreaking and
robbery in 1977 and Maman was ser-
ving a 15-month term from October
1978 for assault.

top-class players prior to their im-
migration — an increasing number
of sabras are taking up the sport. In
addition to the IHA's eight-team
league, youth squads have been
formed In Jerusalem, the Tei Aviv
and Sharon areas and Rlshon Lezion.
Hockey was dropped from the

Maccabiah after 1950, but the IHA
hopes to reintroduce it for both men
and women at the 1981 games.
In league hockey yesterday, the

Hebrew University scored a double
over Tel Aviv Maccabl "B" at Givat
Ram, the women by 4-0 and the men
scraping through 1-0 in a hard-fought
match that gave the hosts their first

Victory of the season, following three
consecutive defeats.

Curfew declared

in Ealandm
RAMALLAH Utlm).-^A.
was declared on Satarday -

the KTnTiiVdift refugeecamp,
Jerusalem-Ramallah road, $
lifted at 9 a.m. yesterday?-

1

The action -foUovred-toe

of a Molotov cocktail i

bus which was passing
its way to the Ofra add!

settlements In the area. Lm
month ago, another bfrftf
line was the target of a.

thrown in El-BIra. There ’

juries or damage in eifhe.

Security forces condnctaU
to-house search dating
and met with camp .mol

elders were warned -to;

hotheads and warned d
.

measures if the camp dfdri

down. A curfew had been
'there' :I0 days- aguafler

throwing forident^Q-

Liver transplaD

TEL AVIvl. - riw.'
transplant was performed?
by doctors at RehovoTa
Hospital, Kupat Holimbea
announced yesterday. R
giving a 18-day-okLbaby*
liver c ontainfhg arittt!

necessary to fight a dtocw*

had killed her paxiuits’.tsifryi

children shortly after WrU*v

The operation waa the at

kind in Israel, arid only the

the world. The isfueHrecIpl

the youngest so far.

No special problem! ,ww*

countered in performfaf
transplant. .

'

In.deep sorrow we announce the death"-.-,

of our beloved father arid grandfather . ,./

Dr. LUDWIG JEHUDA

0PPENHEIMER
The funeral will take place today, Monday. FebruaryiM®?
3:30 p.m., at Kibbutz Yad Mordechai. Transport- will
thehouse of the deceased, 44 Elsenberg Street/ Rehov&**

Michael Oppenheimer a&dA1

Kibbutz Zikim
Rahel Sternberg and fandlf’

Kibbutz Yad Mordechai ;

The Joint Israel Appeal, . ;
The Zionist Federation of Great Britain ;>•

and Ireland .

and their Israel offices . .
:-p

are profoundly grieved at the passingof .^
Sir ISRAEL BRODIE K.B.E/*

Emeritus Chief Rabbi of the British Commonweal*
Vice-President of the jXA. r /

and extend heartfelt condolences to-’. ,y;.

Lady Brodie -tV
and to the members of the family-

o.

i

DIRTY BREAD. — Jerusalem
health officials raided grocery store
entrances early Friday morning and
confiscated 200 loaves of bread found
Vtog unwrapped and unattended.
Bayit Vagan, Rehavia, Shaare Hess-
ed. Belt Yisrael and Kiryat Yovel
were hit. A similar raid three weeks
before netted 350 loaves.

Emunah — National Religious Women's OrganizaU0,1

mourns the passingof

Sir ISRAEL BRODIE
Emeritus Chief Rabbi of the British Common^:

and extends heartfeltaympatbjrio
~

’

.j . -

fody Brodie- V/K
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oslem trust files claim

46 sites in Haifa
re
a

'

,c,u
?'t V ***«>*a*oob

B; r .
^tferusalem Post Beperter.

.H* (l
'* — ih® iftikim Moslem
~

trust (Wakf) here iaw-ffl.

the district court for con*

a
.__Bppopertle*ta tie Haifaarea

Pi.c>rrte fcJiWtte sites of Elijah's cave.
-:hool building in the central
taacarac! area, the ajrtttnfe
Val museums — worth a total
'y millions,

a "trustee Suhefl Shukri said
re^hJSay that he .hail . negotiated

ITL
,

i

S
'?‘ W***4j*° years, with the prime

,ls-ad ;,^W?r'a adviser on Arab affairs,

?!seL,. Wevelopment Authority and
'2

ha-..®
*“a »or recognition of thalsttklal

thcr. title to the various, proper-

*«i*S

d;rec .
f

“siy L-fy alternatively, for compenaa-
ar.rf ^ t!w*e **«w «M used by the-

--K ..:
l^tte much, documentary and

aH.7l.ic proof of. the- trust's
’-"^t jj^nip. he said, the authorities

a -^r^
i;

,̂ 'ed evasive tactics and had
n

' fri'V’ ®ven registered the Cave, a
'*H.cred and accessible to all

Js, in the name of the Ministry
gtous Affairs, without any

La.

the trust learnt of this. he =

.contested the registration to

trlct court. But the objection -

-
'

w

ret-v*.smissed because, the time
now

ir. an appeal, 60 days, had ex-

Cr saW Uja t over the years the
^^municipality had regularly

\
£.-

seaj!;, .

trust formal notices~bf city

?r.eH ^r°Sf»r oil properties, amongthem
‘'p^^s^Cave. Every year the

*P?5.'V* ^s^Trust, he said, had supplied

the property "was owned

by a public religious non-profit trust

and therefore tax-exempt. .

At one stage, government officials

In Jerusalem bad offered to pay the
trust's lawyer® fees In return for the

. cancellation of the claims, he stated.

Ashed why they had allowed
' negotiations to drag for so many
years, the trustee and secretary of
XatUdal explained; "We didst want

. any tensions between Jews and
Arabs to arise over it; and whenever
a new minister or senior official took
np his post, we started negotiating
all over agin. We didn't want to turn
Elijah's Cave into a second
M&chpela Cave. But when we learnt

.

of Its registration in the name of the
Religions Affairs Ministry, we felt
we had been misled all along. Now
we see no alternative to going to
court," .

The Cave of Elijah and adjoining
lands cover an area of 32 dunams,
the nearby Maritime Museum and
the Naval Museum of Underground
Immigration about 15 dunams.
Suheil Shukri, the son of a mayor

of Haifa, was appointed trustee of
Moslem properties in June 1958 by
the Moslem religious court of Acre.
He explained that the trust had been
named "Iatihlal" (Independence) In
the Mandatory government period to
signify that it was not controlled by
the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem, Hadj
Amin ra Hussein! His grandfather
had

.

put up the bulldings that stm
stand at the entrance to the Cave:
The trust originally owned 59

properties up to 2948. but to the.
course of lime had received compen-
sation for 10 of them.

i m
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Shiest ordered into death

Beilinson heart patient
c iilfSar LYNDA GOLDMAN

Curfew
(kj,

in Kalaiftt

^M-usalem Post Reporter

. —A local magistrate has
an investigation into the
heart patient Bella Alter,

id In Beilinson hospital last

i
aged 54, less than 24 hours

_ iV ...... iing admitted; .

r u: i-.-rT ‘ ^ Alter's children, Paul and
Ka:c-^1JJrtwiitted a request for an In-

vr Quoting as respondents Kupat
IVV. jf

c^nd Prof. Morris Levy, head
- ^best-surgery department at

; ! v v
-'.' ‘ !lC,n ‘

4 . -"I’? lawyer told The Jerusalem
"
7

r'J:iat there is reason to believe
‘

ej - tiother’s death was caused by
• f- 3 negligence.

•“ Zi'.
•

'-a -v request the Alters describe

•v. - 7 .C7ir mother awoke on the nioiy
- . August 23 last year feeling

5 • -'..:,;,r;;iweU. In February 1976 she

. a heart pacemaker im-
77„".

77^,tf in her chest.

- • -7 I-* Children took her to Beilinson

^'s emergency ward at 7:80in
5 i
/: ^rning. The duty doctor found

that Mrs. Alter's pacemaker was not
.functioning because of faulty
batteries, and admitted her to the
chest-surgery department.
The children claim that from the

time their mother was admitted until

they left at 10 o'clock that evening,
she was not given proper medical
treatment.
Uri Almugy/the lawyer represen-

ting the children, said they were in-

formed that their mother would be
operated on the following morning.
They returned the next day and

were told that their mother had died.

Judge Natan Amit, who will run
the inquest, scheduled the first hear-
ing for March 4 and requested that
all files and medical records be sub-
mitted by then.
.He also subpoenaed Prof. Levy

and a representative of Kupat Holim
to appear at the hearing.
Prof. Levy told The Poet that, as

yet, he has not received a copy of the
complaint, brought by the children,
but' was sure that there are no
grounds for negUgence.

goesr sbufh:(im Tel Aviv)

BQCHAL YUDELMANT if*A1® hlffl
"AAUUJBJU * VA>»JMWM»W

i_-I t er In&rasalera Post Reporter

VTV. — The national theatre,

frf'TT! fptw, will hold its first perfor-
Ll lu iC in

tn South.Tel Aviv's Belt Bar-

. :- 1 .-.v;v -onight, Habima General'
-• Shmuel Omer told’ The

r;
ism Post yesterday.

7“7-7abima's performances in Tel

: ^“Ive previously been held in
-

’% Hall, Omer said- "We have
" to bringthe theatre to people .

-fjw come to it.” . < .

:= .-performance, entitled "Home,
• will mark the start of a Joint
-- ^-"Vmunlcipaiity project to

- \r--i theatre for the residents of
T -^el Aviv where many of the
^-Dor are concentrated. Ticket

prices for the show have been reduc-
ed by half with the Tel Aviv
municipality covering the
difference. Municipal Spokesman
Amlkam Shapiro said yesterday.
Habima trill appear once a month

’in Beit Barbour at thisstage. The Tel
Aviv municipality intends to bring
other theatre companies to its

southern district, according to Depu-
ty Mayor Yitzhak Artzi who is to

charge of culture, youth and sports.

Artzi also said that Habima actors

and directors will meet youngsters
from the area in the coming weeks to

help them form a drama club.

All tickets for the first perfor-

mance have been sold out, the
municipal spokesman said yester-

day.

March

lau denies Singapore trip planned
01 ^ly AARON BITTNER
;•* 'Jerusalem Pest Reporter
.i .-^port Minister Halm Landau
Friday denied reports 7that

:-7 representatives plan to fly
-

: vr* pore to observe the so-called
xirc Plan" for toner-city traf-

rol.

.u said details of the plan
e obtained here from the.

-- _r- "V* expert who once lived in

. _ - £:i'.-’i-Sre and devised it." The
• added that several studies
Singapore Plan" have been

and only after these -are

will a trip to Singapore be
and this only as a finaljfG JEHt"

iltlEI
i if applying the plan to Tel
onsldered feasible," Landau

^’there still would be no need
• -i; ryj.a delegation to Singapore to

..‘i ^ losely. We can rely on the

y
r'mt of one expert."

-
j Yudelman adds from Tel

vlv Deputy Mayor David

Shifman told The Jerusalem Post
yesterday that the reputed creator of

the "Singapore Plan," architect
Arye Dudai, is by no means an ex-

pert to the matter.
"The 'Singapore Plan* was only

implemented there in 1974, whereas
Dudai left Singapore in 1972.
Besides, now it's 1979 and I’m sure
much has changed and many lessons

been learned," Shifman said.
Shifman said he was surprised

that Landau's discussion had revolv-

ed around the trip to Singapore in-

stead of around the Singapore plan
itself. "The trip itself Is secondary.
When the Tel Aviv municipality
decides to Implement the ‘Singapore
Plan,' it will certainly send a delega-

tion to check things in Singapore. If'

the Transport Ministry wishes to

send its delegate along — it is

welcome to do so," Shifman told The
Post.
Shifman said the municipality in-

tends to decide "quite soon" whether
or not" to adopt the "Singapore
Plan.”

nay screen ‘Son of Roots’
.N''‘ ’ iuat«m Post Reporter

TV is negotiating with the

iistributor of "Roots:
- The

ierations" — the sequel to
rd-maklng series based on
ley's search for his African'

fir- b.

k Shimon! who is in charge
irehase of foreign scries for

ie, told The Jerusalem, Post
ere is a good chance that

it, even though the price

they're demanding is three times
what we usually pay for a film of that

length."
The seven-part sequel, which in-

cludes scenes with Marlon Brando
and James Earl Jones, started on
ABC in the U.S. last night. The story

begins in 1882 and ends In 1967, when
Haley went to Africa to look for

traces of his ancestor Kunie Klnte.

The 14-hour series is expected to

score well on the ratings in the U.S.

|
Rechtman goes to jail,

says he’ll write a book

Leaders of the National Committee for Newlyweds without Housing
at yesterday’s Tel Aviv press conference, where they presented
their plan for solving the housing problem. Seen here are the chair-
man, xvi Saar, (left) and Yossi Ben-Shoshan of Bai Yam.

,
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Couples issue warning on flats
By LYNDA GOLDMAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Representatives of the
National Committee of Newlyweds
without Housing told reporters
yesterday that they intend to hand
the government an ultimatum
demanding cheaper housing. If the
demands are not met, the committee
plans to take "the most radical and
drastic action within the law."
The group is expecting thousands

of protesters to take part in a
demonstration tomorrow at Kikar
Molchci Ylsrael here.
The ultimatum demands that the

government turn over land free of
charge for the construction of low-
cost housing and rental units for

young couples who cannot afford
today's market prices.

Woman indicted in

W. Bank bus blast

LOD (Itizn). — An Indictment was
filed yesterday in the military court
here accusing Fatima Musa Dakak,
19, of Isawiya, of placing a bomb on
an Engeddi -to-Jerusalem bus last

November. The blast caused the
death of four people.
Dakak was originally considered a

suspect in the case, but voluntarily
reported to police and gave an alibi,

claiming a case of mistaken identity.

But she was re-arrested in January
when a bomb, apparently in
preparation, blew up to her house,
killing her husband (who was also
suspected in the bus blast) and a
friend.

A date has not yet been set for the
trial.--, -“tt***.- 1
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Suspect held in

infant-rape case
HAIFA (Itim).— Police are holding

a local man on suspicion of involve-

ment in the rape of a three-year-old

girl to the Neve David cemetery last

week.
At the end of the week the Haifa

Magistrate's Court issued a warrant
for the man, because police said they

were having difficulty finding him.
But a police representative told

Judge Mlcha Lindenstrauss yester-

day that the man, who lives in the

Neve David area, has been detained
for investigation. The magistrate
cancelled the warrant and ordered
that the suspect be produced in court

within 48 hours, if necessary.

Evron starts VA
year prison term
TEL AVIV (Itim). — Businessman
Efralm Evron yesterday began ser-

ving hi* one and a half year sentence

for false bookkeeping and tax eva-

sion. He has already paid IL800.000

to fines levied on him and the Pan-
Lon construction firm, which he
formerly owned.
Evron . appeared energetic as he

reported to the district court here,

after first concluding some business

matters in the courthouse cafeteria.

Haifa rates up

by 72 per cent
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — Local city taxes will go up
by 55 to 130 per cent from April, the
municipal executive decided last

week. The council is due to approve
the increases at a special meeting at
the end of the month.
The steepest rise is for banks and

insurance companies, and the
average rise is 72 per cent, still

below the tax rates to Tel Aviv and
Jerusalem, city officials say.

The general rate for an apartment
up to 75 square metres in a; top-
quality building to an "A” zone will

be IL1 ,386 per room, and for a larger
flat ILi.563. The respective rates for

B zones are IL1,U9 and and
for C zones EL900 and XL1.017. In

standard houses (shikun type), the

rates vary from IL933 to ZL8S4 for 75

square metre rooms in "A" zones
and to smaller apartments from
IL483 to IL54G.

z wants more phones for K. Shmona

8 R 5-inDl £

y AARON S1TTNER
usalem Post Reporter

telephone lines to Klryat

would not only reduce the

tense of .isolation but also

Its economic development,

.

of Labour and Social Af-

ael Katz said yesterday.

tog a plan he will soon pre-

he Kiryat Shmona unit of the
rial Committee on Develop-

* frowns, Katz told The
.*ni Post: "Certain measures

,
c taken promptly if we are to

’
i the situation in Kiryat
. One of these is alleviation

hone shortage there. Kiryat
ns would not feel cut off from

the rest of the country, and business

investors wouldhave the opportunity

to operate normally.”
Among the other proposals by

Katz are:
• a new youth hostel should be

erected to Kiryat Shmona, to attract

young tourists.

• Between 300 and 400 housing units

should be built in the coming year to

accommodate families relocating

from the centre of the country and to

improve living conditions of local

families. A parcel of land com-
prising 100 building plots should be

earmarked now for the first phase of

a !‘Build-Your-Own-Villa-in-Kiryat

Shmona” scheme- Another 150 plots

should be laid out next year.

The Ministry ofLabourand Social

Affairs would pay for all training

and retraining of workers moving to

Kiryat Shmona, to join the staffs of

new enterprises there.

• The Ta’aa plant in Kiryat Shmona
would be expanded within 18 months
to employ 300 more workers, and
Koor Industries would be asked to

explore the possibility of es-

tablishing a new factory in Kiryat
Shmona providing 400 jobs.

• The Development Town Settle-

ment Referral Agency would, help

Kiryat Shmona’s social agencies ex-

pand their -facilities, so that new-
comers’ children could be accom-
modated without difficulty.

ZvI Sa’ar. chairman of the com-
mittee, said that his organization did

not go through the regular
"bureaucratic channels" because
they "want to meet the government
in the streets, face-to-face."
Leora- Oflr, the committee's

representative from Netanya, raid
that she wrote to several ministries

informing them of 591 empty
apartments which she felt could be
given to young couples in that city.

A spokesman for the Ministry of

Housing and Construction told The
Jcrlem Post that there are far fewer
apartments than Mrs. Ofir says
there ore. Some of these, he said,

have already been sold and others
are for new immigrants.

.
Tuvia Haim, who represents GOO

young couples in the Jaffa Glmel,
Neve Shalcm and Tel Kablr areas,
called on Tel Aviv Mayor Shlomo
Lohat to take part in the demonstra-
tion. Lahat, be said, had promised to

help solve young couples' housing
problems in his election campaign.
When asked why young people

don't move to development towns,
where cheaper housing is available,

Yossi Spizraan. the committee's
representative in Kfar Sava, said
that people who preach going to

development towns should set the ex-

ample.

By YORAM BAR
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — MK Shmuel Rechl-
man. who today begins serving his

three and a half year sentence for
taking bribes, wiil use his sojourn in

prison to *A*rile a book about the bribe
s ft air which led to his conviction, he
told The Jerusalem Post yesterday.

"! have a lot to write about the
whole matter," Rechtman said. “I
don't know how it all happened but I
still hope the Supreme Court will

acquit me. I am innocent.”
Rechtman told The Post he was

feeling well and was not broken by
the verdict: “My family is backing
me. I've had some bad crises io my
life. This is the worst one. but I'll sur-
vive it too.

"Most encouraging are residents
of Rehovot. They keep calling me to
cheer me up. in recent weeks I have
been invited to many family events
in the town, like parties, weddings
and b&r-ir.itvas, and every time I
entered a hall, everyone rose «nri

cheered me,” the former Rehovot
mayor said.

Rechtman said the trial had been
very expensive, costing him ap-
proximately ILIm. "IL450.000 I
received from my municipal pension %

fund, and the rest I took from my
savings. My wife doesn't work and I
hope they don't stop my salary as a
Knesset member, or it will be very

difficult for my wife and 18-ycar-old
daughter to survive."
Rechtman, 53, father of two

daughters and grandfather of two.
enters prison a week before his
younger daughter. Sigal, enlists in
the army. "I hope Iam released long
before Sigal ends her two years' ser-
vice. Xn any case, I'll use the time in
jail to write a hook, i'll learn English
and study the Bible. The Bible is a
book I admire greatly.” Rechtman
said-
Under the law as it stands at pre-

sent, a Knesset member keeps' his
seat, and his salary and other
benefits, even after he has been con-
victed and while he is to prison.
Although Rechtman said at one

time that he would Insist while to
prison on his right to attend Knesset
sessions, he has not returned to this
idea recently.
He said recently that he would

resign his seat if the Supreme Court
rejects his appeal against the
District Court sentence.
This week, two private bills em-

bodying amendments to the laws on
MKs' immunity are likely to come
up in the Knesset for their
preliminary readings. The bills, in-
troduced by Aranon Rubinstein
(Shai) and Moshe Shahal
(Alignment-Labour), would regard
any MK who is convicted of an
offence connoting moral turpitude as
having automatically resigned his
seat.

Civil Guard men face brutality charge
tel AVIV (Itimi. — Five Civil
Guard members will face criminal
charges arising out of an incident of
alleged brutal treatment of five
Arabs whose fiat they searched last
November.
The Te! Aviv police spokesman

issued a statement yesterday
escribing how the men — two
soldiers and three high school pupil
volunteers — met a base com-
mander in the Civil Guard while they
were patrolling in Rehov
Trump el dor here one night in
November. They told him they in-

tended to search a flat In which
Arabs were living, and he warned
them not to do so unless accom-
panied by a uniformed policeman.
They ignored his warning, the

statement alleges, and forced their
way into the fiat. There they found
six Arabs, and one of the soldiers and
a pupil began beating them, without
any preliminaries.
Cne of the Arabs possessed a

residence permit, and the civil

guardsmen instructed the other five

to accompany them to the guard
minibus. They took them to the
beach, the statement says, where
they are alleged to have made them
wade into the sea up to their knees
while fully clothed, and afterwards
brutalised them to various ways, in-

cluding kicking and beating.
The Arabs were then returned to

the flat, and immediately complain-
ed to the police. A comprehensive In-

vestigation was ordered, the five

men involved were suspended from
the Civil Guard, and the matter was
referred to the Tel Aviv district at-
torney's office and the military
prosecutor, who decided jointly to

bring criminal charges.

STUDENTS. — The first World
Conference of Jewish Students
began working sessions at Kiryat
Moriah to Jerusalem yesterday. 250

Jewish student leaders, representing
some 700,000 students to the free

world, talked about common
problems and heard lectures on
Jewish Identity and roots.
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Eurovision showing
Jerusalem Post Reporter

The Broadcasting Authority must
decide by March 5 whether sanctions
hy TV technicians and Journalists
will prevent it from putting on the
1979 Eurovision Song Contest in
Jerusalem — scheduled for March 32
— Authority chairman Reuven
Yaron told The Jerusalem Post
yesterday.
Yitzhak Shlmoni, head of the

Eurovision organizing team, said
that March 1 was a realistic deadline
for deciding whether to hold or
cancel the competition. The sanc-
tions are rooted In a dispute that
began several years ago. and are not
a sudden occurrence,, he said.
Another source in the Authority

said that management must decide
by the end of this week if the contest
can go on because the 19 other coun-
tries taking part must be informed in
time.
MK Akiva Nof t Democratic Move-

ment! yesterday introduced a mo-
tion to the Agenda on the danger of
Eurovision's postponement or
cancellation. He argued that failure
to hold the contest on the designated
date would give Israel the reputation
of an anarchic state.

New physics research

aired at Dead Sea
Jerusalem Post Staff

Data gathered at the world's
newest and most advanced elemen-
tary particle accelerator are being
presented at the third German-
Israeli Minerva Symposium on
physics, which opened yesterday at
Ein Bokck on the shores of the Dead
Sea.
During the week-long symposium

some 70 papers will be delivered by
Israeli and German scientists at
three simultaneous sessions in the
fields of nuclear physics, elementary
particles, and geophysics.
Minerva Symposia, sponsored by

the Minerva Gesellschaff of West
Germany, are held alternately to
Israel and Germany, and also deal
with biological and chemical
sciences.
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WORLD NEWS
China-Vietnam clashes not new

Monday, February 19, 1979 The Jerusalem Post

BANGKOK (UPI). - The first
caunese invasion of Vietnam was In
1U BCE, and took 1,000 years for the
Vietnamese to defeat.
Despite their recent closeness dur-

ing Vietnam's war with the U.S.,
fighting between China and Vietnam
has during: history come often and
brutally. But Vietnamese history
courses teach that not once have the
Vietnamese been defeated by their
far larger and more populous
northern neighbour.
The latest outbreak therefore has

Its roots in history, and is not simply
a war between Communist allies-
tumed-enemies.
But the current conflict goes back

several years. By Vietnamese ac-
counts, it began in the mid 1960s
when the "Cultural Revolution" in
China delayed the shipment of Soviet
arms to Vietnam along Chinese
railways.

Peking and Hanoi kept their
relations smooth in public until after
the Communists overran Saigon in
April 1975, renaming the southern
capital Ho Oil Minh City and taking
control of the entire country.
From there, relations between

Vietnam and China were all
downhill, for a variety of reasons.
Not the least was that the China-

backed regime In Cambodia was un-
der Vietnamese military attack
from the day after Saigon fell.

By the end of 1876, when the Viet-
nam Communist party held a con-
gress to meet changing conditions,
senior party members Including
Hoang Van Hoan — a polltburo
member — were purged because of
their Chinese ties.

From early in 2977, the war with
Cambodia grew, with border
fighting increasing In Intensity to the
point that the Cambodians broke
diplomatic relations with Vietnam.
At the same time, unnoticed and

unpublicised, Vietnamese and
Chinese officials at the border began
to quibble, then to argue, and then to
shoot at each other.
When Vietnam decided to com-

munise Ho Chi Minh City Last March,
the Chinese protested vociferously.

In a -mysterious move, more than
170,000 ethnic Chinese living in Viet-
nam made their way to the China
border and crossed over to become
refugees. Each nation blamed the
other for the exodus.
With the strongest possible Soviet

backing, the Vietnamese made their
decision to Invade Cambodia. Hanoi
established and trained the pro-
Vietnam puppet administration and

army and finally invaded Cambodia
on Christmas day.
Meanwhile, almost dally, skir-

mishes were reported along the

China-Vletn&m border. While the

military activity was small-scale,

the potential for war grew as China
Increased its combat strength and
Statements from the two capitals

grew more and more harsh.
Talks to solve the dispute broke off

late last year, with China withdraw:
lag its ambassador and negotiators

from Hanoi indefinitely. Chinese
statements have indicated that the
Invasion of Cambodia by Vietnam
was the last straw.
Vice-Premier Teng Hslao-ping,

during his tourlast month of the U.S.

and Japan, publicly warned that a
Chinese invasion was almost ' cer-

tain, saying the Vietnamese "needed
to be taught a lesson.”

On Saturday, elements of a 170.000-

man Chinese force struck across the

border.
Vietnam, which previously bad

warned that an invasion would
threaten world peace, appealed to

the Soviet Union for "militant
solidarity," and the Soviets warned
the Chinese to pull out "before it Is

too late."

But what the next step will be, no
one can say.

NATO said too weak to repel Soviets
WASHINGTON (UPI). — A Soviet
attack against Western Europe
would almost certainly trigger a
nuclear war because of the weakness
of NATO's conventional forces, the
House Armed Services Committee
said Saturday.

''NATO’s capability to tight a
protracted war Is almost non-
existent," a committee report said.
The forces of the alliance are so
weak that it would have to resort to

nuclear weapons to counter an at-

tack by Warsaw Pact troops.
It quoted the late Gen. George

Brown, former chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, as “openly
acknowledging the almost certain
escalation — at least to theatre
nuclear war — in the event of a War-
saw Pact attack."

The report was prepared by a sub-
committee. which held 26 hearings
and visited five NATO countries last

year. Zt found the alliance's capabili-

Nkomo says Rhodesians missed camp
LUSAKA, Zambia. — Black
guerrilla leader Joshua Nkomo
yesterday denied that any of his
organisation’s camps were hit by
Rhodesian air strikes on guerrilla
bases In southern Zambia early
Saturday.
“There was no camp that they

hit,” Nkomo said hr a telephone in-

terview. “It was really Just throwing
something in the dark."
Nkomo, head of the Zimbabwe

African People's Union and co-
leader of the Patriotic Front
guerrilla alliance, said the
Rhodesians “damaged a few Zam-
bian trees and killed a couple of
animals."

But a hospital spokesman in
Livingstone said- that two men were
seriously injured and admitted to
hospital following the most recent
Rhodesian incursion Into Zambia.
The U.S. on Saturday expressed its

"deep concern" over the Rhodesian
raid. State Department spokesman
Anita Stockman warned that “such
cross-border attacks only further in-

flame the situation."

In a new incident, one white man
was dead and eight others missing
yesterday following an attack on a
private car in a farming area near
Lusaka. The bullet-ridden body of

Kart Bothnia was found beside his

abandoned car. Eight other people,
Including his wife and daughter,
were reported missing, according to

local reports.

The attack occurred in the same
area where several months ago
guerrillas from nearby ZAPU camps
harassed and in some cases brutally

beat white farmers in their search
for alleged Rhodesian spies.

The Zambian police could not be
reached for comment on the inci-

dent, but informed sources said
Bothnia had been shot seven times.
Nkomo said he knew nothing about

the incident. (AP, UPI)

British government to see offer to end strike
LONDON (UPI). — Union and local

government officers hope to soon
settle the strike by 1.5 million public

service workers that has closed
schools and left the country buried in

garbage if the government approves
a productivity deal they have reach-
ed.

The deal would‘give the workers
employed by local governments,
sucti aa trash • collectors, school
caretakers and street cleaners n 9

per cent Increase on their basir ^ay.
It would take it from £42 to £ .v for a
35-hour work week.
The employers and union officials

also agreed on a study of com-
parable wages In private industry so
that public service workers' wages
could keep pace with them.

If the government approves a
productivity deal the men could he
back at work early this week.

Until it Is settled however, schools
in the Northeast and In the Greater
London area will continue to be clos-

ed despite an- appeal by union of-

ficials that children .preparing for
.

examinations should be able to use
classrooms, -

The casualty department of St.

Bartholomew’s hospital, one of Lon-
don's best known teaching hospitals,
was closed on Saturday because of a
shortage of sterile medical equip-
ment.

A union official said “we are main-
taining a skeleton service and
believe this closure was un-

necessary. We are anxious to do
nothing which will put patients' lives

at risk."

Prime Minister James
Callaghan’s wife, Audrey, crossed
strikers' picket lines outside a Lon-
don children's hospital to offer her
service*to the hard-pressed medical
staff," 'the Sunday .‘Express’’
reported. . »

“Snow Minister" Denis Howell
became the first minister to use the

concordat between the
- government

and the trades union council, an-

nounced last week, when he appeal-

ed to striking road plowing crews to

obey the spirit of the concordat and
go back to work to save lives and
people injured on the icy roads.

Shah’s South African palace closed
JOHANNESBURG (AP). — The
violent revolution that overthrew the
shah and continues to create chaos In

Iran under a new regime had, until

recently, left a tiny part of the Ira-
nian Empire untouched in South
Africa.

On a ridge overlooking
Johannesburg's northern suburbs
stands a magnificent two-storey
white mansion — home for Shah
Reza Pahiavi and his family while In

exile during World War n.
The mansion, now a museum call-

ed the "Johannesburg Museum of

Reza Shah the Great," honours the
present shah's father, who died in

South Africa in 1945. The shah con-
verted the dwelling in 1972 into a

monument to hia father's memory,
whose body was set sent back to Iran
in 2950.

It is administered by the Iranian
consulate In Johannesburg and is full

of paintings, photographs and
statues of the family.
But now consulate officials have

become embarrassed by the
presence of the shah, and this
historical part of Iran risks the
desecration that has gone hand-in-
hand with the toppling of the shah's
empire.
According to the Johannesburg

“Sunday Times," consulate officials

have decided to close the museum to
the public.
This wee k, the museum curator

packed her bags and left, putting a
large padlock on the front gate and
locking all doors. Visitors no longer

may see the Persian rugs,
archaeological exhibits, audio-visual

shows and photographs of the shah’s

father, as well as those of the present
shah, his wife and son.

"It is only a temporary measure,"
said Iranian consul-general M.
R&shti. "We h.ave not decided to

close the museum down permanent-
ly hut have decided it would he wiser
to keep the public out for a while..."

"One thing is probable, though. If

we have to take down the pictures we
will have to close the museum per-
manently," Rashti said.

The Truth about the Nationel Health Insurance

Law

1. The Law will ensure medical service of an equal level for every citizen in his home dis-

trict. The service will be provided throughout the country and there will be no require-
ment for membership of or affiliation to any medical organization.

2. The responsibility for health services in all districts will be placed upon a public
authority, not a government authority, which will be composed of public represen-
tatives and representatives of area medical bodies.

3. The financing of these health services will be provided by the National Insurance
Institute from National Insurance dues, which, in accordance with the La w, will be
levied on all citizens, in proportion to their income.

4. A citizen will be free to choose the framework within which h? receives medical ser-

vices.

5. A citizen will not make a payment for medical service received.

6. The application of the Law will reduce the cost of health services for the community
and the individual, will increase efficiency and economy, avoid duplication and ensure
a medical service for citizens.

7. Medical services will be provided for citizens by the existing medical organizations,

which will work independently. The status of these organizations and of their staff will

not be undermined.

The Ministry of Health

Ttin wrilrr* nl recent advertlNcmonbi InLbr Pmm rnpirding the millin' «f llir NuUiiiml Iiitunuirr. Law have hern

luNlnformed, and the advertisementa are mlnlradinjc.

Pakistan ruler says he
. % ,_v -

won’t decide Bhutto appeal
ISLAMABAD (Reuter). -
Pakistan’s military ruler Moham-
mad Zia ul-Haq said in an interview

released here yesterday that he

would not decide for himself on the

fate of condemned ex-premier
Zulfikar All Bhutto, hut would let the

country’s military and civilian

leadership rule collectively on. any
appeal.
President 22a told the American

CBS television network that
technically he would have the final

decision, if the Supreme Court re-

jects a petition against the death

penalty Imposed on Bhutto for

organizing a political assassination

four years ago.
But Zia said he would not keep the

prerogative to himself. He would In-

stead place it before a panel at the

entire military hierarchy and the

military-led cabinet. ;

"Let this be •>

sion.by me becads*
think that I am.againj!
said In.ihe Interview

-

>i
Bhutto in a coup &
MeanwMIe.'PakLrtsa<joS

fairs minister,
Elahi. said that IslatmSJ
permit mercy toamuriteS
commenting - on pres*
Bhutto 'might
exile.

. r
The Supreme

: Court
Saturday to discuss a&
tion against, its 4-3 '41
holding the> death sente,
on Bhutto for -an unbudr
politician Ahmed
Kasuri escaped the-'am
father, Nawab Moh^
Khan, was fatally

li

m

seen confirming military

ty to stop a Communist attack "ex-
tremely doubtful," saying that
Western European forces would
begin to run out of equipment and
ammunition "in a matter of days
rather than weeks or months."
The report said NATO's goal of 3

per cent growth in defence spending
— a compromise between military
needs and "political practicality"—
would not be enough to offset the
growing power of the Eastern Euro-
pean Warsaw Pact.

Saudi King Khaled welcomes Queen Elizabeth at Riyadh Airport on
Saturday at the start of her three-day tour of Saudi Arabia.

Saudis greet Queen in style
RIYADH (Reuter). — Incense filled

the air in the Saudi Arabian royal
palace when King Khaled gave a
banquet for Queen Elizabeth on
Saturday evening after her arrival.
A 22 gun salute greeted her at the
airport earlier in the day, and she
spent Sunday afternoon in the royal
box at the races.

The visit is one of the most impor-
tant in the Queen's three-week tour
of Arab gulf states, for Saudi Arabia
Is Britain's biggest trading partner
in the Middle East and the world’s
biggest oil exporter.

The grandeur of Saturday night's
occasion stunned the British, who
are themselves well-versed in pomp
and pageantry. A line of 150 guests,
including princes, sheikhs and
generals, filed past the Queen and
the Duke of Edinburgh Bhaking
hands. Among them was the familiar
face of oil minister Sheikh Ahmed
Zaki Yamani.

Saudi Queen Slta was not present,
as the Islamic faith does not allow
women a part in public functions.

And Queen Elizabeth stepped off the
plane dressed from neck to toe in
deference to the rule that women
only show themselves to husbands,
fathers or brothers. The Queen also
wore a long dress in the royal box at
the race meeting today, the first

time a British monarch has worn an
ankle-length dress to the races since
the days of Queen Mary.
The Arabic daily “Al-Jazirah"

devoted four pages to the royal visit

yesterday, stressing its importance
for relations between Britain and
Saudi Arabia.
The newspaper noted that Foreign

Secretary David Owen was travell-

ing with the Queen and quoted him
as saying that the royal tour of Saudi
Arabia and five Arab Gulf states

would “reaffirm British friendship

and concern for their continued
stability and prosperity.”

DACCA. — Voting was lightin Dacca
yesterday as Bangladesh, one of the

world’s poorest countries, went to the

polls to elect Its second parliament
since independence in 2971.

There appeorexd to he a marked
public apathy In the election for a
300-member parliament — the first

under the three-and-a-half year
military rule of President Ziaur
Rahman. His Bangladesh 'National

Party was expected to win a clear

majority In the election, full results

of which are expected today.

At one Dacca polling station, less

than half the 2,200 registered electors

had cast their votes about an hour
before the booths closed. One of the

reasons for the apparent lack of

enthusiasm seemed to be that4

whoever wins, ZU&r wtifm
ruler of the country, an
In preddenUal felettoiaur

Ziaur. however, .mya r *
democratically - elected

:

with a prime, ntizdsfw
~

will retain exmxt]vie'p<r
dent. He ha4 promised to;
law after the paiihuneufg^
Two incidents

reported near. Dacca »on&
after the polls opened. -

26km. south .of. the
capital, one person saflg«j[;

Injuries during* brawifcet*
porters of two rival pdatloa] -
In anothert town ISknif
Dacca, police fired bfamnis
to disperse battling

)

posing groups. '-No
reported. (Reuter. Upxj

U.S. stands by account of Soviet

in slaying of envoy to Afghanistan

Tanzanians deny Libyan claim

that Nyerere will meet Amin
DAR ES SALAAM, Tanzania. — Of-

ficials here yesterday denied Libyan
claims that Tanzanian President
Julius Nyerere had agreed to meet
Ugandan President Idi Amin to dis-

cuss the border war between their

two countries.

But government sources said an
ad hoc committee' of foreign
ministers from member states of the'

Organization of African Unity will

meet in Nairobi, Kenya, on Wednes-
day, before a regular OAU meeting,

to discuss the problem.
Libya's official radio had reported

that Libyan Foreign Minister All

Toriaka met Nyerere on Saturday
and obtained his consent to a Libyan
mediation effort. The radio said
Nyerere and Amin would meet in

Nairobi on Wednesday.

Tanzanian government sources
confirmed the Saturday meeting, but
said Nyerere had told Torlaka that a
Libyan mediation effort was un-

necessary because of the OAU ac-

tion.

Open hostilities between the two
states began last October, when
Ugandan forces occupied a section of
northwestern Tanzania claimed by

Amin. The Ugandans withdrew after

two weeks, but sporadic hostilities

have continued. Amin has accused
Tanzania of invading Uganda, while
Nyerere has denied that Tanzanian
troops are in Uganda, saying they
will Invade only to stave off a poten-
tial Ugandan attack.

Amin has directed the UgaririKn"
media to stop- all anti-Tanzania -

propaganda, and has ordered his
army not to attack unless in self-

defence, Uganda Radio says.
Internal opposition groups In

Uganda have continued to claim
successes in a campaign of sabotage
directed against the Amin regime.
Reports reaching Nairobi on Satur-
day said residents of the southern
Ugandan town of Masaka were flee-

ing and that the town was being oc-

cupied by men of the Uganda army.
Masaka was said to he one of the
towns where troops have staged
revolts in Uganda army barracks.
The reports said there had been

firing on the outskirts of Masaka on
Friday morning and again at night.
Residents said there were no signs of

Tanzanian troops, suggesting the
fighting was between Amin's men
and army dissidents. (UPI, Reuter)

WASHINGTON. — The U.S.,
brushing aside Soviet denials, said

on Saturday that it has "eyewitness
accounts" of the Kremlin playing a
questionable role in the slaying of

kidnapped U.S. Ambassador to

Afghanistan Adolph Dubs.
The State Department stuck to an

official American protest that
strongly criticized the actions of

Soviet advisers at the scene. A
spokesman said that eyewitness ac-

counts “led us to question the role of
Soviet personnel on the scene."
U.S. officials say Afghan police

supervised by at least four Soviet ad-
visers had stormed the hotel in spite

of a personal plea for caution from
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance.
The Soviet Union denied that Rus-

sian advisers had helped to direct

the events leading to Dubs' death.
The State Department sent a. "for-

mal note" to Kabul on Saturday
"formally requesting a report from
the Afghanistangovernmenton their

Solders disinfect -

investigation of AraK^^
death." ‘

-.“V?-.-:

The body oftoeshtin
scheduled to anriye^yester^
drews Air -Force Bxje
Washington and will ha

r

Arlington N&tlbn&l £
tomorrow. '

.
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A White House -

President Jimmy-Cartel
break off a weekend at hij

David retreat to a'tteii'

ceremonial return of QnJji'

Full military honours iof
salute were scheduled je.

corded the envt^ whm)^
returned from Khhul ^’-

Force jet * V-
Vance wiE head a parfyd

State Department official
'

the plane. \
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Carter was also.-to^

State Department's Itighof

posthumously to Dubs^-fl

accepted' by Mary".Am
Dubs. Powell said.

Naples streets

NAPLES (AP) — Italian soldiers

with military equipment and
vehicles started disinfection of local

streets on Saturday in the wake of

the so-called “mystery disease"that
has killed at least 64 babies.

Doctors reported three more
babies, aged six and seven months,
were hospitalized in near-coma with
the symptoms of the respiratory dis-

ease that has struck tens of
thousands of children, mostly below
the age of three, In Naples and the

surrounding area over the past year.

Although these were the first such
cases taken to hospital in the past
five days, doctors say that, despite

lulls, the influenza-type viral disease
is still raging.

Talks next month on natural I French fly foreigners

gas from Mexico for U.S.
WASHINGTON (UPI). — The U.S.
and Mexico are expected to begin
talks within a month on laying the
groundwork for future American
purchases of Mexican natural gas,
U.S. government officials said on
Saturday.

The officials said President Carter
arranged for the new round of gas
discussions during his just-
completed three-day visit to Mexico.

They said Carter and Mexican
President Jose Lopez Portillo agreed
on the need to get the talks started
promptly, but the two men did not
discuss the terms of U.S. purchases
of Mexican natural gas.
The officials opened the subject by

expressing America's understan-

ding of the sensitivity in Mexico over
the future of the vast oil discoveries
south of the border.
He reportedly told Lopez Portillo

the U.S. is the logical customer for
the surplus natural gas produced by
Mexico's oil pumps. He said
America is prepared to pay a fair
price.

Lopez Portillo told Carter, accor-
ding to the official, that Mexico
doesn't want to exploit its resources
in a way that could get the country
into debt or produce economic dis-

tortions.

A previous natural gas deal
between Mexican and U.S. oil com-
panies fell through when the Carter
administration rejected the pact as
too costly.

out of Chad capital

WASHINGTON (UPI). — The State
Department said yesterday that an
unspecified number of Americans
were airlifted out of Chad on Satur-
day.
Spokesman Anita Stockman said

the Americans were taken by two
French military aircraft to
Yaounde, capital of Cameroon,
Chad's southwestern neighbour.
French citizens are also being

flown out on a French, air shuttle
between Chad's capital, N'Djamena,
and Libreville In Gabon.
About 80 Americans are

. in
N'Djamena, where fighting between
rival factions took place last week.
“The situation in the capital

remains stable, although sporadic
firing .continues," the State Depart-
ment official said yesterday.

Jp Drugstore no.1

f French Restaurant
Today

.

— Choucroute

Alsacienne Garnie

Tomorrow — Cassoulet

Toulousair
Available every day:
steak and 'matchstick' chips DL79
Special meals: 0.125

nJDizengoff Center

Association of Warsaw Jews in Israel

will award a prize of XL10.000
,

for a research work on the subject:

THE HISTORY OF THE WARSAW JEWRY UNTIL
THE SECOND WORLD WAR (unpublished)

The Jury Is composed of the representatives of the Diaspora Research
Institute of the Tel Aviv University and members of the Warsaw Jews
Association. The paper may be written in Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish and
English and should be submitted to the Secretary of Diaspora
Research Institute, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, till December 31, 1979.

The March of Priitot, 19^
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A 1LAN — Israel Foundation •

LAN for Handicapped Child.ren.
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*(igures were ethnic Chinese

relatives and friends who have
already left Vietnam.
Chinese middle men working for

the government made it known that
exit was possible without the
dangers of capture, drowning or
pirates that face those who leave by
small boats.
The .basic charge for an adult

wishing to leave is 12 taels of gold
(one tael weighs 1.33 ounces) valued
at about $3,500. Juveniles travel half
price. Ethnic -Vietnamese must pay
a 50 per cent surcharge.
The money is paid to the

middleman, who in turn pays it to
government officials. Refugees are
allowed to take only hand luggage,
and the remainder of their assets are
forfeited to the government. In
return they are guaranteed un-
impeded passage to the coast of the
Mekong Delta, from where they are
ferried by small boat to the waiting
freighter. (Those who flee under
their own steam are jailed if caught,
and insome cases have been fired on
by naval gunboats.)

, .,x Vietnam legally shortly
R* Communist victory in 1975.
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the businessmen in Vietnam,
re'.unsti frtnfp export their wealth, have
*" -rre jet. * bankrolled would-be.
Vince wflih? In return for credits paid

Depaitntsrseas bank accounts by

BEFORE the organizer's agent
joins the freighter, a government
official pays him the balance of gold
remaining when the government tax
has been levied : of the adult fare the
government takes 10 taels, the agent
two.-

The system explains the contents
of four oil-sodden sacks discovered
recently aboard the Huey Fong,
which carried 8,400 refugees Into
Hongkong on Christmas Eve: gold
leaf valued at dm.

5.JI-A

It also explains why police knew
exactly the amount they were
searching for, and continued to look
despite two previously fruitless

attempts to unearth it.

Earlier they had found some 600
taels on disembarking refugees. A
quick calculation told them 3,500

taels were outstanding, and this is

what they found Inside a disused fuel

tank beneath the plates of the Huey
Tong's engine room.
The usual system is for the

organizer's agent amd his gold to be
taken off the ship on the high seas —
the Southern Cross, Hal Hong, Tung
An and the latest arrival here, the

Sky Luck, carried no gold. With the

Huey Fong something clearly went
wrong.
But the pantomime staged by the

captain, crew and 3,000 refugees
aboard the Sky Luck illustrates the

increasing difficulties of convincing
anyone that the refugees were pluck-

ed from sinking boats on the high
seas.
The ship took 27 dayB to sail from

Singapore to Hongkong, a journey
normally taking five days. The belief

here is that the lost days can be ac-

counted for in time spent standing
off the Vietnamese coast, offloading

some 600 refugees on the Philippine

island of Palawan, and another 224

onto a small Hongkong trawler.

That the Ky Lu which pulled into

Palawan became the Sky Luck that

Slipped into Hongkong is doubted by
no one.
But the intimate knowledge of the

various deceptions has so far proved

THE SKY LUCK is being obliged to
stand off Hongkong’s Lamma
Island, with throats that since It can-
not be proved that Hongkong was the
“first port of call" those on board
will not be allowed to land. The same
threat was issued to these aboard the
Huey Fong, but 3,400 refugees dis-
embarked eventually. Undoubtedly
those on the Sky Luck will follow
once congestion caused by the 10,360
already here is eased.
Hongkong is regarded as a soft

touch, and there's considerable
Irony in the fact that each of the 9,000
or so sheets of gold leaf discovered

_
this week is about the size of a bus
ticket and stamped with the words
"Saigon — Hongkong."
The question being asked is how to

stop the influx, which this year has
averaged 60 per day. There seems no
great potential for attacking the
problem at source, since the exodus
appears to serve the Interests of
everyone involved at the Vietnamese
end.
The ships themselves and their

cargoes are virtually worthless and
there is no incentive for owners or
financiers to leave the safety of
diplomatically-isolated Taiwan to
claim them.
Which leaves the masters, crews,

and, in two cases at least, the
organizers' agent. Their vulnerabili-
ty explains the charade staged by
the master of the Sky Luck, dis-
covered on his bridge tied up and
guarded by seven refugees armed
with knives. He was none the less
able to chart a perfect course and
dock at Hongkong's Western
Anchorage.

THE CIRCUMSTANCES of the Sky
Luck's arrival are still being in-

vestigated, but the 52-year-oid
Taiwanese master of the Huey Fong
has already been charged with
carrying unscheduled passengers,
an offence carrying four years Im-
prisonment.

Official sources say he is likely to

face more serious charges in the
next few days, and it is believed that
he and several others will be charg-
ed with conspiracy, which carries a
seven-year sentence.
The ldpa is that wltb the knowledge

of certain arrest and imprisonment,
masters and crews will be dis-

couraged from manning refugee
ships. If this ploy fails It is difficult to

see what other avenues are open to
the governments of tbe region.
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Surinam: Three years after independence

-'-3.
. — On November 25

"celebratedits thirdTear of
idenee ' from . The.

rilgCnUB&ids. flfftt fil0ependen.ee' fiaa^.
*“ mixed blessing— not only

try that used to be Dutch
it also in Holland, where

• ,__,000 former Surinamese are
r : as Dutch citizens.
* -
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- Addiction, crime and un-

" By HENBIETfjK BOAS AJehis^em _Posl OlTi^pondent _

tJJWJU Trrmrrrrr

for talkisg:!

_7 have taken their toll on— -
-- ^."ely uneducated and un-

* : r
; Surinamese population In

. r. tLV."i;.E wHj» in Surinam mis-while in Surinam mis-
;?K:nent and corruption are

.r^.rr I'^-'-^eatures of Premier Henk
Creole-dominated govera-

.:..r-::rs~'-au
Tterms under which

\ rSi s^iese independence was
vr- liRstiMpd at such length have ap-

_ ; 7 i :_‘rJwbackflred..On the one hand;
. - Z~i~; ’---S billion Dutch guilders in

T , aid la now being spent on a
c serf rc^os but questionable alu-

: r >lining-project, while almost

. I - .i-poas been dime to improve ur-

.. or to help the existing

-*::sSln the other .hand, the
... V-ifnd's offer of clfixenshfp to

Surinamese then living in
has only created an alien

^bled subculture subsisting

309 m£^“Tng«8 Dutch society. y

\ce ef.« LAST count, some 75,000

. >60.000 Hindustani-and 8,000

v. .-Bse, all of Javanese origin
- .... living in The Netherlands.

The Hindustani, who generally live

in close-knit families and com-
munities throughout the country,
have a reputation for industry and
thrift. Concentrated in a single rural
area, the Javanese are also relative-

- ly stable.

But in the Netherland's three ma-
jor cities, the Creoles constitute a
massive social problem which seems
almost insoluble.

Without proper education, know-
ing no trades and very little Dutch,
the majority of Creoles subsist on un-
employment funds; many of the
young men have become addicted to

drugs and particularly to heroin,
which they support by theft.

The situation has reached the point
where even the many Surinamese
welfare organizations — staffed ex-

clusively by Surinamese — admit
that they can no longer cope with the
problems in Amsterdam and Rotter-
dam.
In one case, welfare intervention

has even tn&de matters worse. In
downtown Amsterdam a large
building which once housed a bank
has been turned over, to a
Surinamese welfare organisation
and made frrto a club-house. Tbe place,

known as SOSA, has become such a
notorious meeting ground for the

Surinamese underworld that today

even the police hardly dare enter.
" As a result of such examples and
their own past experience, prospec-
tive employers have told the Labour
Exchange they will not hire

* Surinamese Creoles.

BUT FOR ALL THIS, the
Surinamese in Holland are not
prepared to go home. On the con-

trary, their.numbers have increased
by an estimated 18,000 in the three
years since Surinam was declared
Independent
Emigration most often occurs un-

der the reunion of families regula-

tion. As practically every resident of
Surinam now has relatives in
Holland and as the Surinamese con-

cept of family is In any case
generous, this regulation offers

several loopholes.

Significantly, only 300 Surinamese
have gone from Holland to Surinam
in flie past three years, and of those,

60 turned around and came hack,

deciding the living was better
abroad.
While many Surinamese Bay they

want to go home, they are at no loss

for reasons to stay on in a country
where much of their family already
Uvea, where salaries, pensions, un-
employment benefits and

educational opportunities are
higher.

.

Ijurthermcre; mast .of the
Surinamese- now in Holland cannot
go home, even if they want to.

Technically they are now Dutch and
not Surinamese nationals, and the
Surinam government has officially

announced that it will only take back
former countrymen who by their

skills can contribute to national
development and for whom housing
is available. As a large part of the
Surinamese in Holland are unskilled,

chances are slim that many will ever
return to their native country.
Not that Surinam offers much to

come home to. Despite the sizeable

influx of Dutch financial aid.

Surinam has made little economic
progress, as a Dutch Parliamentary
delegation discovered when It visited

the former colony on the eve of its

third anniversary. Most of the aid

has been funnelled into a costly min-
ing venture in the inhospitable
western end of the country, a long
way’ from the problem-ridden
capital, Paramlbo.
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Ministry of Communications

Jerusalem Telephone Subscribers

da!

whose number begins with
3 or 6

pr#

March 2 , 1979

is approaching

At 1.00 p.m. on that day,

/
fhfflyour telephone number will change to a six digit number

1

ft , the first digit being a 6

Qv The other digits remain unchanged.0
Have you informed those who often telephone you?

Correct dialling reduces the loading of the equipment, which reduces the quali-

ty of service.
. , , . x ..

The change in telephone numbers is being made to permit development of the

Jerusalem network.

Please help us serve you belter.

The new telephone directory for the Jerusalem district (02) Is now available for distribu-

tion (Jerusalem subscribers will receive post cards). Tbe new numbers (in effect from

March 2) appear in the new directory.

PREMIER ARRON and the Creole
party are hoping to float the
economy on these remote bauxite
mines, from which aluminum is won.
Although the quality of the bauxite
there Is poor, vast sums have
already been spent on a new railway
through mountainous country, to

transport this metal to the coast.

Meanwhile, next to nothing has
been done to upgrade the infrastruc-

ture of the economy. Unemployment
allowances are scanty, old-age pen-
sions hardly exist, and Instead of

building small factories to manufac-
ture goods locally, Surinam depends
on foreign imports.

In addition, the price of govern-
ment services and telephone rates

have shot up over the past few
months, -while several cases of cor-

ruption and fraud in high govern-
ment circles have just come to light.

And yet government officials — who
form a disproportionately large
percentage of the working popula-
tion — have said they may soon
strike for higher wages.
As 1b immediately obvious on

arrival in the country, Surinam is in

no shape to welcome Its estranged
people home. The airport near
Paramaribo is in such bad condition

that its telecommunications system
has.been declared unsafe by inter-

national airllr.e agencies.

G00D
NEWS FOR
TOURISTS
While here, you've been reading

The Jerusalem Post and you'd like

to keep in touch with events in

Israel when you return home. Well,

you can do it through The
Jerusalem Post International Edi-

tion. air-mailed worldwide every

week with the latest news,

features and photos.

Walk into any branch of one of the

banks listed below and you can

take out a subscription today. It

only takes a few minutes. Hove a

nice vacation and a safe journey

home.

BANK HAPOAUM
ISRAEL DISCOUNT BANK
BARCLAYS DISCOUNT BANK

(Unlplx)

Pom: big business in the U.S.
LOS ANGELES. — The back-room
porn store peep-show is America's
newest growth industry. That’s the
word from the California Depart-
ment of Justice, which says por-
nography in the U.S. is a $4b.-a-year
business, and estimates that as
much as three-quarters of the
business is done by “adult
bookstores" and peep-shows.
There are thousands of them

around the country, and more than
10C In Los Angeles area alone.
Thcv're not just in the sleazier
streets of run-down Hollywood, but
in prim Pasadena and sober Santa
Monica-by-the-Sea. Some stores
have as many as 50 booths showing
scratchy, 25-cent, 8mm films to the
sex-starved, who range from
students to businessmen to elderly
retired folk.

The viewer must have a pocketful
of quarters to keep the "action"
flowing. "Foxy Stewardesses" lasts
about a minute. It is repetitious and
cheaply made, and there are graffiti

on the walls and shoes tend to stick to
the floor. But the manager of the
Hollywood bookstore where it is

showing says "Stewardesses” is his
box office hit.

For this America iB paying $3b. a
yeRr? "Sure." says a Los Angeles
Police Department, spokesman.
"The bigger stores, around the coup.-

.

try can pull in $10,000 a day. Ip.thi?
city alone, pornography grosses
about $!25m. a year."
A smaller "adult" store may take

in around 3750 a day. with $300-3400
coming from the peep-shows, the
rest from sales of books, magazines
and sex toys, also known as “marital
aids." Jap-Pac — "double your auto-
erotic fun. Batteries included" — is a
big seller at $12.95. So is the 20-cm.
multi-speed vibrator, at $9.95.

Last year, Americans spent
$100m. on these plastic, rubber, elec-

tronic and cosmetic goods, including
a wide variety of flavoured creams
and lubricants, and the legally-sold-

and-advertised drug butyl nitrate,

marketed in sex stores under
various brand names ("Rush" is the

By WILLIAM SCOBIE
Observer Foreign News

top seller* as an “orgasm-
enhancer."

THE TOYS department is a relative-

ly minor sectlon of the porn industry.

More important are full-length
"adult" films, now to be seen in 800
X-rated theatres around the country.
They claim two million admissions
weekly, and a take of close on $400m.
a year.
And above the film-pedlars in

terms of Income, are the
"legitimate" skin magazines, with
"Playboy" still leading the field. The
top 10 — "Penthouse." “Hustler,"
"Oui.” etc. — gross $475m. annually.
Together all these commodities add
up to an industry that's up there with
such corporate giants as U.S. Steel,

Gulf Oil, Coca-Cola and Boeing.
WJio* runs this flourishing

business? The FBI says that the porn
industry is dominated by a “Big
Three," which use a variety of sub-
sidiaries to maintain a virtual coast-

to-coast monopoly. Parliament
News of Los Angeles may be the
biggest of them all. Founded by
Milton Luros, a former art magazine
publisher, PN is booming, despite a

.. 1974 conviction for Luros on a por-1
-
x nography charge. He pleaded guilty

the sentence — three years' proba-
tion and a $5,000 fine.

Next comes Peachtree Discount
Distributors of Atlanta, Georgia,
built up by Michael Thevis, who once
claimed to own 90 per cent of the
national peep-show business. Thevis
was indicted on arson and murder

' charges in 1977, escaped from jail,

and was recaptured last November.
Police believe his multi-million
dollar empire has come under con-

'

trol of New York's Star Distributors,
run by Robert di Bernardo, linked by
FBI investigators to organized
crime.
Then there is Reuben Sturman,

boss of Sovereign News of Cleveland.
Besides a chain of 800 retail

bookstores, Sturman's holdings in-

clude a company CAlled Automatic
Vending, which makes and sells

peep-show machines; Western
Amusements, a chain of peep-
shows; and a magazine, “Eros."

“It's difficult to put a finger on the
Big Three," says an FBI spokesman,
"partly because they work behind
dummy corporations. But every lead
seems to go back to them. And the
more control they gain over the in-

dustry, the higher prices will go for

the consumer."
The consumer seems willing to

pay. "Demand is increasing, for just
about everything we have in stock,"
says Walt Morris, who gave up try-

ing to find work as an actor to
'manage a Hollywood porn store.
“We get a lot of Japanese
businessmen in here. They go for the
bondage stuff. They say the 'Doc
Johnson’ marital aids are much
better quality than the ones they get
back home."

THE CLIENTELE Is almost entirely
male, says Morris. "Plenty of gays.
This is Hollywood." Almost half his

store is given over to homosexually-
oriented material, dearly labelled
as such. "Also we get couples- .

Psychiatrists tell them porn is good
therapy _for a lousy marriage.'’

Little :i£-Jigir# ' fiftife^to^check pje\t„
growth. .of tbe^jJ-ofn'-IndHstry. Life,.;
several other major U.S. cities, Los
Angeles and San Francisco have
passed ordinances barring new
stores from opening within 300
metres of existing shops, the idea be-
ing to prevent formation of
"clusters." When too many porn
stores operate, a neighbourhood
tends to decline, crime rises, people
complain.
«But America has become inured to
porn, and the fact is reflected in a
string of court rulings favouring the
pornographer, which has made
hard-line law enforcement virtually
impossible. Its prevalence has given
birth to a one-liner: "Man comes up
to a tourist in Hollywood, says, ‘Psst
— wanna see a clean movie?' "

QUALITY & RELIABILITY IN CARPETS
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PAGE SIX

Music at

its best
MUSIC REVIEWS

CYORGY PAUK, violin, and ALLAN
8TEBNFTELD, piano (Jerusalem Khan,
February tl). Baeh: Sonata No. 3, In E;
Beethoven: Sonata. No. 7, In' c minor, opus
30. No. 2: Debussy: Sonata:
Siymunos-sU : La Fontaine d'Arethnse;
Nolturao e Tarantella.

GYORGY PAUK in many ways is an
exceptional artist. He is in command
of brilliant technical facilities, but
doesn't show off. As an interpreter,
he never exaggerates nor does
anything In doubtful taste. His
Hungarian temperament makes him
“a natural" as a musician, but be
never lets himself get out of control.
The result is a performance of Im-
peccable technical execution and in-

terpretative involvement.
And with a pianist like Allan Stern-

field. one who knows exactly when to

keep in the background and when to

spotlight his phrases as an equal to
the violinist, a sonata recital must be
an unalloyed pleasure.
Bach was approached without

over-sophistication and was saved
from a dry and academic rendition.
Beethoven's Sonata had tension and
beauty In their reading. The Debussy
Sonata had all Its elements
presented in a healthy, even slightly

robust fashion, proving that Im-
pressionism does not have to be all

water-colour and blurred outlines.

It may be fun to play
Szymanowski, but for the listener

there is not much profit in his music.
The work, heavily Influenced by
every composer, from Debussy to

Bloch, has Spanish elements thrown
in too. and there is nothing to be dis-

tinguished as Szymanowski.
As an encore Pauk chose Bartok 's

dances In folk manner for children, a
delicious piece of inspired writing,
which coining after the
Szymanowski made one see even
more clearly the pointlessness of the
Polish composer and the
Hungarian's ingenuity and love for
small details and for children.
The two artists gave us an evening

demonstrating professional skill and
musical presentation at Its best

YOHANAN BOEHM.

SCRIES OF ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC
MUSIC, presented by Yitzhak Sadai, first

programme (Tel Aviv, Museum,
February IS). Works by J&qnes Lejenne:
“Exlralts de Parages;’’ Guy Relbel:

“Granulations SUlag«e;n Moshe Ellon:

**In Memory of a Friend;" Ake
Pannerud: "Closeness.'’

NO ORDINARY criteria could be
applied to reviewing such an even-
ing. This world ofsounds seems to be
too unknown and unexplored by the
listener, defying finalized assump-
tions. What could be said are very
personal reactions. Impressions,
connotations, speculations.

Of the four pieces. "Extraits de
Parages,” consisting of four,
movements (Labyrinth, Fall, Uplift

and Depth), by Jaques Lejeune, and
the last piece, “Closeness,”. by the

Swedish composer Ake Parmerud.
were the most human, approachable
and appealing pieces.

“Extraits de Parages" Is a con-
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Allan Sternfield at the
keyboard. (Allza Auerbach)

Crete piece In which the wheels of the
train, the waves, the wind and
human voices could be discerned.
Like surrealistic painting, which

removes objects from their natural
contexts and functions and places
them in completely new com-
binations, thus giving them a com-
pletely new meaning, so musical ob-
jects are re-arranged In concrete
music, creating new situations and
new stimulants.

COMPOSER Yitzhak Sadai and the

Tel Aviv Museum must be con-
gratulated for presenting a series of
four evenings dedicated exclusively

to electro-acoustic music. Israelis do
not have many opportunities ofbear-
ing this medium as electronic pieces
are only rarely included in
programmes.
Sadai revealed in his introductory

words the surprising fact that there
is today a stockpile of some 15,000

works belonging to the two main
trends In electro-acoustic music —
the concrete and the electronic.

What do we know about this huge
repertoire? Almost nothing. Sadai
gave a short historical outline of
electro-acoustic music, explained
some fundamental terms, including
the difference between concrete
music and electronic music.
Most pieces today include

material from both sources. Sadai
also briefly explained the four pieces
presented in the programme, and
his deliberations undoubtedly made
a considerable contribution to the
audience's appreciation of the
works.

LEJEUNE'S PIECE Is deeply in-

spired by poetic imageries and un-

doubtedly makes a very strong Im-

pact.
A work which captivated my Im-

aginatlon even more was
Parmerud's “Closeness." It consists

exclusively of voices, though many
of the sounds are permutated In such
a way that nobody could actually
guess their origin.

But the piece mainly presents
words, syllables, a polyphony of

voices, all beautifully differentiated

in pitch, timbre and length.

The first part depicts a pre-dream
state of mind; the second creates the

surrealistic dream world proper. I

was deeply Impressed by
Parmerud's sensitivity and by the
way he exploited the human voice
for purely musical purposes.
Moshe Kilon's “In Memory of a

Friend," is a very short piece, com-
posed within a few hours (in the
studio), and it proves, as Sadai right-

ly said, that even an electronic piece
could be created spontaneously.
As for Guy Reibel's “Granulation

SiUages," which means something
like “granulated wake" (left by a
ship), I found this very long and
complicated, purely electronic and,
as it seems, totally cerebral piece,

too demanding to be digested at a
single sitting.

One would need many more
hearings to get even a limited insight

Into this immensely complex piece.
BENJAMIN BAR-AM

TRIO VIVA (from Faria): Judith
WarsxawskI, violin; Nathalie Wayser,
plana; Rene Benedetti, violoncello (Tel
Aviv Museum. February IS). Salnt-Sakns:
Trio: Fanri: Trio; Ravel: Trio.

THE THREE Viva players, brought
here by the Tel Aviv Museum in

cooperation with the French Em-
bassy presented three piano trios by
French composers. Only the last, by
Ravel, was more or less familiar.

Saint-Saens’ music is mostly super-
ficial entertainment, and his trio no
exception. The slow movement con-
tained some truly meaningful
passages, which triggered off a
-genuine emotional reaction in the
players. FaurC, who paved the way
for the magnificent developments in

French music culminating in
Debussy, also disappointed. The Trio
in not one of Faurd's best pieces and
only in the last movement does he
show some of his daring, original

and advanced writing.

-

The Trio Viva Is a fine group,
which seems not only to stand on
firm ground, but which has, as far as
coordination and teamwork are con-

cerned, no problems. The cellist oc-

casionally seemed to exploit his very
impressive sound too much, cover-

ing the violinist at times.
The lack of meaning in the Saint-

Saens was definitely not the trio's

fault. In Faurd, the three musicians
really tried hard to convince, but

only partly succeeded. The same
happened In the Ravel. Although this

ensemble Is a devoted and eager one.

it seems to need greater refinement
and introspective approach. Its per-

formance is often exciting but not
really rich in Interpretative design.

BENJAMIN BAR-AM

I CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLINES Jerusalem: Weekdays; 10 a.m. o( day prior to publication. For Friday's
paper: 5 p.m. on Wednesday. For Sunday's paper; 3 p.m. on Thursday. Tel Aviv and
Haifa: Weekdays and Friday: 13 noon. two days prior to publication. For Sunday's
paper: 12 noon Thursday.

Ads are accepted at all offices of The Jerusalem Post (for addresses sec xnasihead on
back page i and at all recognized advertising agencies.

"Weekday rates: Minimum charge of ILS8 for eight words: ILll for each additional word.
Friday and holiday eve rates: Minimum charge of IL120 ror eight words; U.15 for each
additional word. These rates do not include VAT.

WHERETO DINE PURCHASE/SALE
JIJIil(miUUIil!l]fjmJi)JJilJ]IJJI!UiJililflli|I)

SQUARE (KOSHER) meal for a fair price.
Balfour Cellar. Haifa, Tel. 04-862219, 869900.

liiMiJiiiimimiiiJJiiiiiHiiiiminiminiiiiiuj

PHILIP BUYS: furniture, antiques,
refrigerators, Inheritances. Tel. 03-834539.

evenings 03-883480.

WHERETO STAY SEGAL BUYS everything, televisions.
. a - it ii iJ.si fl.1 An
stereos, furniture, liquidations. Tel. 03-

838790, 03-863748.

SERVICED APARTMENTS for rent. Short
term from S2l per day. Special
arrangements for long term. Herzliya
Heights. Tel. 03-930251. 4 Keiiov El AI.
Herzliya.

SERVICES

FOR IRANIAN IMMIGRANTS and tourists.
Ug reductions, comfortable rooms: cooking
facilities available without payment. Hotel
"Monopol" Tel Aviv. 4 Allenby Tel. 03-55908.

INSIDERS TOUR of Mea Shearlm by a
local resident. Moshe. Tel. 02-283930. mor-
nings.

DWELLINGS SITUATIONS VACANT

JERUSALEM

AVAILABLE UNTIL MAY 1st; Rehavla, 9
rooms, fully furnished, telephone. Tel. 02-

81348. except Shabbat.

"RAM" TELEX requires clerk with good
command ofEnglish and German + English
typing. Tel. 03-232320. 03-233556. 03-229982,

NETANYA

“RAM" TELEX requires First Class

English Typist with good command of
English and French. Hours 3-9 p.m. Tel. 03-

232320. 03-233558, 03-229962.

DAVID GAFFAN sales, rentals, holiday
apartments. Phone Tel. 053-39372, T Herzl,
Netanya.

1 OFFER pocketmoney. free boardlodge,
homely atmosphere In exchange for
childrearing assistance, home management.
Tel. 02-580893. 6-8 p.m.

INSURANCE
iMiMiiituiiHinmiEmimiimiiuiiiimiiiiiiii

VEHICLES
BEFORE RENEWING household -
automobile Insurance. Phone Goshen. Tel.
03-717611.

1978 FIAT 131. 1300 special, 55.800. Tel, 054-

59114.

EDUCATIONAL. 8-15 English 8. 8.35
Language and Communications 3-5.

8.00 Math 7. 9JO English 5. 9.40 Fami-
ly Situation. 10.10 Science 6. 10.30
Programme for kindergarteners.
11-10 English 8. 11.80 Mathematics.
12.00 Biology 9-10. 12.20 Citizenship 7.

12.40 Language 7. 13.00 Literature 10-

33. 13.40 Nature, ia.so Geometry 5-6.

15.45 English 6. 18.00 Programme for
kindergarteners. 16.30 Science Fic-
tion series. 16.55 Faust 68. 17.10
Educational problems.
CHILDREN'S PROGRAMMES:
17.30 The Dole Deckers — series
about 7 children who Uve In a double
decker bus: Summer Camp
16.00 Musical Chairs — works bv
Gershwin. Haydn and Mourt
ARABIC-LANGUAGE programmes:
18.30 News roundup
18.32 Sports
1927 Programme announcements
19.30 News
HEBREW PROGRAMMES
resume at 20.00 with Morasha: The
story of the Kfar Modl'ln settlers,

followers of singer Shlomo Carlebach
20.30 The Muppet Show
21.00 Mabat newsreel
21.30 The Protocols of the Elders of

Zion — What is the source of the myth
of the Jewish plot to rule the world?
How did the Nazis make use of the

,
myth?
29.30 Almost Midnight — News
JORDAN TV (unofficial):
17.40" Latt a Bit. 17.55 Baggy Pants.
18.00 Thunder. 18.30 French Hour.
18.43 ( JTV 3i Grizzly Adams. 19.00

News in French. 19.30 News in
Hebrew. 20.00* News In Arabic. 20.90

Life Begins at Forty. 22.20 Little

Women. 22.00 News In English. 22.15*

Kojak

+ (JTV 6. Shows with asterisks con-

tinue on JTV 3)

CINEMAS

JERUSALEM 4, 7, 9

Anion: Happy Paratroops 4. 6.45, 9.

Eden: Emanuel in America; Edison:
The Ten Commandments 4, 8;

Hublruh: Piranha 4, 6.45, 9; Kflr:

Interiors .4, 6.45, 9; Mitchell: Foul
Play 6.45. 9.15. Wed. also at 4. Orgfl:

Iphlgenle 4, 6.45, 9; Orion: Every
Which Way but Loose 4, 6.45. 9; Oraa:
Eyes of Laura Mars; Ron: Convoy:
Semadar: Leo Vataeuses 7, 9.15;

Small Auditorium Blnyenel
Ha'ooma: The Goodbye Girl 7. 9.15;

Cinema One: Big Store 7.30. The
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes's
Smarter Brother 9.15

TEL AVIV 4.30, 7.16, 9-30

Allenby: Foul Play; Ben Yehuda:
Girl Friends; Chen: MacArthur;
Cinema One: Scarcity: Cinema Two:
1900 (Part One) 7J5. 1900 (Part Two

l

4.30, 9.30; Dekel: Midnight Express

;

Drive-In: Abba 5.90; Close En-
counters of the Third Kind 9.45;

Esther: The Silent Partner; Gat:
Dona FIor and Her Two Husbands.
Gordon: Flood; Hod: Mean Dog
Blues; Unior: A Summer Place;

Maxim: Crazy Horse; Mograbt: Con-
voy 4.30, 7.30. 9.30; Ophlr: Force 10

From Navarette 4.30, 7, 9.30; Ordau:
Blume in Love 4, 7. 9; Orty: The
Thirty-nine Steps; Paris:

Sproazek 4.00, 7.15, 9.30: Peer:

The Other Side of the Mountain

2; Ramat Aviv: Wild Geese 7.15. 9.30.

Tues- also at 4.30; Sbahatf : Interiors;

Studio: The Goodbye Girl; Tchelet:
Beyond Good and Evil. Tel Aviv:
Every Which Way but Loose; Tel
Aviv Museum: The Lace Maker;
Zafon: Derau Uzala 4. 6.45. 9.

HAIFA 4. 6.45, 9

Amphitheatre: Crazy Horae. Arm on:
Where Eagles Dare 5.30, 9.30: Au-
nt on: The Silent Partner 6.45. 9.

Chen: Coma; Galor: The Pock 20 . 2.

7. Machine Gun McCain 12. 4. 9;

Miron: Am ore ; Moriah: Splendor In

the Grass 6.45, 9; Orab: Straight

Time; Ordsui: Blume In Love 4. 7. 9;

Orion: H-Bomb: Orly: An Unmarried
Woman 6.45. 9; Peer: Foul Play:
Bon: Death on the Nile, 6, 9; Shavtt:

Coming Home 6.30. 9

RAMAT GAN 7.15. 9.30

Arm on: Cray Lady Down; Hadar:
Dersu Uzala 4. 7.15. 9.30; Lily: Com-
ing Home. Oasis: MacArthur 4. 7.15,

9.30: Ordea: Death on the Nile 6.45.

9.30: Rama: Ryan's Daughter 6,9.30;
Ramat Gan: An Unmarried Woman

HERZLfYA
David: Coming Home 7. 9.15; TUerel
Brrzllya: Short Eyes 7.15. 9.15:

HOLON
Mlgdul: The Other Side cf Midnight 6.

9

FETAH TIKVA
Shalom: The Other Side of Midnight
6. 9; Tues. at 6 ontv

NETANYA
Esther: Driver 7. 9.15

To the

Jerusalem Public
On Thursday, February 22,

1979
at 9.00 p.m.

In the K/lr Cinema
there will be a

SPRING 1979
FASHION

by the
Uottex Company.

A film will also be shown.

Tickets at cinema box office
and at ticket agencies in town.

ON THE AIR
Pint Programme

7.07 Morning Melodies
8.10 1 Stereo 1 : Morning Concert.

—

Willaert: Madrigal for 6 Voices;
Bach: 3 Chorales bom Cantatas 140 &
143; C.P.E. Bach; Sonata for Organ:
Haydn; Divertimento No.2; Mozart:
Sonata for Piano four-bandar, K.497;
Poulenc: Sectet for Plano Wind
Instruments: Hovhsnea: Symphony
No.15
10.05 Radio story
10.15 Elementary school broadcasts
10.35 Lesson in spoken Arable.

.

11.35 Music from Korea
12.09 iStereo): Nancy Allan, harp;
Kazouko Ishlda, organ — Antoine
Francique: Dances for Lute; Cleram-
bault: 4 Pieces for Organ;
Morcschottt: Piece for Organ; Bach:
Prelude & Fugue In G Minor: Glinka:
Nocturne for Organ: Franck: In-
troduction. Fugue and Variations
13.00 (Stereo): Noon Concert —
Dvorak: American Suite, Op.98;
Montsaivatge. Negro Songs;
Copland : Billy the Kid
14.10 Children's programmes
15.30 World of Science
15.55 Notes on a new book
26.05 (Stereo): Bach: Excerpts from
The Art of the Fugue (Israel
Chamber Orchestra. Rudolf Barshai
conducting!
17.20 Music Quiz
20.15 Composer and Interpreter —
Brahms acd Joachim
21.00 Everyman's University
21.30 Speaker's podium
22.05 (Stereo 1 : Dora Schwartsberg,
violin; Mark Drahlnsky, cello; Victor
Dercvianfco. piano — Haydn; Trio
No.3; Yordena Alotin: Sonata for

Violin & Piano; Ives: Trio
23.23 (Stereo r: 23:23 — American
Contemporary Music — Leo
Ornstein: 3 Moods; George Crumb:
Ancient Voices of Children
00.10 ( Stereo l : Choral Music

Second Programme
T.DO TMfl Morning — news magazine
8.10 Good Morning— songs, chaf with
Rlvka Michael!
13.05 Midday — news commentary
14.10 Musical Adventures
15.05 Sabbath songs
16.10 Magazine on health and
medicine
17.10 Men! Peer's talk and entertain-

ment show
18.05 On Men and Figures — discus-

sion on current economic affairs

18.43 Sports magazine
.
19.00 Today — people and events In

'the news
19.47 Bible Reading — Jeremiah 28,

24

20.05 Gideon Lev-Ary’a weekly
column and Interview of the Week
(repeat) - - - -

21.05 Jazz Corner
22.05 Journalists discuss Inflation

23.05 Radio Information —
everything you always wanted to
know and didn't know whom to ask

Army
6.30 University on the Air — Ms.
Aviva Schussmann lectures on the
Foundations of Islam
7.07 ”707” — Alex AnaJd presents
selections of music and Items from
the morning newspapers
8.05 IDF morning newsreel
9.05 Israeli Winter — 3 hours of
music, skits, jokes and news flashes

with EH YlaraeU
12.45 15 Minutes — Political commen-
tary
13.05 Today's favourite — songs with
a special theme
14.05 Two Hours — music, art,

cinema and theatre reviews. Inter-

views and anecdotes
18.05 Songs of IDF troupes
17.05 IDF Evening Newsreel
19.05 Needle In a Record Stock — new
records and recordings
21.00 Mabat newsreel
22.35 University on the Air (repeat)
22.05 Jazz Hour
23.05 Let's Listen — new records sod
recordings with Nathan Dimevltch
23.45 IDF midnight newsreel
00.05 Night Birds — songs, chat with
Yoni Rechtar

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
SELECTIONS
French
7.15 1 Fourth. Fifth) 15 min.. Including

review of Hebrew press
'

14.30 (Fourth. Fifth) 30 min.
18.05 (Fourth) 5 min.
20.15 (Fourth) IS min.
22.30 I Fifth) 25 rain.

24.00 1 Fifth) 30 min-
Spunlsh news at 6.40

Yiddish news at 0.20. 19.30 (First) 30

mm.
Hungarian at 19.15 iFifth) 15 min.
Saturdays (First) 30 min.
Rumanian news at 6.15, 20.30 (First)

13 min.
Russian news at 6.23. 13.45 (First) 15

min. Sun-Fri.
Georgius news at 6.08, 19.15 (First,

Fifth) 15 min.
Lad Inti news at 6.30. 20.00 (First,

Fif:hi 15 min.
Mo-bruM news at 6.35. 20.15 (First,

Fif'Jii 15 min.
Barbarian new3 at 6.03 (First)

Till news at 6.11 (First)

Persian news at 6.43 1 First)

REGULAR DAILY
BROADCASTS
First Programme
10 . :5- 10.35. ll.l 5-1 1.33 Programmes
f?r Schools.
13.55 Music programme an-
nouncements.
14.10 Stories for children.
15.0T- A moment for Hebrew gram-
mar.
17. sr. Notes on agriculture
on . 10 Informal discussion
Second Programme
6.00 Prayer and Mishna reading.
6.10 Gymnastics.
6.55 Programme announcements.
6.53 A moment for Hebrew grammar.
8.10 Popular tunes (until 10.00)

7.53 Driving Ups
10.05 Here at Home — songs. Inter-

views on topics assumed to be of In-

terest to women
12.05 Productive Pace — for workers
ar.d employers-
22 30 Hebrew songs
is.!3 Today's sports.
01.05 A moment of poolry.
Army Radio
5.02 Tupular music t until c.ssj
5.5i. Prayer
<5.;-h GyznAdli-s.
7.P5 Songs and messages from
Suldicrs » until 10.001

10.05 Popular music (until 12.001

3 nS Insomnia

VOICE OF PEACE
Continuous music 24 hours a day.
News broadcasts: Weekdays—hourly
7 ro.-i rn -IN (10 p.m.: 22. 00-24. OOSatur-
doys 9 a..n.-!8 00 p.m.,* 22.00-24.00

FLIGHTS

Thin schedule is subject to cbaatpevMhmt
prior notice. Readers are advised to coil

Ben-Gurion Airport Flight

(03) 971467-2-3 (or 03-899+44 fOT El AI

flights only) for changes in times of

Arrivals and Departures.

Monday

Arrivals
0120 Alitalia 762 Rome
IMS El AI 010 New York
1255 El AI 004 New York ,
1410 SAA 266 Johannesburg, Lisbon
1430 TWA 880 Kansas City. Chicago, New
York, Athens
1445 “El A) 564 Teheran
1603 Lufthansa 606 Frankfurt, Munich

1716 TWA 810 Phoenix, Chicago, Boston.

Paris. Roma
1726 KLM 525 Amsterdam
1800 AHtalla 746 Rome
2808 Swissair 881 Zurich

i9o(j EH AI 346 Geneva, Zurich

1910 Olympic 301 Athens
lMO El AI 888 Rome
2015 £3 AI 388 Amsterdam
2085 El Ai 884 Brusseid, Vienna

2040 S3 AI 824 Paris
2000 British Air Pit London
2X20 El AJ 828 GHjfc&nhagnn-

-2125 Air Prance 282. Paris, Lyon
2200 El AI 818 London

Departures

0250 Alitalia 762 Bombay, Singapore,
Sydney, Melbourne
0640 TWA 803 Paris; New York _

0690 m Ai 563 Teheran
0700 Swissair 338 Zurich _ R .

ftrtn TWA 8U Athens. Rome. Parts, u.a-a-

0780 El AI 331 Vienna, Brussels

0750 Olympic 302 Athens
0800 El AJ 029 Paris. Montreal. New 1 ork

.

0820 El Ai 349 Geneva, Zurich
0880 Air France 187 Paris -

0850 British Air 577 London
- 0900 El AI 015 London, New York
0910 TWA 881 Athena. New Yoric_.

0920 El AI 337 Amsterdam
0940 m AI 377 Copenhagen
1020 El AI 828 Paris

1100 El AI 316 London
1200 El AI 885 Rome
1540 SAA 367 Lisbon. Johannesburg

16S5 Lufthansa 60S Frankfurt.

1920 Alitalia 747 Rome
This flight information is supplied by the

Ben-Gurion International Airport Coor-

dination Centre.

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES DUTY HOSPITALS FIRST AID

Jerusalem, Glvant, 12 Ha’arl. 38678;

Petra. Solah Eddln, 284243.

Tel Aviv: Merkaz Hatzofon, 200 Ben
Yehuda, 242523; Netsah Israel. 11 Netaah
Israel. 226545. Holon: Aasuta, 4.

Trumpeldor. 858197. Bat Yam: Gone Bat
Yam. 3 Hanevtlm, 885671. Ramat Gao:
Talpiot, 30 Abba HUiel. 728554. HeraUyah: -

Briut, 89 Sokolov, 987358.. Netanya:
Hadassah. 24 Hersl, 22248. Bishon:
Strechlievltz, 34 Rothschild, 999330.
Hadera: Tzallk. 37 Herbert Samuel, 25028.

Haifa: -Balfour. 1 Maaaada, 062289.

Beeraheba: Briut, 72 Herzl, 73859.

Jerusalem: Bikur Hollm (pediatrics).

Hadassah (internal, surgery, orthopedics,

E.N.T.), Misgav Ladach (obstetrics).

Shaare Zedek (ophthalmology)

-

Tel Aviv: Rb£fch (pediatrics), Ichllov

(internal, surgery). . ,

" •

Netanya: Tjmiado (obstetrics, internal).

Haifa: Carmel (all departments)

.

“Eran" — Mental Health First Aid. TeL
Jerusalem 69911, Tel Aviv Z533U. Haifa,

588888. Beeraheba 32111.

BHngjLV Ladach: Open line 4-6 p.m. every

Monday answers to obatstrlcs.
gynaecological, sterility and family plan-

ning problems, TeL 02-88358.

David Adorn first old centres ore

open from 8 pm. to 7 am. Emergency
home calls by doctors at fixed rates. Sick

ptnid members should enquire about

rebate.

Phone numbers: Jerusalem, Tel Avrfv,

Haifa _ loi. Dan Region (Ramat Gan.

Bnei Brak, Gtvataytzn. Kiryat Ono> —
181131.

SUNSET-SUNRISE POLICE

Sunset 17.29; Sunrise tomorrow 06.19
Dial 100 In most ports of the country. ln«

Tiberias dial 924444, Kiryat fpunooa 40444.

Aabdod 22222

Aahkehra 23333

Bat Yam 885505

Beeraheba 78333
Eilat 2883
Hadera 22333

Hokm 808138
Nahariya 923333

Nazareth 54333

Netanya 23333

Petah Tttva 912333

Rehovot 054*51333
'

Rlshon LeZlon 942333

Safed 30333

Tiberias 20111

I WHATS 0H )
Notices In this feature arej

accepted at offices of the Jerusalem Post and

;

Jerusalem
MUSEUMS
Israel Museum Exhibitions: The
KodJsbnuui Connection — works by more
than 100 artists on proofs of a Kadlshmon
print. From the archaeological collections

of the museum. Objects of various periods
and materials not ordinarily on display.

Aphrodite, A Greek Goddess. Hellehlatlc

and Roman sculpture of the Goddess of

Love, with an anthology of Cheek love
poetry." Architecture lathe HamikYalamp.

'

From- concept to product: Bang and
Olufieh's Dedga'fbr Sound. DevtfldpdfttfL
and production at outstandingly designed
electronic sound equipment. Neolithic
figurines from Sha'ar EZagolan. Childhood

'

drawings and paintings by Israeli artists

(side by side with their mature works).
Chiaroscuro: The Beginning of Colour
Woodcut. Exhibition of rare European
woodcuts of the 16-18th centuries. First
Israel exhibit. With a Pencil. Creative
work with pencil.

Exhibit of the Month: Original and
Replica. How replicas are produced in

Israel Museum laboratories. Woven and
Printed textiles.

At the Rockefeller Museum: Two Egyp-
tian bronze statuettes of Imhotep (Egyp-
tian). Bronze figurine of Alexander the

Great. Prehistoric hunters’ sites in

northern Sinai.

Fairy Centre (Youth Wing near
Rockefeller Museum) : The Art of Ancient
Egypt. Visiting boon: Israel Museum:
Sun.. Mon.. Wed., Thuro. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.;
Tue. 4-10 p.m.; F*rl. 20 a.m,-2 p.m.; Sat. 10

a.m.-2 p.m. Shrine of the Book, Billy Bose
Art Garden: Sun.. Mon.. Wed., Tbur. 10

a.m --5 p.m. Tue. 10 a.m.-lO p.m.: Fri. and
Sat. 10 &.m.-2 p.m. Rockefeller Museum:
Sun. — Tbur. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.; Fri., Sat. 10

a.m.-2 p.m. Tickets for Sat and holidays
must be purchased In advance at the

Museum. Cah&na or major Jerusalem
hotels; In Tel Aviv at Rococo, Hadron and
Kastel. Free guided tours in English. Sun.,

Wed.. 11.00 a.m., Tues, 4.30 p.m. from up-
per entrance hall.

IL600 per tine plus VAT, per month. Copy'

Hebrew
and 11 turn

GfvaLHatit
ii.ao mi*
«M«dhtg-
UoK-IHtt

Ben Tb£
Americas
Tone*-'

jcroatHptg
Roraemte

Tel Aviv
MUSEUMS' ... '

. .:
" ’

• '

Tel Avfr- Masenm, ,'jt fflsid
Hamel**. Dfd -=
Exlrapofetlreh. JleraM* J3*Wa
image in the fine- mAfc ' Mawsim,'
1908-1937.

VMUdr'fiMn: -Sum 39
a.m .—10 p.m. 0gL7
— 2j( p«nr.

'

Sat., lO.ajm. —’1 p.in.
, dtiBtwtHm iree.

CONDUCTED TOintit
Enumah— JbAonpl MBgfMi* WbrnSb'S

.

Organtattiwi: : "Kastrt; r*^ 1M JM»V' Ifan

Gabirol. Tel. 440836. 788*42i-#?4S8;

Canadian
RidibvHayarkoil.Titf.2mM.

. .

ORT fonuri: For visits plekee. contact:

ORT Tei Aviv. TbL 3?3ittr 76*2*14; ORT
Jerusalem^ TbL ^etahya.
TeL 387*4. * .

•

American Ap^a^^MSLToura

Pioneer Women - jfaSfiBiti Tree-tours.

Sec onr' socid-educsHonai stiwtoes. Can
for reservations, Tel Aviv, 083BB596.

Haifa.
MUSEUMS . _
Visit the Haifa museums: Ancient and
Modem Art, 26 Rahov Shabtai Levi, Tel.

528259-8. National Maritime, Tel. 536622.

Illegal Immigration. TeL 586249. Music,
TeL 644485. Japanese Art, TeL 88554. Mane
Xab. TeL.83482. Dagan Grain Collection,

TeL 6M22L Artists' House, Tel. 522355.

'What's On to Haifa, dial 840840.

Bctovot
Tbe WghmiflB Institute open to public.

frOiq S-00 bjbl to p.^_Visitors Invited
to* see'' on Institute's 'research ac-

- tlvities, shown regularly at U.OO a.m. and
8-00 pm. Friday 1UW a_m. only. .

Toon of the Wetmuanu House every half

hour from B.OO a_m. to 3-80 pm. and until

noon on Friday..Nominal fee foradmission
to Welxmaxm House.
For Tours of the House please book: Tel.

054-88280. 054-83328.

MISCELLANEOUS ^Tourism Office, Room sm.
Sheraton Hotel, TeL 03-289784.

S„: i

f

ICC 116

MISCELLANEOUS
Hfidassah Tourism Office, Visit Ramat
Hadassah Szold. Phone 04-664878, 81218.

THE JERUSALEM

is now delivered direct

to your door everyday in

RAMAT MOTZA &
BEITZAYIT

K you wish to subscribe contact

Tbs Jerusalem Post.

Telephone 02-223966. '
; t*

CONDUCTED TOURS
Hudiuuiah Tours
1. Medical Centre, In Kiryat Hadassah.
Tours in English at 9, 10, 11 a.m . and 12

noon, leaving from the Kennedy Building.
Tour includes Chagall Windows. No
charge.
The Hadassah Synagogue — Chagall Win-
dows —-.open to the public from 1.80-4.00

p.m., Sunday-Thursday. Buses 19 and 27.

2. Ml. Scopus Hospital: Tours from 8JO
a.m. to 12.30 p.m. Nd charge. Buses 9 and
28. Tei. 318111.

3. Morning half-day tour of all Hadassah
projects. 85 per person towards transpor-

tation. By reservation only: Tel. 416338.

South African Zionist Federation (Israel)

RENTAL HOUSING
A limited number of 3 and 4 room apartments will be available

shortly in RISHON LEZION for up to an eight-year tenancy.

Singles interested in sharing may also apply.
4

For application forms phone 83-29013 1, 04-521908, 02-34822,

OCT-73811.

Receipt of applications closes on February 25, 1979.

Si C4

TW0-INQNE GRQSSWQRQ
CRYPTIC PUZZLE Dm the some dtagrsm tor eHbar the Cryptic m- IheEssy puzzle.

ACROSS
3 The question before one 7 f5)

8 Start jumping, then have a
rest, sal <51

20 Country pcCfcteian ? (5)

11 Man -of temorrow (3)

12 Three to Aurti, posjJWy (51

13 Go-between (4-J)

15 Eospirtoe facial features (5)

18 Quiet -bit or downing (3)

19 It's true Uun AI may get a
eat <8»

21 Gocd office or house (7) ._
22 They're declared to lmrolve E

2

bloodshed (4*
.

23 Grunt to unprecedented
fashion (4)

24 One-star ociiticiam ? (7)

26 Grev variety of tassel
29 Wrjtaz end of the room ! (3)
31 African and U.S. territory ? |31

i5)
32 Sallois don't admire bis son

(3-4 >

34 Racy, cotooriul attire? <S>
35 Ned^ ultimate ruin (3i
36 Rntenzinment on tag) ? (S>
37 Lees, for Instance, swallowed

br dcctois <51
38 Remove or displace a seer <5>

EASY PUZZLE
ACROSS

, DOWN.
the rules'3 Break

<5)

t Not hardy <5>

M Bawl rodent (5)

.u Unb (3>

U Jewish priest (5)

1$ Wide twrake (7)

15 Open sore <5»

18 Male cat Cft

19 Convince (6)

ti Captivate <71

32 Heavy metal (4>
23 Declare (4j
24 Praise lavishly

(7)
26 Swamp (6i
28 Small island (3i
31 Wedding

announcements
*

_ <6>
33 Imitation (7>
31 Cotton fabric <51
35 Pole 13)
26 IMttog aid <5>
37 Drjin (5) .

81 Den <5>

1 Paddfsh person
i5>

,

3 Restricted <7)
4 Chief <41
5 Concealed attack

„ <6>

6 Lobouxa (Si -

7 Theatre attend-
daol <5)

9 Paintings, etc
3i

12 Brings to memory
i7>

14 Tier (3)
18 Arc (5)
17 Brings op
19 Applause (71
*9 Ascend (5>
|21 Child «5>
23 Dressed <71
24 Maintain (Si
.25 Ambition <31
27 Of a hard wcod

<51
28 South American

mountains i5i
30 Tidiness (5)
33 Look after

<5*

(41
33 Farm animal (3>

DOWN
1 Crary In a tasteful wav ? <5
2 Blembhes pmsctod by

potKlciaa in plenty i7)
i Keen oa playing R (41

5 OI uncertain nature (6<
6 Only a serf, but he gets

7 Awa* during the Oat season
IS. 3>

9 Fifty ducks in cue game : <3

12 Redskins slaying at tmele's ?

«T
14 Land of a ulllwe goat (3>

16 Fme variety of purae <5‘

17 Th? :ert t»[ Lite night »5>

19 A car Des rr.tshed Into souse
shops (7i ...

28 Is in certain- wag* foreign
(51

21 Pear of being kffied outright 7
<S>

S3 A bjsfoew »wr tfi

21- Betog older. Z mate berity

!

(61

25 A drink with Rcse. perhaps
(3)

27 Left a gki right m the moon!
(5)

28 Try to have dUerimtoKicn
,

I5l
39 a device to /oil the striker

.(SI . .

32 sups on an kv amiaee <41 -

33 Anytood7 .unique (3)

YeataMagp*a GrypUc MdUm
'*** ~ *

AJtol . Wictawru

® ,7
-J!U

in. tL Timatlnr^ ti
22. NUr. 12. Whins,

it. H»- Burn, ft

Yesterday's Easy Solution

U.
“ — -

18. Melina.

12. Arras. IS.
Mota.17. Trot.
IS. R«od. »,

Flower. 22, Mere. 24. Pan, 25,
Slant. 37, Lento.

MWIM, Hoover. 8. Man
BJtl.'jBSfr ». Bantu. *

I Ji Addar- la stoff. 1*. colon 1

lh. Miigr,ld. ^jpiael . 18, Mont
f- V

SOLUTIONS TO TODAY’S PUZZLE TOMORROW
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AGOLDMEDAL SOCIALWORKER

“ " ®*i ^
•'toil ^

aiS 1^ eUn ln Bella during
ning- for the Paraplegic

-(Alexander SusaUnd)

-Source

PETAH TZKVA. .— A woman came
into the welfare office here and told

tocIo] worker Bella Welnstock that
ihe wanted welfare payments
because she couldn't work due to
pains in her feet. However, when

. Bella got up to get the woman's file,

the woman decided her feet didn't
hurt her anymore. She was too

ashamed *to ever set foot in the
welfare office again.

The reason for her "miracle cure"
-2s that the social worker to whom she
complained of. aching feet walks
‘with crutches. Bella Welnstock, who
is also a champion swimmer, con-

' tracted polio at age two— hut never
let it hold her back.

“1 went to regular nursery school.'

(regular kindergarten, regular school
and university." she said. “Maybe
I'm not a good example of the

problems of the handicapped, even
though I'm considered seriously dis-

abled. My experience has been that

if you go into society with a positive

atUtude and the ability to hold your

own on an equal basis, people will

accept you.
“My parents never studied psy-

chology, but somehow they knew
they had to treat me like any other

child, including making me wash the
dishes and do other chores around
the house."

This does not mean, however, that
handicapped persons don't have
problems. “When I studied social
work. I thought of working with the
handicapped because I understand
the problems and can also be an ex-

ample. Though one reason I original-
ly decided against it is that I’m
afraid 1 would make the same
'demands of my handicapped clients

that I make of myself, and of course
not everyone can do the same
things."

DESPITE her determined attitude.

By LEA LEVAVI
Jerusalem Post Reporter

optimism and ability. Bella has
needed and used the services offered

by Ilan. Israel's Association for the

Handicapped.
“They sent taxis to take me, and

many other kids like me. back and
forth to school. It was at their

summer camps that I learned to

swim, and it's in their Spivac Sports
Club that I train to this day. I just
wish they had the budget to build an
indoor pool; it's awfully cold when
you come out of the water in the
wintertime." (Ilan is holdings its an-
nual March of Prutot fund-raising
campaign today.)

When Bella finished high school,
she took a course in drafting and
worked in that occupation for seven
years, including the years she
studied social work. “I knew all

Ns.L Kaa

y
-/‘j SHEILA MELTZER

r< ' Jerusalem Post Reporter

;V : u VT. — This may be one at the
Q- beautiful places in Israel to live

ZWr 7* G::e$tut 11 1* certainly not one of the
!8t. One advantage It does have,
tver, is Its hospital, which
ntly marked Its tenth annlver-

;-sr - ^~ y„~ i«j5S ka lush lawn that would have put
** r-’‘=“-i"-X3 [English garden to shame, and
:j

-

1 r>d by the waving'fronds of tall

n.'“V r:r s trees, patients, doctors, nurses

s? guests heard speaker after
J ‘•' a '*:i4

ter tell of “then and now."
fien" was 1949 to 1956, when the

medical services wen provided
i ever-changing stream ofyoung
rs, mostly new Immigrants do-

heir national service ln Eilat
’ ' * “~e ?ra T^gh lack of choice, and when

at every treatment other than
sld meant an army plane to the

miseois t
x,%n ^ Hl,,m - nen" was when the few married

Art a in this frontier town known as

sltmai fcend ot th* world" were afraidto .

rvf.,: irsciipMttVne pregnant as there was ho
7:.. UtiV JapoEtwi- tal in which to give birth. /
fcja tr-e:. Dicfaen" was alaothe collection of
*Tc. we* Artis'Bs put together with funds from
Wkiv« Or :? Hails. Indian HadassahWlzo arid opened

Ri'h-'xa* « Health Ministry In 1950 which
T^the flnrt hospital, in Eflfr&ftf;

T~r V.fr 11 r^rnlty department with'bne

r. sV-Wnprtor, an X-ray machine and, a
- mu il'J internal department.

Tc-vm b! :.** tinszr 19 years, under the dogged
----- •- *•= :*torahip of Dr. Reginald Morris,

,,:=
old hospital did its utmost to

- V > .:r j.— H:ji
if}#. *h»» heat medical services'

The Josephtbal Hospital.

sea In the face of stiff objections from
the military, who wanted to hide the
hospital In the Mils for the sake of

security.

When I was shown over the
hospital 10 years ago by Ronnie
Mizrahi, now Administrative Direc-
tor, a few days before the grand
opening, and on seeing the three-bed
wards furnished with Scandinavian
furniture, the balconies that open
onto unsurpassed views, and the
spacious reception hall and lobby, I

suggested it would be far more
profitable to open It as a hotel, rather
than a hospital. i'- - jic

THIS. JOBEPHTAI/ M«M<^<5rotre*
as it is today, however, provides
Eilat with far more than profits. It -

serves not only the 20,000 men,
women and children who live in

Eilat, but all the armed services in

southern Sinai, the settlements along
the coast to Ophira and in the Arava,
the tourists, and the more than 10.000

Beduin who live ln southern Sinai.

(The government, through the
Solomon's Region Administration,

pays the hospital Ha,100 per day for

each Beduin hospitalised, and they
mostly arrive by Air Force
helicopter!)

Dr. Arieb Reissen came toheadthe
children's department in 1973, and
snlwe^uept|y became MedlcalDirec-
tqrlpf the-BospttaL'He introduced ther

:

biggest and’most Important: innova-

"

tion for Eilat, turning the hospital

into a Medical Centre. His innova-

tion, ln the face of early opposition,
was the Introduction of integrated
treatment— in other words the same
doctors who work in the hospital in

the morning, receive their patients in

the clinic every afternoon, enabling
them, where hospitalization is re-
quired, to oversee and continue their
treatment by the bedside.
The success of this experiment, the

first in Israel, is making other
medical centres in the country study
It seriously with the hope of in-

troducing it in other places.
Today there are 30 doctors ln the

Medical Centre, 116 nurses and
altogether a permanent ataff of 250.
AH the- medical staff are permanent
residents, wMcb is also a source of
pride to all EUatls.

^ ide the best medical services'
*/"

l .VVf ble as the town and
1

population
. from 8,000 pioneers to 10,000 —

Mi'i r '.J-AVEOtf a baby being bora almost every
TlSrtJ3 *

OUNG administrator, Ronnie
_ahi, finally arrived in Eilat in

THE JE®to open the Histadrut Kupat
^%&Ts new clinic, which boasted

Jp IJ 'doctors, two nurses, a phar-* ^ st, clerk and cleaning woman.
.
^s the town was growing rapidly.

;s .is"
*’

;re fl,e demands of (he residents,

S3 asm:

£

35*1 than 90 per cent of them
,

^idrut members, to .Improve tbe

nAMiTifical facilities^ The nearest
!rn hospital, however, was still

! 3SM t'ilometres away in Beersheba.
.e decision to invest ln the future

'

.j V=J rtisi "^lilat by building a full-sized

--e jer-« r ?Jta] was taken by the late Giora
-g^p-r-'^ahthal, then Minister of Housing

.-^Development, who would be
than proud today' of the—"*^cal Centre that bears his name.

, rjf
e late Dr. Mashe Soroka headed

i^: S'.-i-
1*' “t'- 1

'’'1 'h
' irilding committee, made up of

health Ministry, the IDF and
.t Hollm. He obstinately held out

H 0 U W ' site on a ridge overlooking the

r ,-:rre^2

Beduin from southern Sinai having coffee in the staffdining room with Dr. Lazar.
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at-in-the-sack potatoes and other gardening fun
ASCRIBED potato growing for
lobby gardener at length about

... J ;ears ago. But when food prices
rising from week to week, -we

do everything possible to
expenses by growing our own

^tables, and it bears,repeating to

ft Vi tlf
ibe a w&y ** potatoes

11 1 Jj for those people who have no

Yf at all!!

e potato is probably the moat
Ttant vegetable crop in the

litables, and it bears.repeating to

S
« til llfibe a way of growing potatoes

11/ Jj for those people who have no« VraataU!!
e potato is probably the moat
-rtant vegetable crop in the

.. jx . -3. No other is used so regularly
f 1 " " ’

'

I

1
*'

such quantity In the Western
^ 1 ‘

i. Its cultivation is simple and

\ r. it grows in any soil (sandy or
I

' ;.y), it’s easy for ail of our
• ;-3rs and ainateur gardeners to

s , at least a part of their daily

’
• r ’ '_ readers who question this

; jse of limited garden space or
•at all, my response Is a positive

‘ : ' you

' iJN ONE reader, Malcolm
• ;; 'I.-.;

’ 'er of Cheadle, Cheshire,
. and wrote me about a means of

: '?. • . 4 growing potatoes oh rooto,

balconies or in barren areas, I tested

the idea, and my initial success con-

vinced me that it could be done. And
so I mentioned this system ln

“Gardener's Comer." Since then,

because I too suffer from very
limited sunny garden space, I have
been growing potatoes by tbe cat-in-

the-sack system the gentleman froth

England wrote me about — with ex-

cellent results.

You really don't need a garden at

all: A relatively small spot on a sun-

ny terrace or on a fiat roof or a rock
if you have a garden will do. Without

garden tools — and without physical

jvork — you can grow delicious

.potatoes in three months' time.

Since February is the most
promising time for potato sowing in

Israel, here are tbe details:
-

Take an empty nylon sack aprox-

imately 80-70 cm. long (the common
'white plastic sacks ordinary com-

post is sold In are most suitable) and
punch 2-3 holes in its bottom.

Prepare a sail mixture of 80 per cent sml

(any soil from an empty spot or

field) and 20 per cent sand and 20 per

ip 1-
j ^

I p* i
:

wherries and tomatoes can be rained in car tyres.

GARDENER’S CORNER
Walter Frank!

cent old cow manure or well-rotted

compost.
Put a layer of stones or pot sherds'

over the holes in the sack to a level of
about 3 cm. deep to assure drainage
and fill the sack with the Boll mix-
ture. some 40 to 50 cm. deep. Don't
press the soil down!

Insert 4 sticks, each about a metre
long, into the filled sack to avoid a
narrowing of the surface area. Have
the sticks form a square ln the sack
to keep it from pushing 'in and to

allow sufficient growing space for
the potatoes.

The next step Is to choose 2-3

healthy potatoes with visibly emerg-'
lng sprouts. Proper size of the seed
potato Is Important. The size of an
average hen's egg Is best. Potatoes
can be planted either whole or cut. If

cut. there should be at least one
“eye" on each piece, and the pieces

should be uniform blocks. Plant the

“seed" immediately after cutting,

otherwise viability will be lowered

by loss of moisture and possible rot.

Place the potatoes (or pieces of

potato) on the soil ln the sack with

some distance between them. Cover
’with more of the same soil mixture —
not more than 10 cm. deep — and,

again, don’t press the soil down.
Water regularly: every 4 to 5 days

during rainless periods will be
enough. Never flood the sack. The
first potato sprouts should be visible

3-4 weeks later. They will grow
quickly in the wanner temperatures
of March. When these sprouts are 10
cm. high, lift the soil- with a little

stick, or hand fork (don’t dig too

deep) and when their stems are

20 cm. long, add more soil (always

add the same mixture) and let them
grow, adding more soil from time to

time before watering. Don't worry
about burying part of the foliage by
this action. This will not interfere

with the production of potato tubers,
but rather will encourage it. Your
crop will be ready for harvest when
all leaves and stems have wilted,
becoming grey and brown. This will
take about three months.
When the "crop is ready for

harvesting, place an old mat or
nylon sheet close to the sack, turn It

upside down on the mat and enjoy

/fA\
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Potato cut into seed pieces, each
including a number of "eyes.”

the fun and pleasure of harvesting

your self-grown potatoes. They
probably wfil not match the size of

those sold at the supermarket and
greengrocer’s but they will taste

delicious.

YOU CAN place more such potato

sacks together on your balcony, roof

or elsewhere (plenty of sunshine is

the limiting condition). They will not

take too much space. I have arrang-

ed nine such sacks on only one

square metre of space.
The sap-green potato foliage is

also quite decorative for some two
and a half months, until it starts to

wilt. The potato is considered a cool

season crop and can be planted as

soon as frost is out of the ground and
the soil dry enough to work. Where
the soil Is rich in lime add some peat

moss (available in most local

nursery centres and seed shops).

The beat soil acidity range for

potatoes is between pH 4.3 to 5.4, You
can check your soil pH range by us-

ing a piece of "indicator paper"

aiong Chat I wanted to go to the un-

iversity. but when you finish high
schaoi. you think you want to study
everything and I couldn't settle on
one thing. Finally, after I matured a
little, I decided on social work.
"When I was in my second year,

they sent me to work with school-
children. Someone expressed worry
about how the children would accept
me. My supervisor said, quite right-
ly. that I had made the decision to
study social work with full
knowledge of the risks, and that if it
turned out that clients wouldn't
accept me I would have to draw the
necessary conclusions."
Because she spoke freely about

her disability and was not bothered
by the children's comments or
questions, they accepted her very
well. “One child commented that ray
foot is even smaller than his.
Sometimes when I walk in the
street, 1 hear a child ask his parents

why I walk this way. The parents try

to silence them, but I Interrupt and
say there is no reason to bush up the

subject. The parents should explain
and if they can't. I will."

AFTER WORK, Bella goes to the
Spivac Ciub for her swimming train-

ing. She has so far won 68 medals, in-

cluding one gold and one bronze
medal aL the last Olympics for the
handicapped in Montreal.

“I was disappointed with
coverage of our Olympic team. We
came back with 73 medals and the

press hardly seemed to notice:

Esther Roth got only sixth place in

the regular Olympics and look how
much publicity she got. There was
one half-hour TV programme about

us, but as so often happens in publici-

ty about the handicapped, it provok-

ed pity instead of showing our
abilities so we can be accepted and
respected as equals."

Bella Is single and maintains her
own apartment. "At first, as
happens to me in so many things,

there was that need to prove to

myself that I could do everything

Bella Welnstock

alone— so I scrubbed the floors even
though It was very difficult. Finally I

decided it was a ridiculous expen-
diture of time and energy. There's no
reason I can't hire a cleaning woman
like everyone else does. The rest of
the housekeeping — washing, clean-
ing and so forth — is no problem at
all for me."
She goes out with both han-

dicapped and non-handicapped men
she said, and would like to get
married If the right person comes
along.

“i don't say that I only want a
healthy man, or only a handicapped
man. Of course, a healthy husband
could be a great help, but what really
matters to me is a man’s intellect."

Skating at the rink in Tel Aviv
By JACK LEON

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVTV. — In its first two months
of operation, some 20.000 people
visited the ice skating rink at the ex-
hibition grounds here. The majority
are beginners, but a small number
learned Ice skating in their countries
of origin, in some cases achieving a
high standard in the sport before
settling ln Israel.

The rink is composed of a syn-
thetic material made up of very
.high-density polyethylene prepared
in interlocking blocks. The floor,

comprising more than 2.000 blocks,
covers an area 18 X 37 metres. This
is about half the size of a full-size

rink, says Dr. Alvin Lashinsky, head
of the American and Israeli in-

vestors who established the "Ice
Skaleiand” last December.
The process, invented in the U.S.

five years ago, has the advantage of

needing no refrigeration, thus
eliminating the enormous expense of

electricity.

Israel Is the fourth country to in-

troduce this synthetic material —
known as “Skateon" — following
America, South Korea and Japan,
reports Lashinsky. The rink here can
accommodate between 150 and 200
people in comfort at one time.
Chief coach Is Dieter Longer, 37-

year-old West German and the
Federal Republic's former pairs
skating champion. For nearly two
decades Langer was a leading
member of the international “Holi-
day on Ice" show.
Langer came to Israel four times

with the show, which has performed
annually at Tel-Aviv's YacLEUahu 1

sports palace for many years. He
has also paid several private visits

and over the years has formed such
an affection for the country that he is

considering settling permanently.

ACCORDING to Langer, the new
rink is "95 per cent similar to real

ice." The skater can get up almost
the same speed, and in fact the only
movement impossible to execute is a
figure eight. Here, apart from lack
of sufficient speed, the skater Is un-

able to trace the figure on the syn-
thetic surface.

He adds that the skates do need
sharpening far more often, because
the friction on the synthetic rink is

much greater than on ice. The rink

has some 450 pairs of skates of all

sizes to hire out, the majority Im-
ported from Canada and the U.S.
About 10 per cent of the patrons
bring along their own skates.

Langer. who is assisted by former
"Holiday on Ice" member Nogueira
Rubens, 23, from Brazil, spends
seven or eight hours a day giving
both group and individual lessons to

pupils aged from three to around 60.

A series of 10 lessons to groups of up
to. six people costs between IL800 and
ILl.000. For individual tuition the

charge is IL150 per half hour, with an
hour's free use of the rink following.

The two coaches say that after 10

lessons "the average pupil is compe-
tent to get around the rink, go

(available at pharmacies or at the
chemical supply shop "Indicator,"
40 Rehov Lilienblum, Tel Aviv).
FT IS most rewarding to produce
your own vegetables, but a little

thinking and planning beforehand is

needed tor success, especially when
space Is limited. One possibility to

consider is “raised bed."
About 25 years ago, lacking suf-

ficient space to grow flowers, I built

"raised beds" by collecting stones,

piling them up in well about 40 cm.
high and filling it with ordinary soil

from the fields. Such beds can
always be full with evergreen gar-

den plants and can be made to bloom
year round. Of course, I add fer-

tilizer and new soil mixture from
time to time and water regularly. A
“raised bed” like any other flower or
vegetable patch in the garden needs
to be ln the open. An odd corner that

Is shaded will not do: shade draws
the most out of plants, making them
spindlyand weak, making them prey

,

to pests and diseases since they do
not have the stamina for resistance.

You can make a “raised bed" on

an asphalt or concrete surface and
enjoy a "garden" without possessing

a real one.

"Raised beds" made from old car

tyres are useful for growing
tomatoes or strawberries. As there

is not a great area for planting in a

bed made from one car tyre, several

"columns" may be made by stack-

ing from two or three tyres on top of

each other.

Strawberries may be planted in

the sides of the tyre, as well as on the

top. The holes made in the sides

should be at least 5 cm. in diameter.
This is a cheaper method than grow-
ing in a barrel and when this type of

bed Is no longer needed, it can be
easily dismantled and the tyres dis-

carded.
I don't pretend to have any

monopoly on methods of creating
"raised beds" on terraces, roofs or

soilless spots. I would be grateful to

readers for more suggestions.
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German ice skating champion Peter Langer and Anal Zokeraik.
(Brian Minrach)

forward and backwards, and do one
little spin and the easiest free-
jump.”

ADMISSION for skaters averages
IL45 an hour. The cost Includes the
provision of skates, with those.bring-
ing their own getting a 20 per cent
reduction. Club membership is

planned for the near future.

In the spring the rink is moving to

the exhibition ground’s
amphitheatre, which will be roofed
over before the next rainy season,
reports Lashinsky.
The amphitheatre will be the

rink's permanent home, and will

host special shows from abroad
supplementing performances by
Langer. and other local talent. Plans

also call for ice hockey tournaments.
When completed, the rink will be

'twice its present size. A spacious
balcony cafe is planned, as well as a
pro shop and changing rooms with
all amenities. The whole building
project should be finished by
February. 1980. at an estimated cost
of at least IL5m. Looking further
ahead, they hope to erect similar
synthetic ice rinks in several other
towns, including Jerusalem and
Haifa.

Carta's
CHRISTIAN

PILGRIM MAP
and Guide to the Churches of the

Holy Land

ROAD GUIDE
TO ISRAEL
Carta's incomparable strip maps
cover the whole of Israel and Sinai.

Arranged to enable the traveller to

follow his route in whichever direc-

tion. Historical sites and places of

interest, observation points,

beaches, picnic sites, hotels,

hostels and filling stations in-

dicated. A must for every- tourist

and potential visitor.

SPECIAL to readers of

IL72.50

I
THE JERUSALEMPOST
packing and postage included

Available at all offices ofm JEBDSALEM

— Of send this cotpao

TO: THE JERUSALEM POST
P.O.B. SI. JERUSALEM

Please send me Carta's Road Quids to

Israel.

My Cheque for IL72.50 including VAT. is

enclosed

NAME

Large full colour Map -

of

The Holy Land, showing

hundreds of Christian

pilgrim sites with full detail-

ed explanatory story and

bibliography.

Plus, Journey of Jesus.

Paul's Journeys. Christian

Jerusalem, The Exodus.

NOT JUST A MAP -
AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA
' IL35 00 plus IL4 20 Vat.

^Steimaizky’s

and at

better bookshops everywhere,

or IL39.20 packing and postage

free from The Jerusalem Post,

P08 81, Jerusalem.

Please send me - - Christian

Pilgrim Maps at 1L39 20 each

My cheque is enclosed.

NAME

ADDRESS



One of the troubles of the building industry la attracting skilled

Eabour.
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Bearing up against booming inflation
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GREETINGS!
To the

Conference

Of

Contractors

and

Promoters

from

Oft

TEJLrAVTV. — Over 250 builders, con-
tractors, engineers and represen-
tatives of banks and promoting com-
panies from Israel and abroad are
participating this week in an inter-

national convention on building.

The convention, located at the Tel
Aviv Hilton hotel, is held under the
auspices of the Construction and
Housing Ministry, co-sponsored by
the National Association of Home
Builders of the U.S., and organised .

by tffe ISfaeT Federation of Contrae-'"
-

tors and Builders. •

Federation General-Manager
Mordechal Paid! told The Jerusalem
Post that two-thirds of the conven-
tion participants are from Israel.

Representatives of the Finance,
Housing, Defence and Interior
Ministries, bankers, and lecturers
from local universities will be
among the pane! members and the
audience.
The convention offers lectures and

panel discussions on financing con-
struction and housing; allocating
land for future building needs; the
contracting methods under in-

flationary conditions; the effect of

inflationary pressures- -on construc-
tion; rental housing; quality
assurance in big building; building--
low cost housing and construction
problems in poverty areas.
Discussions of these problems and

others by experts from Israel and
abroad will contribute much to possi-

ble solutions, Paldi said.

Though many building problems
are common to contractors all over

the world, Israel has some unique, or
at least particularly acute problems
of its own, according to Paldi.
"Various methods will be discuss-

ed, according to different economic
systems and we can learn from ex-

perts abroad and how to adapt their

principles to our reality." Paldi said.

ONE OF THE main problems in

Israel, Paldi said, is the
gpvervan'ent's control over most of
the 'lantf. 'Airis’ sends the"' prlc£ of
private lands ^ky high, which of
course influences housing and rent
rates.

"The contractors in Israel are
demanding that the government let

go of some of this land and enable us
to build on it." Paldi said. "But this

clashes with other policies of the
government."
Paldi said the'govemment should

not speculate with lands at the ex-

pense of the public when there is

such a shortage of housing.
In the past, Paldi continued, the

government subsidized mortgages,
and thus limited them. Now there is

a plan to cancel the subsidy and link

the mortgage to the index. This will

enable greater loans.

Already the banks are planning
new savings programmes to
mobilize funds for mortgages. The
convention will teach us what is be-
ing done about all this abroad, Paldi
explained.
Building for rental apartments is

another Israeli problem. If there
were enough flats, for rent, people

By M2CHAL YUDELMAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

would not get into such debts when
buying a flat, a purchase which also
limits their mobility. But there are
not enough rental buildings, and ac-
cordingly their prices are high.
Again, if the government would give

„ lands for rental buildings, the,rents.,
would go down, Paldi noted.

'

i
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THE CONVENTION will explore
methods of expanding building for
rental apartments. Paldi remarked
that in some countries the rent is fix-

ed at 25 to 30 per cent of the tenant’s
salary. But this necessitates a cer-
tain government subsidy to the in-

'

vestor. Maybe this method is
applicable in Israel, Paldi said.
Another problem for the conven-

tion is building in a period of gallop-
ing inflation. Issues such as budget
coordination and ensuring the con-
tractor's gain in spite of continuous
price rises, will be dealt with.

Israel has very high standards of

building quality, but the actual
building often falls short of these
standards. Paldi said this Is partly
caused by unskilled labour, partly by
an attempt to save money. However,
past experience has proved that
lowering building standards does not
save problems.
Nobody wants to live in low quali-

ty, crumbling buildings, such as
some of those built in the 19508, and

they are left empty, Paldi said.

Same of the participants in the

convention are interested in con-
struction projects springing from the
future Implementation of a peace
settlement with' Egypt, Paldi said.

Various economic attaches from the
U.S. and South Africa and represen-
tatives of European contracting
companies have come to explore this

prospect. They will assess what
equipment and. manpower from-
abroad these projects will require.'

Paldi noted that foreign contractors
will need to examine their future
gains in Israel, in the light of the
tough competition here.
Builders and contractors id Israel

suffer, apart from the incomparable-

'

inflation rate, from a shortage of
skilled builders. Paldi rued the im-
age of workers in the building trade •

here in recent years.
“People consider building as

'black labour' and think builders are -

'Arabs.' This creates a shortage of-

people for the highly skilled building
jobs. Mainly to solve the manpower
shortage, contractors have em-
barked on prefabricated buildings.

But people dropping out of the trade
and insufficient regular orders made
for great losses in prefab building."

However, Paldi laid

prefabricated parts, such as <

dows and doors, could keep

business going, if these were

dardlzed. In Israel. Sta

windows and doors could save

building industry a lot of money
enable the producers to malmk
stock.

THE INTERNATIONAL
.

tj
buffos;;

' contractors with ‘be^ermeuodi
"achieve 'their goals, Phfifi arid. Tfc

building Industry must- attract ud

train skilled builders, wort to im-

prove the image of the boflAefa arf

ensure steady work for those wk

engage in it.

This convention la. the. first of ft

kind In Israel and Paldi hopes It *f

lead to many others. He also tope

the large participation will engenta

offers and suggestions of foreign h

vestors and promoters.
The foreign guests at the coww

felon- — coming from, .the O-Sh

Belgium, Germany; England.

France, Australia, South Africa -

will conclude the conventionbytov-

ing southern population centre*

Ben-Gurion University of theNegw

and spend a day In Jen»a,eni*

Israel’s Largest Real Estate Agency

21 BRANCHES
120 SALESMEN *

Wherever you build — we’re on the spot

We are consultants to Israel's- leading
property developers, and we have handled
EXCLUSIVELY major commercial, in-

dustrial and residential projects.

Branches at:

Tel Aviv. Jerusalem.
Haifa. Netanya. Ramat
Gan. Herzliya. Kfar
Sava. Fetah Tikva.
Ramat Hasharon. Eilat.

Raanana. Savyon.
Eeersheba. Rehovot.
Ashdod. Bat Yam.
Ashkelon. Herzliya
Pituah. Hod Hasharon.
Tivon. Kiryat Ata^

Built by YUVAL GAD
More than 20,000 pupils are studying this

year In modern Yuval Gad schools.

Most of the schools were erected In only

seven months.

Yuval Gad, a member of the Koor group,
specializes in prefabricated, modular
construction, based on the expertise of the

-well known French company, Coighet.

Using modern technology, Yuval Gad
builds hotels, office blocks, honsing, syn-
agogues, kindergartens, clubs, commer-
cial centres, gymnasiums and schools.

Yuval Gad is proud to be able to contribute
to Improving the quality of life in Israel.

THERE’S NEWS AGAIN AT

NAVEH AMIR1M
. We sell now modern \

3 and 4 bedroom apartments and magnificent

penthouses, in 2 new buildings!

The 4-room apartments contain separate;
null with attached convenience*

- .
i

YUVAL GAD
Ashkelon, P.Q.B. 12, Tel. 051-20141

Head office: 99 Rehov Ben Yehuda,
Tel Aviv, Tel. 03-238221

HAVE A FOOTHOLD IN ISRAEL

Neve Dalyi Hasharon Ltd.

offers in Ramat Hasharon

4 room

uxury Apartments

For details please apply to: The Aviv Company
Tel Aviv, 112 Rehov Hayarkon, Tel. 298733

Sun., Tue., Wed., 8 a.m. — 4 p.m.
Mon., Thur., 8 a.m. — 6 p.m.

Naveh Amirim — Your
Naveh M
Construction Co. Ud.,^
BubfUdlu? ol Trmpmf ud
BaUdta*C«.LU.

Head Offtau:

S3 Rehov Arlosoroff, Tel
Aviv. Tel. 03-3,1106. .

Visit the Site

end see for yaaneM

Rehov Ben
i bordcrof Ranwt

«***""

Naveh
For Better Uvtng
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Industrial/Workshop

, Buildings
for sale and to let

a. In the new Or Yehuda Industrial -Zone
50 — 2,500 sq.m, halls

b. Rehov Tushia, corner
Reh. Rabnitzki, Tel Aviv - : . -jy
Well appointed building for light industry.parties
diamonds -

Parking; g^alleries, basements'.

AVIV Co,, ^
112 Rehov Hayarkon, Tel Aviv/TeL
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OUTH STORY

Founded In 1919 by a group of the Jewish Legion's 1st World War veterans. Started up opera-
tion as master plumbers In the old city of Jerusalem, grew and moved into the new city and
branched out over the country. In 1936 was bought up by the Solel Boneh Group, retaining its

character as an independent company within the group, under the management of its

founders.
As the years passed HEROUTH grew, and one generation of artisans, craftsmen, engineers
and managers succeeded another, keeping the HEROUTH tradition of quality performance.
Today the company has over 3000 employees including over 200 engineers, highly trained
technicians, foremen with long years of work experience and a reliable team of workers.
The yearly turnover is at present in the range of US$70 million. HEROUTH has branches in

all major cities of Israel and an expanding overseas operation, specializing in elec-

tromechanical engineering aiid utility contracting, manufacture and trading. The present
capability of HEROUTH- to execute all electromechanical works in a combined project
saves the client much otherwise necessary work of coordination.

I , •’Vi:
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Mitral Air Conditioning Department
• vJr conditioning- department started Its activities in 1856. Today plants all

Israel are being erected by HEROUTH.

.

"""
id tmmm are available at our Tel Aviv, Haifa, Jerusalem. Beersbeba and
branches, and work is carried out under their expert supervision.

. oolingplants with capacities in the range 5 to 3000 tons have been Install-

-.f^ilSROtflEH's headquarfaCTii*Tcf-Avlv. thecentral air conditioning depart;-

.
highly skilled ' engineers, technicians said draughtsmen,

r f"~careof alfuae detail planning-,workshopdrawings equipmentand special
’

r(~ct orders. Tbis departmentworks in dose cooperation withthe branches
- --“Telps in site supervision. Introduction of new and efficient methods and

--standards of engineering.
1 ;

;

.

Overseas Operations
.It was only a question of time for HEROUTH, with activities in Israel spread from Oflra In the Sooth to the

Golan Heights in the North, to extend its operations overseas.

Beginnings were made years ago, with works executed In Turkey and later at the Intercontinental Hotel,

Lusaka, Zambia, with plumbing, electrical and air conditioning contracts.

Fuil ba!c&fng is given by. the management to the overseas opforation. a special coordination team has-beenes-

tablished, works negotiated and execution started on various jobs In Nigeria, the Ivory Coast, and Iran, y
Further projects are being negotiated and it Is expected to expand activities to further countries In the near

future.

Alcid Waters,Sewage Treatment Dept.
The ALCID Department's activities Include design and manufacture of equip-

ment and services for:

Municipal and Industrial Water Treatment Plants such as

:

Sand, Anthracite, Activated Carbon, and Cartridge Filters. Softeners, Decar-
bonizers, Degasifiers, Demineralizers and Reverse Osmosis.
Swimming Pool equipment such as: Diatomaceous Earth. Rapid and Car-
tridgeJFUters...Chlorination.JVacuum Cleanera,~otc. -

Municipal Sewage Treatment including: compact plants for smaUvrCom-
munities and elaborate systems for large townships.

Industrial Sewage Treatment: Construction of tailor-made plants suitable
for specific problems encountered in various industries such as: elec-
troplating and canning industries, paper mills, etc.

k&Mi VX

S litary Installation Department

>UTH started out as a plumbing.contractor; that was 58 years ago.

)UTH has gathered vast experience during the years, and Is now the
in this field In Israel. •

standard fantniinHmw are executed, using the latest methods and

..** C^81ata-

- ' % drawings and partial assembly prefabrication In our base workshops
- , li’lj P^nipt and exact execution under controlled conditions. The range of

' :-wm undertaken Is very wide: — community hnunhg schemes, apartments.
-

.
'v^buildingB, hotels, hospitals, universities, schools, etc.

Elevator and Escalator Departmeat
Specialization In this type of transportation Includes AC, DC gearless and geared hydraulic elevators, es-

calators as well as horizontal passenger conveyors. The department works with respected European and US

companies but there is substantial local manufacture of sub-assemblies.1 A well trained staff of qualine

engineers and technicians Is available, cooperating actively with the client's consultants and architects. HJ^hly

professional installation mid service teams work on each Job. The Department, with head office in Tel Aviv, is

augmented by the services of our local branches in the major cities of Israel. A reliable service department

gives 24 hours-a-day service.

Electric Storage

Boilers and Sun
Industrial Dept. Heater Collectors Glass Fibre Works

Control Systems Department
Air Conditioning Systems have always had some sort of automatic controls,
.and HEROUTH dealt with them.
The simple systems of temperature, humidity and air volume controls
developed into totally controlled environmental systems for building complex-
es and campuses and now include automatic start/stop operation control and
changing set points of temperature, humidity and addition of programmable
computers so as not to exceed maximum demand and thus save expenses.
The Control System Department has installed the first Honeywell data centre
In this country, which included an auto atart/stop arrangement according to

a pre-set programme, actuating automatically the whole system in accordance
with control requirements. The system includes an alarm annunciator system
for various fault situations in the electromechanical set u

r
„ J f* *
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ctrical Installation Department
arge installations are being executed. The operation of this department

ntalned through HEROUTH’s main regional branches. Within its scope,

ety of high and low ynttage fwiniiatlnrai, special industrial projects,

buildings, hospital and hotels are carried out.

jtlvity includes the erection of electrical distribution networks for new
neats. and street lighting.

leal services are rendered in close cooperation with the air conditioning,

ry elevators, and water .treatment departments, of

iUTH.
it of projects installed during the years of this department's operation is

.and impressive.

HEROUTH METALWORKS started

its operations in the nineteen forties.

The first step forward was ten years

later, when the manufacture of heat

exchangers and hot water boilers up.

to a 200,000 Kcal/h capacity- was
begun.
Today the manufacturing line in-

cludes steam boilers with a capacity

of 300 kg. to 5 tons stearn/h at work-

ing pressures of up to lfi atm; hot

water boilers from 60,000 to 5 million

Kcal/br, various vessels incor-

porated in water treatment plants

such as filters,' ion exchangers, mix-

ed beds, oil storagetanksfrom2m1 to

180m" capacity, heat exchangers, hot

water storage cylinders, water
pressurizing vessels, compressed air

and steam vessels, lead fittings,

hangers and pipe nipples.

Manufacture of air handling units

and other air conditioning
assemblies is envisaged.

Manufactured at our Hadera works
under the control of the Israel Stan-
dards Institute. Capacities in the 60
to 190 litre range.
Recently, manufacture of sun heater

collector plates was restarted at the

works with a view to reducing the

price of solar heating installations.

HEROUTH LTD,
Main office: 1 Derech Yafo,

Tel Aviv, Tel. 03-50921

The works were founded in the 1940s

and are located in the Haifa Bay in-

dustrial area.
Production concentrates on con-

tinuous glass fibres, the main final

product being rigid pipe insulation
covers.

Application — Insulation of hot and
cooled water and steam pipes.

Contain about 98% By volume of still

air, leading to high insulating ef-

ficiency — thermal conductivity
coefficient is 0.00282 KCaiM/M’C’b.
Standard size of 1 m. sections to any
desired thickness, to fit pipes from
J6" to 12” diameter.
Long continuous fibres ensure
strength and elasticity of sections,

thus rough handling during transpor-

tation or work site do not affect the
sections.

Recently, the manufacture of shock
absorbant glass fibre slabs was in-

troduced.

General and Specialized Maintenance

and Service Department
This department, recently reformed, covers an additional function of our
Mechanical Engineering activity within the building Industry.
The HEROUTH service department does work within the guarantee period of
work executed by its various branches as well as on the basis of yearly
maintenance contracts.

An overhaul service in the electro-mechanical field is offered, ranging through
sanitary installations, heating systems, air conditioning plants, electrical
equipment including domestic hot water heaters, storage heaters,
refrigerators, central heating systems, water treatment, medical instrumen-
tation and elevators. Service is offered on the basis of individual calls or an an-
nual contract.

Planned maintenance schedules are adhered to and Instructions offered to
owner's crews.

L 0-
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Industry gets such easy gov’t loans that it doesn’t need stock exchange

Gov’t loans v. share issues
By MACABEE DEAN

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL .AVIV. — The Tel Aviv Stock
Exchange can beginto play a serious
role In raising money for the expan-
sion of Industry If the government
“links" every loan it makes to In-

dustry with the stipulation that in-

dustry also raise a certain percen-
tage of the required funds by floating
issues. Dr. Meir Hetb, board chair-
man of the exchange, told The Post
yesterday.
The situation today is that the

government is willing to grant in-

dustry loans at favourable interest
rates. Few industrialists will
seriously consider “going to the
public" to raise money as long as
this state of affairs exists, be said.
Heth proposed that for every 60

per cent of total expansion funds
which the government grants in-

dustry, another SO per cent should be
raised on the stock exchange, with
the remaining 20 per cent coming
from the profits of the expanding
firm.
At present, Beth thought, it would

be very difficult for new companies,
which had not yet established a
reputation, or had not used the ex-

change before, to sell shares.
"However, well established in-

dustrial companies should have -no

problem, especially on a rising
market. It should not take more than
two months for such companies to

draw up a prospectus and float an
Issue under normal conditions."
Today the bourse was not being ex-

tensively used by Industry, andwhen
it was. it was often used as a means
of transferring ownership from the
founders to newcomers who were
taking over the helm of the com-
pany, Heth explained.
“Of the 105 firms listed on the

bourse only 30 are industrial com-
panies. Moreover, they have a much
smaller share of the capitalization
on the market than their number
would Indicate." Heth thinks that
they bold only about 25 per cent of
the market.
Of the 30 companies, the seven big

ones were Elbit. Teva, Polgat,
Frutarom, Dead Sea Works, Hadera
Paper and Elite. "As a rule, their

share issues range in the IL200m. to
ILiOOxn. bracket,’* he said.

All seven of these companies
together had fewer shares on the

market than one large bank. For ex-

ample, Bank Leumi had some
ILfi.ooom., followed closely by Bank
Hapoalira, with 2L7,800m. In all, the
total value of shares on the exchange
was ILAO.OOOm.
Dr. Heth said there were several

other reasons why industry found it

difficult to go to the stock exchange.
One was that many firms greatly ex-
aggerated the value of their under-
takings and wanted to float issues
based “on what they thought their

firm was worth, rather than what the

public was willing to pay." Another
reason was that under the present
tax situation, some firms (like in-

surance companies) would have to

pay heavy taxes to “go public.”

And finally, the general public
preferred to buy “safe” stocks, and
Industry was considered risky.
“Investors looking for a safe place

for their money, buy government-
linked bonds. They are believed to be
as safe as the government itself.

Moreover, whenever there is a panic
and persons begin dumping .their

bonds, the Bank of Israel moves in to
support the market," he said. The
Baidc of Israel does this only to
“smooth" out the rough “bumps” in
trading, thus facilitating a gradual
rise or fall, it is believed.
Considered second in regard to

safety were bank stocks, especially
those of the large banks, where tur-

novers were 'huge — thus always
assuring a “market place."

“It is believed that the commer-
cial banks also support the price of
their own stocks by placing orders
through others." (Under the law the
commercial banks cannot directly
buy and sell their own stocks as a
means of controlling or
manipulating prices.)
Asked what percentage of the buy-

ing and selling on the market was
done by “medium and long-range In-

vestors’ ’ and what percentage was
done by speculators. Dr. Heth said
this was impossible to determine.
“But one rule of thumb should

guide your thinking. When there is a
sudden boom or a sudden bust, you
can say that the speculators are par-
ticularly active. Cautious Investors
move much slower in both buying
and selling."

Despite months of turmoil Iran has kept up its payments

Few expect Iranian loan defaults
NEW YORK. — Major banking in-

dustry officials believe there is little

possibility the new Khomeini
government In Iran will refuse to

repay its foreign loans.

Bankers are concerned the change
in regimes may force delays in
repayment of the $2.2b. Iran has
borrowed from U.S. banks and the

$3b. to 64b. more it has been loaned
by other foreign banks. But so far,

despite months of political turmoil.
Iran has remained up-to-date on its

repayments, according to Citibank

executive vice president Thomas
Theobald.
Analysts say Citibank and Chase

Manhattan, the nation's second and
third largest banks respectively,

each have loaned Iran more than
6200m., most of it since 1976. when
the country began borrowing from
International credit markets.
Some important aides to Ayatollah

Khomeini, whose forces overthrew
the Bakhtiar government, have said

a new government might refuse to

repay some Western loans.

Bankers say they think most of the
debt-repudiation talk has been
rhetoricand note that manyadvisers
to Khomeini have said publicly such
talk is nonsense.
While Islamic law prohibits pay-

ment of interest, and Khomeini says
he wants to install an Islamic
republic, analysts note that other
[Islamic countries, such as Saudi
Arabia, have been able to reconcile

the payment of interest and the law.
"Let's face it," one major banker

said, “Iran is part of the global
system. If it repudiated Its debts. It

would lose its access to the world
banking system and starve its

economy of needed development
funds."

It was that sort of realization that

forced Zaire -several years ago “to
change its tune" about refusing to

pay Western debts. Zaire, however,
like several others since, has had to

"reschedule" its debt with big
banka.
Delays in repayments or

rescheduling of debts, however, do
cost banks money and hurt their ear-
nings. But even a total repudiation of
the 6200m. or so that Iran owes
Citibank, for example, would be less

than that institution’s 6481.6m. in

earnings last year.
Chase, whose earnings were

6l97m., would be harder hit by a
total repudiation. But all banks
carry reserves.
So far there has been no panic

among bankers: Chase, ’agents ^for
‘

three large, mifltTbank loans to

Iran, has polled the lenders to see if

they want to call In the loans. In all

three cases, the participating banks
have said no.

According to a rough estimate bya
Tons flNew York firm that specializes in

bank stocks, another five U.S. banks
have loaned Iran between 6100m.
and 6200m. Keefe, Bruyette & Woods

said those banks are Chemical Bank,
Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co.,

and Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. of

New York, First National of Chicago
and Bank of America in San Fran-
cisco.

Most loans to Iran are for develop-
ment and have been made to govern-
ment or quasi-government bodies for

development purposes, bankers say.

New York bankers say Iranian
deposits In foreign banks, here »nA
abroad, have been shrinking in re-
cent months, but there is no evidence
Iran has been cleaning out Its

-deposits to avoid having them seized
for non-payment of loans.

"I’d guess they're shrinking
because Iran is using the funds to

service its debts." according to one
banker.
i Officials at several major banks
8ay Iran has been more meticulous
than usual In keeping its creditors in-

formed of developments. The Ira-

nian central bank, Bank Markasi,
has faced strikes like most other
government institutions during the
last several months.
“We’re- getting cables saying that

payments will be two or three days
late. We don’t even get concerned If

they’re going to be a few days late,"

one official said. “Somebody over
there Is going out of his way to make
sure Iran’s credit rating isn’t tar-

nished.”
(The Washington Post)

Computer whiz accused of planning $50m. theft

LOS ANGELES (Reuter). — Com-
puter consultant Stanley Rifkin,
already charged with stealing
6zo.2m. from a California bank, has
been accused of conspiring to steal
up to 650m. from another bank.
Rifkin. 32," who appeared in court

here late Tuesday with alleged ac-
complice Patricia Ferguson, was
said to have sought to use the Bank

of Los Angeles' computer system to
obtain the money. Bail was set at
Sim. for the two.
Rifkin was accused last November

of stealing 610.2m. from the Security
Pacific National Bank by uaing his
knowledge of the bank's electronics
communications system to have the
money transferred to a New York
account.
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Foundry fair to

include art show
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — About one hundred
Israeli foundrymen are expected to

attend the International Foundry
Trade Fair in Dusseldorf in June.

Dr. Gerhard Engels, chairman of the

German Foundry Experts Associa-

tion. said here last week.
The fair will feature an exhibition

of industrial furnaces and thermic
production processes, as well as an
art exhibition of paintings which
have metal processing for their main
theme. Thirty-two countries are tak-

ing part in the fair, which Is held

once in five years. It is expected to

attract 60,000 visitors this year.
Innovations likely to be shown at

the fair include means to reduce
noise levels In the foundry and
enhance hygienic and safety con-

ditions.

Israel, which has nearly a hundred
metal-casting plants of various
sizes, is to host the International
Foundries’ Congress in Jerusalem in

October 1980.

Histadrut ready

to help, Meshel

tells Asians
By LEA LEVAVI

Jerusalem Post Reporter

European countries should give
more consideration to the needs of
developing nations in Asia and
Africa. Histadrut secretary-general
Yeroham Meshel told the Asian
regional organization of the Inter-
national Confederation of Trade
Unions Executive in Singapore on
last week.
Meshel said that when 50 per cent

of the world's population has 93 per
cent of the wealth, the resulting
social gap requires action. The
Histadrut. he said, would be more
than willing to participate in efforts
towards greater cooperation
between the haves and the have-
nots. .

In an earlier address at the same
meeting, Meshel had called for
equitable distribution of the world's
oil and other natural resources to all

countries according to their needs.
He called for laws that would pre-
vent multinational corporations
from hurting workers’ interests, or
the economics of the countries In
which they work, through their
employment and marketing policies.

Meshel attended a reception given
for him and the other members of

the Histadrut delegation by the
Japanese delegation. The Japanese
accepted his invitation to visit Israel
and are expected to come later this

year.

Phosphate

exports

to grow

The car In the top photo demonstrates the huge dimensions of thenew phosphates storage
shed, while the bottom photo {daces the unfinished structure in the context of Asbdod har-
bour installations. (Barak)

By YITZHAK OKED
Jerusalem Fast Reporter

ASBDOD. — The Negev Phosphates
Company could have earned IL300m.
more last year if the exchange race

of the dollar bad increased In step

with the rise of inflation here,
Flncbas Canni, the managing direc-

tor of the firm, told the press here
yesterday..
Carmi explained that because of

the slow rise in the dollar, the com-
pany will merely break even, or end
up with a very small profit. Asked
why be doesn't sell phosphates in

some other currency, he explained
that, like on, phosphates are traded
on the world market only In dollars.

He also likened phosphates to oil in

that the largest profits are made on
the raw product, rather than on
processed goods. Israel exports
about 90 per cent of all the
phosphates it produces. During the

present fiscal year the company ex-

pects to export about two million

tons. The increase in exports over
previous years is due to more
phosphate sources being exploited in

the Negev and to an enlarged depot

in Ashdod.
The newsmen were shown the

huge new phosphate storage shed at

the port here. According to Carmi, it

will be the biggest such warehouse In

the Middle East when completed. It

win be able to store 210,000 tons of

phosphates. It Is 34 metres high, 330

metres long and 70 metres wide,
covering an area of 22 dunams.
Carmi said that the company was

investing a total of IL736m. in pro-

jects like the Ashdod depot, and in

quarry sites. Due* to inflation,

however, the final costa would be at

least another IL200nu, he said. He
emphasized that about ILSOm. was
being Invested in special equipment
to prevent phosphate clouds from
polluting Ashdod.
In answer to a question Carmi

emphasized ,tbat his firm had
managed to bring under control
most of the causes that brought
about huge phosphate clouds over
Ashdod.

Classic cuisine wins out

in Young Chefs competition
By HAIM SHAPIRO

Jerusalem Post Reporter

A stuffed shoulder of Iamb a la

/aeon du chef, potatoes Anna, and
steamed vegetables in a pastry
basket were among the dishes
prepared by the winner of the Young
Chefs competition at the Tadmor
Hotel In Herzliya yesterday.
Ze'ev Keren, a 25-year-old chef at

Tel Aviv’s Hilton Hotel, won the
competition, for professionals 25 and
under, on the basis of the taste and
appearance of his dishes and the
professionalism and organization in

his preparation.
In contrast to other participants

who let their imagination run freely,

his cooking stood for "classic
cuisine.’' He will represent Israel at

an international competition for

young chefs in Vienna on March 22.

The international contest is spon-
sored by the world Cballies des
Rotisseurs. an organization devoted
to the art of cuisine. The local branch
of the organization, which conducted
yesterday's contest together with the
Tourism Ministry, will be sending
the winner to Vienna.

In contrast to other competitions
in which the participants are en-
couraged to create original dishes,

the participants in yesterday’s meet
were presented with a restricted list

of ingredients. They were expected
to prepare a first course consisting

of a sole dish, shoulder of lamb with
vegetables, a strudel and a crepe

dish.

Victor Azulal, chef at the King
David Hotel in Jerusalem and one of
the judges, told The Poet that it is

particularly difficult foryoung chefs
to perfect their work in Israel, owing
to the fact that most take up their
profession only after army service.

Azulai' said that local chefs will

give the winner special coaching in

the weeks before the international

meet. He pointed out that one par-
ticularly difficult task will be to
make a strudel in Vienna, home of
that pastry.
In awarding the prize, Yoram

Blizovsky, head of the government
Tourism Authority, said that if

Israel does not change the Image of
work in tourism, there will soon be
no more candidates for jobs in
hotels. The results- will be simple
enough, he said, the service will

deteriorate and tourists will stop
coming to Israel.

He also pointed out that the in-

gredients in the contest meal were
estimated to have cost about IL80.
Hoteliers figure that the price of a
meal should come to about three
times the cost of the ingredients, he
said, putting the price at about
HJ80.

In view of the fact that it is possi-

ble to prepare such an elegant,
festive meal for such a price, he con-
cluded, it is inexcusable that eating
places regularly charge IL400 and
IL500 per person.

Some intern’1 bodies can no longer

afford their Geneva address
GENEVA. — The rising value of the
Swiss franc against the dollar is

beginning to cause panic among both
international and private
organizations with headquarters in
Geneva.

What has been described as “the
good life” on the shores of Lake
Geneva for international
organizations is seriously en-
dangered by the continuous decline

in the value of the dollar against the
world's hardest currency, the Swiss
franc. This has for the past year
caused serious budget problems for

the financial experts of the inter-

national organizations.

The possible transfer of various
organizations has been discussed.
The World Council of Churches,
which is financed by its 293 member
churches, is limiting its conferences,
freezing its payroll and asking the
Swiss authorities for some measure
of relief-

The World Council has also started
looking into the possibility of

transferring its headquarters away
from Switzerland.
The World Health Organization

and the International Labour
‘ Organization have cut down on
salaries, reduced projects and clos-

ed down several departments.
Even the overstuffed Palais des

Nations, UN European head-
quarters, is having serious financial
budget problems and has reduced its

secretarial staff.

All this worries the Geneva city
fathers, who are. justly proud of the
lustre — and lucre — these
organizations have bestowed on the
city. The first International
organization to leave Geneva is the
"Ort.” Following a decision taken
here by the Ort directors, the per-
sonnel working for the organisation
will be transferred to London. Only
the management will remain here.

It is believed here that following
the departure of Ort from Geneva,
other Jewish organizations such as
the Joint and The World Jewish
Congress may follow suit.

Israel wasting manpower,

Technion president says
By YA’ACQV FRIEDUSB

. Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — Technion PresidentAmos
Horev on Friday warned that Israel

is wasting its manpower which Is

limited only In quantity.

“Our people are excellentand with
a little effort would be able to raise
our per capita' income to ~equ4i] that

of the highly industrialized coun-
tries, at 67,000 per annum, instead of

remaining dependent on outside help
with our present 63.000 only," he told

the Haifa Labour CounciL
But. he said, no minister of in-

dustry, trade and tourism has con-

sulted the Technion on how the
national economic goals for the next
decade, which the ministry,
prepared, are to be carried out
without sufficient engineers being
trained to make their' execution,
possible.

'This is a grave situation which
worries the Technion. We feel
responeibility for Israel’s
technological future as we train 73
per cent of the country’s engineers,

at the expense of the taxpayers," he
stated.

He was distressed that national

.

planners are ignoring the engineer-
ing manpower aide of the problem.
He was upset that no one in authority

is why Technion engineering
andtechnician students are forced to

use outdated equipment, no longer
relevant in modern industry, and its

technical library could not afford to
purchase the modem books needed.
He was concerned that the
authorities arc planning to invest
billtons in expanding the chemical
industry and ignoring the millions,

needed to train the engineers who
would make the work possible.

Nevertheless, Horev was op-
timistic "because we’ve had worse
times in the past and because our
students really are good." This is

reflected by the Tedmlon’s record of

87 per cent of its students graduating
within the four-year course of study,
which he called “the finest higher
education record in the country."
But Horev was concerned at the

decline In the number of high school
graduates applying for engineering
educations, from nearly 17 per cent
in 1971 to U per cent this year, while
the number of high school graduates
is not growing substantially.

Regarding Technion graduates
who emigrate, he said that they are
not doing so because there are no
jobs, but because housing is a
critical factor. •

Swiss vitamin firm breaks EEC rules
LUXEMBOURG (AP). — The Swiss
company of Hoffmaxm-La Roche, the
world's leading' vitamin manufac-
turer, was found guilty by the Euro-
pean Court of Justice last week of
violating European Common Market
competition rules.

The court fined the company 200,-

COO European Units of Account —
6260,000 — upholding the 1976 deci-

sion by the European executive com-
mission that claimed Hoffman-La
Roche had abused a dominant posi-

tion in the vitamins market.
The commission had fined the

company 300,000UA— 6390,000— for

entering into exclusive or preferen-
tial supply contracts with a number
of major bulk vitamin users in

Europe.
The company appealed the com-

mission decision, claiming that the
commission had made a new law to

make clear so-called loyalty rebates
were Illegal under Common Market
rules.

The court rejected the appeal but
said the commission had not proved,
the company's dominant position far
vitamin B3, one of seven under con-
sideration, and thus reduced the in-

itial fine. .

Billions to clean country’s sewage
By LYNDA GOLDMAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Over the next decade
government and Industry in Israel
will spend IL20b. to clean and treat
the country’s sewage water, an en-
vironmental engineer from the Tech-
nion announced yesterday.
Addressing an annual symposium

on the treatment of industrial and
municipal sewage water; Prof.
Gcdalfa Shelef said that once sewage
water is treated, it can be made
drinkable again.
Due to Israel's concern in the past

with rapid industrialization, streams.
like the Hadera and the Kishon can
no longer dilute the waste poured

into them.-
"The only water left in both

streams Is sewage," Shelef told the
symposium, which was sponsored by
the Association of. Environmental
Engineers and the Association of
Chemical Engineers.
“The biggest industrial polluters

In the country,” he said, “are the
Haifa refinery. Fertilizers and
-Chemicals, the Hadera paper mill,
the Ata’s dyeing and finishing plant
at Kurdani, the petrochemical in-
dustry, and Haifa Chemicals."

Shelef declared that the Industrial
polluters will have to invest enor-
mous sums of money in the new
sewage-treatment project.
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Exchange — closing prices
Owning toItmth*

s£4$5
sSSv*jt day of trading last week. Turnover
£'er3ay ^.Jriiblea, which also fell in price, was

viv, — The market developed, a dia-

*ilt personality^ yesterday, with a

m,
4%" in bondsanda "bustJet" in stocks.

^CJers were heavy in both sectors.

^JVvas, a turnover of some ILxn.Tfti.
to les&thaa-half thls-amramt. only.

' jjn the last day oftradioglut week. In

„ twj'he turnover was ILia.70jni., cons'
ri
*e 3 less than half this amorart, IL74m..

Investors move

into bonds

as stocks slide

1
* *‘0* atedly, much of the .demand for

-A-n ijwjfrida was caused by the publication of
c? *i^ ,^s^tof'llvinsr index last Thursday, after
v-hy ^ “ •4j'Vr day had ended, which showed

By MACABEE DEAN
JeroBalem' Post Reporter

H? J’d .Ot-mised, ..and the safest way to

'''-it -if? the value ofmoney was to buy link-

; r;-r „
*

Proiwjd be noted, however, that the index
- -

- *.9 per cent in Jamiary. The govern-
C--4 *; -i* p/^jubllshed its -anti-inflationary

Jt“e 111 February, and thus even if
- . ,7. * Hi".# 11 could not have had an effect on
: index.C maex-

/"= LniCAday. rises in linked bonds, whether_ - Mftv" ,*®v » WIAOU MVUUO| WItCLilUI

v..^ e 100 per cent, 90 per cent or 80 per
’ s -e j-'.;* ted, ranged up to 3 per cent. Bonds

Inked, both to the dollar and the tn-

also in demand. Many of them rose
- 'J

^ ss-*w, ^percent.
;‘~S- a**. Dv~y

l her, bonds traded In dollars or linked
?:r. L

to the dollar were mixed. This may be an in-

dication that many people feel that the dollar,
despite intervention by the authorities to
devalue the Israeli pound, would not rise as
fast as the index.-at least not in the near
future.

As for stocks, those which rose were few
and far between. Of the four which chalked
up the largest changes, the trend was sharply
downward. The greatest fall was chalked up
by Ata “B," down 8.3 per cent to 188 with a
turnover of XL9B.OOO, followed by Pri-or, down
8 per cent to 800 with ' a small turnover.
Phoenix insurance was down 6 per cent to 409,

and finally Mollet. down 6.6 per cent to 331.
As usual, bank stocks fell less than the

average, and in some cases, they were firm.

But even a bank such as Leumi fell in price,

its stock by three points to 387 with a huge tur-

nover of XL6.S48m., while all its options
dipped slightly.

In the sectors of mortgage banks, land and
development, industrials -and investment
companies, perhaps the biggest surprise was
Lnpfdot'g bearer rising from 1,355 to 1,421 to
become buyers only. But. as a rule, oil shares
have a life of their own, and jump and fall

without any relation to the rest of the market.
Unico yesterday announced a 10 per cent

gross dividend. Discount's mutual fund,
shaken, announced a monthly dividend net of
2.2 per cent. Another discount fund, Orion,
announced a 1.1 per cent monthly net divi-
dend. Motor House announced a 25 per cent
rash dividend for 1978. Property and Building
announced a 30 per cent bonus dividend for
1978. Ellcrn announced a 40 per cent bonus
dividend, up from 30 per cent last year and

.

another 7 per rent cash dividend in addition
to the 7 per cent already paid for 1978.
Teva announced that its sales for the nine

months ending December Increased by 70 per
cent to stand at IL490m. Its profits increased
by U0 per cent (before tax, and fully diluted

)

totalling ILftOm. in the nine months, com-
pared to rL52m. for all of 1977/78.

Most active shares
Leumi
Mizrahi
I.D.B. "A"
Shares traded:
Convertibles:
Banda:

ILfi.Sra.

ILS.Sm.
lift.4m.
ILlSlm.
IL20m.
ILlllm.

Share Index, down 1.32, to 107.40

1979
Banks

‘ • •iPn4»«,' - Sq-hoMing Co.’s
." ' "111.- :r -s w«**
: aajV

‘ -S in

• - ";** 5 to*
*

"A-
:-arrv

2-:f
*

: v-s

“ —
"*S !„

’

-T: ^/’A” 3%
• ** aso.

Cterfnz vetume (
Price SU.0M

420' 323.7
531 20.0
1*45

X420 ' aut
X390 3465.3
821 vntjt
443 286J.

232 1674.0
174 3303-9
430 327JS
573 •' 129.6
238 62.5

129 143.1

330 26L5
111 102.2

X861.5 2.0—.

'n
- «B9

_^pt. 8

YU B.C. 4

* % B.C. 7 opt.

Y pref.

Gent
saii

JUW
JJ 80% dlv. 78

'
’.

. ;;;
-r'5 opt. 4

• • ••----I e;.^. opt. 5
" rr.y^-. opt. 7

• '
. 10% *-e-

1

• - • ;i ... , 18% s.c. ®
18%».c.8

' "•
= SCAT -•

'

23.2
- 1X38.8

1783.4

059.0
- 33J

50.4

278.0

1TL8
920.4

14.0

14S9J
3848.0
,'78.8

.
,1150.0

. S! :t 4 J74 2084.7 —3
.

' r» a-c. s opti 488 — O.C.% s-c. 6 236 243.9 —2
v-'^a.c. 7 202 292.1 —2
r S.C. 8 129 ,

1011.0 —a
.eT-rmal 6% s.ca 124 2000.0 XLC.

•je:
' 804 746.2 —20

— - Banks
,:"j- r 404 650.4 —15
” I- b 404

'

. 681/1 —14
--* 50% div. 78 393 - 342J —15

opt. 114 330 4741 —16
--TT. Opt. 117 118 182.6 —

8

18% deb. 118 103 ' 10241 —3
'.‘"I

- 390 28.0 —20
“7. 879

'

2J —10
opt. "A" 350 30.0 —9

deb. 10 91 '42.0 —4
^Clnv. 420 — n.c.

Dev. ft Mtg. h
Dev. ft Mtg. opt. 88
Dev. ft Mtg. opL B0
Dev. ft Mtg. We deb. 66

Dev. ft Mtg. 18% deb. 87
Dev. ft Mtg. 18% deb. 84

Housing Mtg. r
Housing Mtg. b
Housing Mtg. 00% dlv. 78

- Housing Mtg. opt. l

Bousing Mtg. opt. 2
Leumi no div.

Tefahoi pref. r

Tefahot pref. b
Tefahot

r

Tefahot b’

Merav
Merav opt. l

Specialized Financial
Institutions

Shilton r
Shilton b
Shilton opt. “A”
Shilton 18% deb. 1

Otzar La'tsssiya r

Otzar La'Uaslya b
Ampal
Agriculture “A"
Ind. Dev. pref.

Insurance Companies
Aryeh
Aryeh opt.

Haaaneh r

Hasaneh b
Hassneh opt.

Phoenix i

Phoenix 0

Yarderda 1
Yardenia 0

;
Sahar

r

Rnhsr b
Sahar opL
Sahar 38% deb,
Securitas

. Securitas_M% div. 75 _

~S«&ttrtteiS offt.'*
- -

Zurr
Zur b
Commercial Services

ft Utilities

Motor House
Dclek r
Delek b
Delek opt. 1

Delek 20% deb. 2
Shilton opt. "B"
Shilton 18% deb. 2
Cold Storage l
Cold Storage 10

Coid Storage opt. "A”
Cold Storage 20% deb. l
Israel Electric
Lighterage
Rapac 1
Rapac o

lamd. Building,
Development ft Citrus

Azorim
Azorim no div. 78

Chain* vainBin Change (lotting t riume Change
Price ILIAOO Vrirr ILt.OM

X24B 277.3 —8 Azorim opt. '’A’’ —
240 91.4 —

U

Azorim 2(1% deb. 1 — _
113 58.S -5 Afrlca-laracl 1 3005 — n.c.
290 — n.c. Africn-lsracl 10 1070 10.0 —25
138 21 .8 -5 I.L.D.C r 223 417.9 —10
100 39.2 —3 I.L.D.C. h S3? 62.0 —6.5

339.3 359.9 —3.5 I.L.D.C. opt. "A" 385 B7.3 —22
337.5 318.0 —4.5 I.L.D.C. npt. "B" 2115 312.1 —10
827 247ft -2 I.L.D.C. 10% deb 1 160 —

3

262 22.3 —

3

I.L.D.C. 10% deb. 2 147 32.4 -9
180 90.3 —

9

I.L.D.C. 20% deb. 3 154 58.3 -9
380 629.3 -3 I.L.D.C. 20% deb. 4 171 25.6 —7

» 360 49.9 —19 Sole) Bench b 723 12.0 -20
339 30.9 -20 Prop, ft Bldg. X461 37.7 +9
389 72.1 -15 Prop, ft Bldg. opt. *'A" 348 302.1 —121
3S9.3 112.9 —20 ' Prop, ft Bldg. 13% deb. 4 330 280.0 —

8

244 191.9 —12 Prop, ft Bldg. 18% deb. 5 250 33.5 —6
126 109.6 —

9

Bnyside 1 300 37.4 —5
Bayslde 5 295 45.3 -6
lspro 272 180.0 + 2

120 146.0 —

6

Isms 571 62.3 -22
122 55.0 —5 Mehadrin 1114 30.7 n.c.

87 27.0 -0 I.C.P. 1370 3.4 —10
80 149.1 —1 Ncot Aviv 583 3.0 n.c.

359 292.0 —5 Pri Or 800 6.9 -70
338 197ft -4 Rassco pref. 2S0 71.7 + 6

790 — n.c. Rjissto 245 69.0 n.c.

ISO 34.6 -5.5 OH Exploration
dl39 5.0

‘ -6 Oil EXpIn. Pas — —
Industrial

780 36.4 —20 Elbit 1 489 37.0 -20
475 14.0 —5 El bit 6 513 —4
415 476.9 —12 Alliance 1393 n.c.

420 322.2 -17 EIcd 1 650 28.0 +19
175.5 107.7 —4.5 Etco 2.5 r 235 4.0 n.c.

409 93.2 —26 Elect 2.5 b 245 2.1 n.c.

396 44J —30 Elco opt. “A" 103 13.9 —6
307 35.0 -18 Elco 20% deb. 1 86 109.1 —1
274 103.2 -15 EJcctra 1 d458 12.7 n.c.

463 74.3 -20 Electra 5 d266 48.8 n.c.

493 18.5 —23 Electro opt. 2 210 115.5 -1
141 42.7 -9 Electro 16% deb. 220 10.3 n.c.

99 194.0 -5ft Electro 1870 deb. 2 133 40.8 n.c.
'384 56.3 -20 Elron l 717 2.8 —2
'370 -21-0, . *r:10 Elron 2 ...520. 23ft _9
I'str

-

:

58ft. —12 Elron ©pt.'."A" . 186 ' 29.0 -Iff •

470 11.9 —

6

Arga^nnn pref. x , . . 355 • • 22.5 —11 •

490 45.0 +8 Argaman pref. b 350 50.0 —16
Argaman r 350 10.4 -13
Argaman b 349 38.4 —13

>— Ata "B" 188 58.1 —7
X203 . 439.9 -4}.5 Ala "C* 127.5 385.1 -3.5
x250 20.0 —10 Ata opt. "A" 66 508.7 —2
840 8,0 —28 Ata opt. 3 86.5 310.9 —4
219 137.7 —10 Ata 20% deb. 2 84 199.7 —

1

101 257.6 -7 Dubck r 833 3.9 —20
82.5 401.0 —5.5 Dubefe b 853 3.6 n.c.

1680 n.c. Fertilizers 246 71.5 —13
400 128.0 —25 Cables r 154.9 15.7 —

5

225 71.5 —14 Cables b 155 38.0 —2.5
133 153.5 —3 Haifa Chem. 162.5 33ft —

5

323 31.4 —16ft Haifa Chem. opt. 2 90 75.4 n.c.
*344 9.8 —22 Haifa Chem. 20% deb. 1 78.5 151.7 —4
332 ft 8.O. —37.5 Teva r — — ‘

330 S.O. —17 Teva b — —
Urdan 1 344 850.7 n.c.
Urdan 5 344 232-3 n.c.
Urdan opt. 203 834.6 +19

— — — Lodzla 1 570 10.0 —25

Lodzia 4

Molcit

Molicr
Phoenicia 1

Dead Sea
Am-lsr. Paper
Am-Isr. opt. "A"
Am-lsr. 20% deb. 1

Assts

Assis W, div. 78

Assls 20% deb. 1

Petrochcm.
Pctrochem. opt. ,-A"

4 Petrochcm. 20r> deb. 1

Nechushtan r
N pchusMan b
Elite

Elite opt. 3

Elite 207r deb. 2
Arad
Polgat
Polygon
Rim 1

Rim 4

Shemcn b
Toal r

Taal b
Frutarom
Investment ft Holding
Companies

Elgar r
Elgar b
Ellem r
EUem b
Amlssar
Am lunar opt.

Central Trade
Inv. of Paz r

Inv. of Paz b
Wolfson l

Walloon 10 r
Wolfaon 10 b

Ampa
Disc. Inv. r
Disc. Inv. b

Disc. Inv. opt. “A**
Disc. Inv. opt. “B”
Disc. Inv. 10% deb. 39
Disc. Inv. 10% deb. 72

Disc. Inv. 18% deb. 130

Disc. Inv. 18% deb. 135

Hap'lm Inv. r
Hap'im Inv. b
Hap'lm Inv. 1/3 div. 78

+ opt. 1

Hap'lm Inv. 10% deb 1

Leumi Inv.

Jordan Explo.
Jordan Sxplo. opt.

Jordan Explo. opt 2

Jordan Explo. opt. 3

Mizrahi Inv. r
Mizrahi Inv. b
Mizrahi ls% deb. 48

Hoasuta
Haas uta no div. 78

Hassuta opt. ''A''

Hass lita 20% deb. 1

Export Inv. r
Export Inv. b
Koor tnd.

Hap'lm Inv. opt. 1
Hap'lm Inv. 1/3 dlv.

Clal Rl. Eat.
Clal Rl. Esl. opt. “A"
Clal Rl. Est. 20% deb 1

Clal

Clal lnd.

Dal Ind. s.c. opt.

Clal Ind. opt. cert.

Clal Ind. 10% deb. 4
Clal Ind. 20% deb. S
Landeco
Oz Inv.

Oz Inv. 30%' deb.
Pama Inv.
Plryon Inv.

Piryon Inv. opt. 2
Shares Traded in

Foreign Currency
Adanim ' •

...Agricultural pref.- “Ct*

..Ind. Dev. pref. "B"
Ind. Dev. pref. *'C"

Ind. Dev. "CC"
Ind. Dev. ••OCl”
Ind. Dev. “D"
Gazlt
Tourist Ind.
Unico “A" r

Unico "A"
Fuel
Naphtha
Lapldot r
Lapidot b

Abhrrvlztloiw:
a.o. — se

b.o. — bu
d — wl

* —
i —

sellers only n.c.

buyers only r
without dividend b
without coupon pref
without bonus opt.

without rights com
subordinated capital notes

Prier

304
211

488

275
580

566
190
183

320

324

132.5

127.5

82.5
79
985

995
340
126
too

343
650
161ft
554

11.1JIM

87ft

110ft

6.3

26.4

53.1

116.9

337.7

397.1

108ft

6.0

64.1

48ft

63.0
B7.Q

4.6

a.o
26.6

8.7

41.4

3ft

73ft
55.0

ft 4

-6
—15
-17
—9
—30
+3X
+9

+0ft
—9
n.c.

-7
—8ft
—3.3
—8
n.c.

+5
—il
—

6

—1
—8
-3
—?J

406
0*a

70.0

H-C.

—14
355 4.0 —18
326 15.4 -16
332 13.0 —10
100ft 419.3 —2J

373 25.0 —

6

390 6.0 —

7

— — —
— —
417 51.0 n.c.
381 34.0 —9
990 3.1 n.e.
258 20.6 —13
255 31.6 —14
515 — n.c.
257 20.0 —13
252 91.9 —10
215 19.0 -8
311 673ft —

5

319 53.8 -6
420 69ft —

5

136 412.4 —9
414 — -3
297 20.0 —10
217 43.3 —5
109.5 265.0 —5.5
409 131.1 -5
420 84.1 —14
— — —

354 40.0 —6
428 350.4 -36
419 175.9 —2
1638 S.O. —82
264 12.0 —1
178 136.0 n.e.

443 100.0 —13
443 67.9 —33
260 2.0 —6
530 136.2 —13
520 105.1 —1
290 182.3 —7
127.5 685.6 —4
720 11.1 n.c.

719 26.0 XL.C.

834 10.0 n.c.

210 145.6 —13
387 391.7 —8
215 346.0 —12
324 231.1 —28
1S8 238.6 —12
399 505.4 ILC.

282 515.7 —10

480 96.9 —32

251 189.2 —12
201 / 40.1 —13
201 79.8 —13
218 48.4 —9
— — —

249 65.8 -2
280 431.8 —14
133 227.1 —11

582 1.5 —7
380 ’-=r20-

1015 h.cl

"

d862 ' —
' • n.c.

d580 5.0 xuc.-

0565 5.0 o.c.

539 — • n.c.

117 2.7 —lft

435 — n-C-

Xd302 12.7 -9
xd307 7ft --16.5

874 3.9 —25
820 1ft —25
1421 b.o. +66

n.c. — no change
r — registered
b - bearer
pref. — preferred
opt. — option
conn. — convertible

These stock prices are unofficial.

--tisiimer Price Index since Dec. 1973
TbeCPI
bpeiato

-;iks EECit-

Cmahtlre Onnnlathre Omnntatlvr
percent _ percent percent
change ritsxtge change

• (Baris- (Basis- (Baris.

Dec. 78) Dec. 77) Dec- 7*)

Projected
annual
Inflation

rate

World trade soars to record $1.28 trillion

—"

—

nntng in January 1977, the Consumer Price Index has been calculated

,
jpit a 1978 base average of 100 points, which in turn was equal to 411.2 points in

.*
- £^ff!js 4 in to the previous base settm I960 average price levels.

GENEVA (UPIl. — World trade
rose to a record 31.39 trillion in 1978,

increasing' 14 per cent In value terms
and 5 per cent in volume, the
General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATTi said yesterday.

In a first assessment of world
trade last year GATT said that the
value growth was 1 per cent higher
than the 13 per cent registered In

3977, while the volume rise of 5 per
cent also was I per cent above the 4

per cent recorded the year before.

As for the outlook for 1979, GATT
said that It Is "hazardous" to make
predictions because of renewed In-

flation threatening the western in-

dustrial countries.
.

"On the whole, it appears unlikely
that in 1979 the volume growth of

world trade could substantially ex-

ceed that of 1978," the International
trade regulatory agency sold.

The 14 per cent growth of world
trade in 1978 as expressed In dollars

was at least half due to the deprecia-
tion of the value of the U.S. dollar,

GATT said.
The western industrial nations

registered a combined growth in

their gross domestic product of
about 3.5 per cent, unchanged from
1977 and with less rapid growth In the
U.S. offset by accelerated growth in

most other countries.
But the' rate of economic and es-

pecially industrial expansion was
significantly higher in the U.S.,
where industrial production rose 6

per cent, than elsewhere with Japan
and Canada registering a 5 per cent
rise in industrial production and
western Europe managing an In-

Instability around the globe

.. i FOREIGN CURRENCY
18X79

Friday'* foreign exchange
''tea agalnl the Israel pound,

I. dollar traosactliiis under $3660,
' irangBCtldiu In other'currencies

makes gold the king again

aider (he equivalent of *500.

Selling Buying
19.7000 19.5700

10.6228 10.5527

*r. 11.7752 11.6973

g 39.4488 39.1879

iFr. 4.6055 4.5751

FI. 9.8230 9.7582

anSch.
'

1.4512

.

1.4416

th Kr. 4.5110 4.4818

'Kr. 3.8306 3.8054

gianKr.

'

3.8683 3JM08

/hM. 4ft708 4ft37S

Ian 8 16,5017

23.0490

18.3928

22.8969

.Man 8 22.3240 22.1767

n Fr. (10) 6.7437 6.6992

-00) . 8.8217 9.7569

.Lire (1000) 23.4383 23.2837

'VIBANK LONDON
..RATES:

2.0022/27 perl

-ft. 1.6725/35 per*.

xn Fr, 29.2050/2200 per*
ihKr. 4.3880/70 per*
hFr. 4-2765/83 per*
iKr. 5.1415/40 per*

• FI. 2.0045/65 per*
1.8540/50 per*

; .1 Lire 840.25/75 per*
. igianKr. 5.0945/60. per*

200.50/85 per*
• -Vice: 1246.00/75

? FARD RATES:
1 men. Sums. 6ouns

1.9970/MB lft«&2/6*T 1.8760/784

1.8437/437 UBlB/tm 1.7800/935

1 1.0365/603

J
1,0280/900 1,8685/885

NEW YORK (AP). — Political up-

heaval in Iran, the threat of new
energy problems and stubborn Infla-

tion have helped thrust gold back

into the investment spotlight.

The price of the mystical metal,

relied upon by its many adherents as

the strongest store of value in troubl-

ed times, has climbed from Just un-

der {200 to record levels above $250

an ounce in the last two and a half

months. .

At Friday afternoon's “fixing" in

hondon—the twiee-a-day meeting of

representatives of five leading gold

houses — it stood at $247.05.

Traders In Wall Street's securities

markets keep a close watch on the

gold price as an indicator of senti-

ment. Thus, pronounced moves by

gold can exert a strong Influence on

stock and bond prices.

A recent case In point: Monday,

February 5, when a surge of nearly

$15 In the gold price helped drive the

Dow Jones average of 30 industrials

down more than 10 points.

In the past week, with the gold

market having settled down a bit,

the market recouped a small part of

its recent losses. The Dow Jones
average, coming off a 37.42-point

decline in the two preceding weeks,

rose 4.68 to 827.01.

The New York Stock Exchange
composite index gained .50, to 55.37,

and the American Stock Exchange
market value index was up 3.07. at

163.15. Volume on the big board slow-

ed to a daily average of 23.89 million

shares a day. from 25.24 million the

week before.

Though the Impact of gold’s recent

resurgence might have been
relatively subdued in the cases of

some individual stocks, it has
generated much excitement among
brokers and investment advisers.

"Gold is king again," proclaimed
Lawrence Helm of Portland,
Oregon, author of the twice-monthly

Heim Investment Litter.

Minister of Industry Gideon Patt (left) is given the first copy of the

new Israel edition of “DunsGuide** by Dun & Bradstrcct Israel

branch head Marc Gueron. i Israel Sum

International market being sought

for Israel edition of ‘DunsGuide’

Textile companies .donate clothes for Viet refogees

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Three of the country’s largest tex-

tile firms - Delta, Kltan and Atai

-

have donated clothing to assist the

104 Vietnamese refugees who arriv-

ed in Israel last month.

... Delta, a. manufacturer of un-

derwear, has contributed 90 pairs.

Ata has sent 40 pairs of pants, 241

packages of diapers for the two

babies who were born to Vietnamese
refugee parents recently, as well as

dresses for the women. .Kltan in

Na*arelh has provided, children’s

clothing.

The new clothes were sent to the

absorption centre in Afula where the

Vietnamese have begun to learn

Hebrew.

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVTV. — The head of the Dun
and Bradstreet branch in Israel,

Marc Gueron, is leaving shortly for a

lecture tour through four countries

to try to sell several thousand copies

of the recently published
"DunsGuide" which lists the coun5

try’s 4,000 outstanding firms.

“There are several potential

markets abroad," Gueron said
yesterday. “One is the business com-
munity. businesss libraries, and so

on, who need it for their normal com-
mercial life."

“Arrangements have been made
through the Israeli commercial at-

taches abroad to work in cooperation

with Dun and Bradstreet to reach

these potential buyers."

He hopes to also reach the smaller

outlying Jewish communities.
"Many of the businessmen would

like to do business with Israel, but

they don’t have an avenue into our
business life.” “DunsGuide" will

provide this." he said, adding that

"here, if the past is any criteria, I

will run into a strange phenomenon.

The community leaders want to keep
these potential buyers away, believ-

ing that if they move into the field of

doing business with Israel, they will

stop giving donations to Israel. This

is not true, but I have to hurdle this

‘charity barrier’."

’Die book is not sold just by Itself.

Potential buyers have to buy a sub-
scription. Subscribers can obtain the
book for ILl.lOO for a single copy or
for IL770 apiece in bulk orders. So
far, 2,000 have been distributed in
Israel, and it is expected that
another 3,000 will be sold.

Gueron hopes to sell a total of 2,500
in the U.S. and Canada, another 2,000
In Europe, and 500 in the rest of the
world.
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Economic briefs
•By SHLOMO MAOZ

Post Economic Reporter
EMPLOYERS COMPULSORY
LOANS will continue during the next
fiscal year, the government decided
yesterday in its weekly session. But
the government decided to reduce
the terms of the loans. Starting- in

April the loans will be linked to the
consumer price index by only 80 per
cent, instead of 90 per cent as they
are now. The loans are for 4.75 per
cent of the total wages that the
employer pays to his workers. Their
'term is 12 years, with a 3 per cent
rate of interest.

crease of just 2 per cent, GATT said.
Trade among the western in-

dustrial countries rose by 18 per ceut
in value and 5 per ceut in volume last
year while their exports to the olJ-

exporting developing countries rose
by about 20 per cent.

Western imports from the oil-

producing states declined by 5 per
cent while imports from the other
developing nations Increased by 10
per cent.

The western industrial countries,
because, of the improvement in the
trade balance, registered a current
account surplus of at least f25b. in

3978 against a deficit of $86b. in 1977.

EGGED RECEIVES ABOUT
EL12.lm. per month for transporting

soldiers, Minister of Transport Haim
Landau told the Knesset- The es-

timate of the ministry is that last

year about 20 million soldiers used
the free -ticket transportation, 4.5

million of them female soldiers.

THE MINISTRY OF
CONSTRUCTION AND HOUSING
has land to build 142,330 apartments.
Minister of Agriculture Ariel Sharon
told the Knesset last week. He re-

jected claims that the increase in

apartment prices has been caused
by land prices. He said that the price

of the land comprises not more than

15 per cent of the apartment's price.

But the contractors' profits are in-

creasing, as well as those of sub-

contractors. In one survey it was
found that the profits of the builders
were as high as 57 per cent of the

price of an apartment In Jerusalem.

BOOK DISTRIBUTORS will have to

write in their contracts the rate of in-

terest they collect when they sell

books by instalment payments. The
Ministry of Industry has sent the

new regulation to ail distributors and
publishers. The contract must also

state the price to cash, including

shipping and insurance charges.

KNESSET MEMBERS' WHO
TRAVEL ABROAD on official
business will now get 335 for each
day abroad for expenses such as
telephone calls, transportation and
laundry. In addition they will get,

against receipts, expenses for hotels
and breakfasts. In cases where the
MK is invited by a foreign body, he
will get only 317.50 per day.

THE EXPORT OF POLISHED
DIAMONDS dropped by 30.3 per cent
in January in terms of total karats,

compared to January 1978. Total ex-

ported was 224,883 karats, while the

total in dollars dropped by 12.1 per
cent, to $104.8ra. Imports reached
507.280 karats, a decline of 49.2 per

cent. Total cost of those imports

was S88.3m., 12.8 per cent less than

January 1979.

THE KNESSET FINANCE
COMMITTEE last week approved

IL437m. for Kupat Holim. EL200m, of

the money is in loans. The irony is

that.the opposition in the committee
supported the government proposal,

while It was the coalition parties who
tried to reject the government
proposal. The ceiling for the deter-

mination of Kupat Holim fees iB now
IL6.000 per month. MK Yigal Cohen
Orgnd claimed that the ceiling must
be double the average wage In the

economy (about ILiS.000), whiic MK
Adi Amorai snld that IL9.000 is

enough, and that employers must
pay more of their employees’ portion
of the fee.

New York
Stock

Exchange
Closing prices - Feb. 16

Dow Jones Industrial Average:
827.01 -2.08

Volume: 21,110.000

Allied Chemical
ASA
•Amer. 1st. Paper Mills
Avco
Boeing;
Burroughs
Braniff
Bell ft Howell
Bally
Bausch ft Lomb
Control Data
Curtis Wright
Dow Chemical
Eastman Kodak
Etz Lavud
Ford
Fairchild Camera
General Dynamics
Culf ft Western
Holiday Inns
Houston Oil

Honeywell Inc

Hilton
IBM
Lockheed
Litton
LTV
McDonnell Douglas
Merrill Lynch
MGM
Motorola
NCR
Natomas
National Semiconductor
Occidental Petroleum
Penn Central
Pan American
Polaroid
RCA
Revlon
Raytheon
Sears
Sperry Rand
Syntcx
American Tel ft Tel

Telex
Tclsdyne
Tyco Lab.
United Airlines

United Carbide
UV Ind.

Western Union
Westinghouse
U.S. Steel

Xerox
Zenith
Exxon

(Uilri on tbr American Slock Excbangrl
(These stock prices ora pnoMt-lall

This selected list

by courtesy of
r̂ —

ISRAEL DISCOUNT SANK:M
Tel Aviv

Tel: 8 a.m.—12.30 p.ra. — 627542

5 p.m.—7 p,Kfere-r- 223111

Bank of Israel

representative

foreign exchange

rates — Feb. 16
Currency
U.S. dollars
Sterling
DM
French Fr.
Dutch FI.

Swiss Fr.
Swedish Kr.
Nor. Kr.
Danish Kr.
Finn. M
Can. dollar
Aust. Dollar
Rand
Bel. Fr.dO)
Aust. Sch.(lO)

It. Lire il ,0001

Yen 1 100 1

Dinars
Lebanon Lira
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China thunders
CHINA haa assumed some great risks in Its large-scale Invasion
of Vietnam.
There can be little doubt that Vice Premier Teng Hsiao-ping

must bave taken into account a possible Soviet counterstrike
along China's long northern border. There is no evidence as yet
whether Teng dropped some hints regarding the Chinese
military action during his recent visit with Mr. Carter.
But judging by the tepid American reaction to the invasion it

would seem that the Chinese leader may well have been given to
understand that Washington would not regret a Chinese punitive
action in retaliation for the Soviet-backed Vietnamese Invasion
of Cambodia.
The Chinese action was triggered by repeated small-scale

Vietnamese raids across the border that had been escalating
since Hanoi's invasion of Cambodia seven weeks ago. But given
China's fixation with the threat of Soviet aggression, Peking's
action reflects its inability to tolerate the build-up of a major
Soviet power base to its south in Vietnam. Laos and Cambodia.
All the more so, with the impendingthreatofan extension of this

Soviet power into Thailand.
Thus Teng must have been banking on the U.S. keeping

Moscow at bay while it “punished" Hanoi. But such situations
have a way of running away with themselves and it is Impossi-
ble at this early stage to predict whether Moscow will react with
more than angry words and how Mr. Carter will respond to a
possible escalation of tensions of the Soviet-Chinese border.

It is also far from certain how the Chinese forces will fare
against Vietnam. True, a large part of the Vietnamese army is

bogged down In Cambodia. Still the Chinese are fighting with
largely obsolescent Russian hardware against a Vietnamese
army equipped with modern Soviet planes and tanks and with
mountains of captured American arms.
Given all of these factors it may well be that the Chinese will

repeat their 1962 performance in which they invaded India, also

as a punitive measure, only to stop their advance and withdraw
back across the borders of their own volition.

The Chinese military action will, of course, have broad inter-

national repercussions. If the crisis in Southeast Asia continues
for more than a week or so it may well put paid to Mr. Carter's
hopes to put the finishing touches on a SALT agreement with
Moscow within the next few weeks. It Is difficult to envisage Mr.
Brezhnev coming to Washington, or Mr. Carter travelling to

Moscow, in an atmosphere conducive to the conclusion of such
an agreement which has come under mounting attacks in the
American Congress.
Closer to home, a prolonged crisis in East Asia could have an

immediate effect of shifting the Carter Administration's focus
of attention from the Middle East.

Shabbat violence as habit
THE ESCALATING violence of the Sabbath demonstrations
along the Ramot road in Jerusalem unfortunately corroborates
the warning issued in an editorial in this column several weeks
ago: if the police will not take effective steps to prevent
religious zealots from endangering the’iivbs ofRamot residents
travelling into town on the Sabbath, the residents will have no
alternative but to take the law into their own hands.
This is what finally happened this Sabbath and the end of es-

calation on both sides is not in sight.

It is now an undisputed fact that most of the troublemakers do
not come from the religious neighbourhood of Kiryat Sanz that

flanks the disputed road, but from the ultra-orthodox Mea
She&rim quarter, kilometres away. This makes the problem es-

pecially intractable:

It was possible to envisage some sort of compromise between
residents of neighbourhoods who must realize that they have no
alternative but to learn to live together. The zealots of Mea
Shearim share no such common interest.

Their actions in fomenting riots in their own quarter and in

other parts of Jerusalem would seem to indicate that the Ramot
road incidents are part of a larger campaign, of the sort usually

linked to the internal tensions within the Netorei Karta move-
ment and to the fund-raising campaigns this movement con-

ducts abroad.
To explain, however, is not to condone. The legitimate rights

of the thousands of residents of the new outlying neighbourhood
of Ramot must be safeguarded. Given the demonstrated lack of

goodwill on the part of the troublemakers this can only be done
by more determined police action at the site of the weekly alter-

cations and by political action clearly warning the zealots that

their own community interests will suffer if they do not desist.

It would also be desirable for responsible orthodox leaders to

take the initiative in moderating the extremists if further

violence is to be avoided.

POSTSCRIPTS
A TWO-LETTER word recently cost

Nuremberg1 marketwornan Gunda
Herbst 2,500 marks (aboutDL25,000)

for slander. All she did was address

a policeman as "you."
But In German, as in most

languages otfttR* than English, there

are two WdJte of Saying “ytfu" — one

a formal method of address and the

other tlte familiar form udfed by
lovers, family members or
employees to their servants.

Gunda Herbst used the familiar du
when addressing a 54-year-old
policeman checking her
greengrocer's stall at the open air

market, according to AP.
The policeman told the Judge he

had felt humilfated when Mrs.
Herbst used the familiar du instead

of the formal sie, particularly
because two lower-ranking officers

were standing beside him. The judge
agreed that this use of du was
"slanderous" and slapped the fine

upon her.

Mrs. Herbst's conviction added
fresh fuel to the permanent debate

about the little word.
After eight years of research.

Prof. Hermann B&usinger, director
of the Institute of Empirical Studies

at Tuebingen University, says he
detects a growing tendency to use
the familiar du in place of the more
formal sie.

Other evidence also Indicates that

the once strict rules are being erod-

ed. But meanwhile. Mrs. Herbst
must pay the price of her Informali-

ty-

NOW ON SALE
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* CRAMS IN IRAN

WE’RE not quite sure what Billy

Carter's opinion may be, but Rutb
Carter Stapleton, the sister of the
American President, colled her a
"real Georgia peach." Now Ofira
Navon, the wife of Israel's President
and holder of a master's degree from
the University of Georgia, has
received a certificate designating
her as an "Honorary Citizen of

Georgia." Representatives of the
governor of that state arrived in

Jerusalem recently to give her the
certificate, which grants the "full

rights of a citizen of Georgia" and
even allows her to vote in Georgia
elections. They told Mrs. Navon that
Georgians were very excited to hear
of the election of her husband to the

presidency and of the fact that
Israel's First Lady has ties with the
"Peach State." J.S.

A FORMER member of “Nader's
Haiders" — the consumer legislation

activists in the U.S. led by Ralph
Nader, sees the present Israeli legal
approach to ecological Issues as
something of a disaster area.
Speaking In Haifa recently. Dr.

Richard Laster. legal adviser to the
government's Environmental
Protection Agency, pointed out that
ecological laws are scattered over 65
separate pieces of legislation, some
dating back to Mandate times.

•There Is no single agency to en-
force these laws." Laster said 'The
police are not interested in enforcing
them, and the local authorities have
hardly any trained personnel to do
the Job. Few suits are brought
against offenders — the lower courts

are hardly aware of the ecological

situation,"
^

Laster has recently compiled a
reference Index for all the legislation

on environmental issues. In it he
notes that "there is often very little

logic to the division of the subject

(among the ministries) and ‘less

logic in the placement of the authori-

ty. History can most often be cited as

the reason for th|fl illogical situation,

but polities and inertia ore just as
culpable.” ^

Born-again Zionism
DryBones

Begin has done nothing to revive Ben-Gurion's vision of a

“pioneering front’’ of native Israeli youth, says ALLEN E.

SHAPIRO, who sees the country moving in the direction of

conservative reaction with a strong religious content.

THE SPRINGTIME of political

movements, like April in T.S. Eliot's

“The Wasteland," mixes memory
and desire. The dynamics of politics

involve an image, real or imaginary,
of where we came from and where
we are going. The Likud, well into a
clear autumnal decline, has seen its

future — and it does not work. The
time has come for a reassessment of
the past.
This has happened before only par-

tially in our brief history of political

independence. The first reassess-
ment was symbolized by Ben
Gurlon’s wilderness year at Sde
Boker in 1953-54. Coalition politics

had come to an impasse. Israel's

first prime minister and last
political prophet turned to a vision of

the masses coming together In a non-
party "popular Front" that would
reform the nation's politics, as a
"pioneering front" of native Israeli

youth would redeem the land and in-

gather the exiles.

By 1973 and the Yom Kippur
trauma, both the masses

.

and the
native-born youtb had lost their

redemptive magic. The appeal then,

as voiced by such sponsors of the
wave of political protest as former
naval .commander Yotaai Ben-Nun,
was to the image of leaders whose
dedication was as unlimited as the
popular faith in their integrity. If

Ben-Gurion seemed to yearn after

the idealism of the sons of the Bilu

generation, Ben-Nun sought a return
to the idealism of the fathers of his

own generation, that of the In-

dependence war.
The famous 1948 generation

remains politically a generation that
never arrived. The Rabin period is

the exception that proves the rule. In

the 1960s, Labour's Young Guard
found that their father- (and mother-)

figures would not make way for

them. In the mid-1970s, they could
not be resurrected.
Now it is the turn of the Likud. If

Menahem Begin does not retreat into

the wilderness, it is because he is

SIMHA EHRLICH'S days may well

be numbered, both as minister of

finance and as top man in the Liberal
Party.

Ehrlich will probably stay on, ad-
mittedly, until the Liberal Party con-
vention. That is due to take place at
the end of this year or the beginning
of 1980. But whatever the case, his
political end seems to be in sight. .

Quite apart from the alarming un-
popularity which his Impossible tas^p
has brought to him at the Treasury,
he has serious troubles in his own
party. Inside, he has lost supporters,
with the decline of the Rechtman
bloc. At the same time, he has galn-

. ed a menacing rival.

The ultimate cause of Ehrlich's
likely downfall will most probably be
his failure to fight back in the face of
attacks on his leadership and his
policies by Minister of Energy and
Communications Yitzhak Moda'i.
Of the four Liberal ministers,

Moda’i is the newest recruit to the
party. And he is the most ambitious
of all. He says bluntly that he will

offer Ehrlich a formal challenge for
the top job In the Liberal Party. He
also says be would be prime
minister, if the circumstances were
right.

The 52-year-old Liberal was bom
in Tel Aviv. He studied chemical
engineering, law and economics at

READERS' LETTERS

already there. His prime-ministry
has demonstrated the essential emp-
tiness of Revisionist doctrine.

BEYOND the state as end in itself

and ultimate symbol of the national
rlsorgimento, there is neither a
golden age in the past to emulate nor
a dream of redemption to which to
aspire. Ideologically, Begin projects
as a man from nowhere, going home.

Significantly, the only Innovative
conception to emerge from his
stewardship, the idea of autonomy,
relates to the state as end in Itself,'

here in its antithesis, a sort of Arab
counter-point to the Zionist fugue.
Autonomy is for Begin, as it was for

a segment of the Polish Jewry of his

formative period, an alternative to
statehood. Begin proposes it as a
refutation of the Arab demand for a
Palestinian state.

The primacy of the Liberals, under
Simha Ehrlich, in the determination
of economic policy is not just a
matter of the division of responsibili-

ty between coalition partners. Begin
and Herat came Into office barren of
alternative ideas. Having at long last

succeeded in grasping the levers of
power, they are sure of only one
domestic objective: not to let go.
For Begin himself, governing is

more a matter of style thaw of con-
tent. Chaim Weizmann once describ-
ed Begin's mentor, Jabotlnsky,
whom he had met at the early Zionist

congresses, as "overlaid with a cer-
tain touch of the rather theatrically

chivalresque, a certain queer and
irrelevant knightliness." The
description applies to the pupils as
well.

Sometimes Begin confuses style

and content, with dangerous conse-
quences. Witness his courtly flourish
in informing the American secretary
of state tbat Israel desired a loan,
not a grant, to cover the costs of the
planned redeployment after the con-
clusion of peace with Egypt.
A genteel liberalism, also part of

the Jabotinsky heritage,
.
surfaces

from time to time, as in Begin's posi-

tion on the return of the Bir Am and
Ikrit villagers. The Herat leader

seems to regard it, however, as a
commitment of a personal sort,

peripheral to the important issues,

not worth the cost of a fight that

coulddamage his own political base.

BEGIN'S political mystique Is large-

ly lost on his followers. The tradition

he represents is Irrelevant to the

great mass of his supporters, who
did not grow up in the blood and fire

of Revisionist history. Those most
closely associated with him in the
ddys of the pre-independence
struggle, whatever their opinions
may be on his policies for peace,
seem to have little to Say with regard
to the formulation of domestic
policy.

In short, Revisionism has played
itself out. as has Zionist Socialism.
After Begin, forget about the
"fighting family." Today it seems in

need of a trained social worker.
Tomorrow there won’t be another
commander.
We may be at the beginning of a

discontinuity in politics, a fissure, a
leap out of the Eastern European
diaspora tradition that nurtured both
major political camps into a born-
again Zionism, nativist in origin and
direction. Future political outlooks
will be increasingly influenced by
the fact that for the majority of the

population of today's Israel, the
political traditions of the pre-state

period are both foreign and irrele-

vant.
Labour Zionism and- Revisionism

constituted different answers to the

question of how to turn the Jews into

a normal nation. Socialists sought
normalcy in a new social structure.

Revisionists in the trappings of
statehood. It is not that these
answers have been rejected. Rather,
for today's body politic, the question
has become irrelevant, even incom-
prehensible for some.
Indeed, the emphasis seems to be

owe
^
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Is Ehrlich’s end in sight?
Post Knesset Reporter Asher Wallfish considers the
Liberal Party’s growing disaffection with its leader,

Finance Minister Simha Ehrlich.

the Haifa Technion, the Hebrew
University and London. He entered
the Knesset in 1973, with previous ex-
perience In municipal politics for the
Liberals in the Herzlfya City Coun-
cil.

Moda'i has said that his criticisms
of Ehrlich are not personal, and it is

apparently true that he has no
grudge against Ehrlich the man. But
there are no important ideological
differences between Moda'i and
Ehrlich. For that matter, ideological
differences between any of the top
liberals are scant. Basically, party
advancement is a question of every
man for himself.
The tension between Moda'i and

Ehrlich has a simple explanation.
Moda'i wants to climb higher. To do
that, he has to get Ehrlich out of the
way. Moda'i does not have the
patience to wait.

NONE OF THE top Liberal men are

GERMAN REPARATIONS
To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post

Sir. — I read the recent article by
your economic reporter, Shlomo
Maoz, on the so-called ILSOOra. loss
to the Treasury on reparations, and
its contents surprised me greatly. As
I happen to keep my German marks
in Israel, I would not want the Bank
of Israel or the Treasury to lose
money on my deposits.
Your economic reporter does not

appear to read the international
financial press. Otherwise, he would
know that interest of more than four
per cent Is paid on German mark
deposits of 12 months. Moreover, the
Bank of Israel Is more efficient than
your economic reporter appears to
think. They do not invest the deposits
for 12 months with German banks or
others, but rather purchase bonds In
DW, which bear interest of between
6.5 and 7.5 per cent. This means that
the Treasury or the Bank of Israel
makes a substantial profit on tbe
difference of interest alone, to the
detriment of the depositors of Ger-
man reparations.
Having signed an accord with the

German government not to impose
taxes on reparation funds, the Israel
government will surely keep Its un-
dertaking. One cannot talk about a
loss If one keeps one'B word and sure-
ly nobody in the country regrets
-eceiving so many millions In

reparation money. After all, this also
represents a profit which is created
without raw materials.
So do not let your economic

reporter accuse the depositors of

German reparations of causing a
loss to the State of Israel when the
shoe is rather on the other foot.

BEN 8CBENDAR
Brussels.

Shlomo Maoz comments:
The four per cent interest Mr.

Schendar refers to is the inter-bank
interest rate. The interest to small
depositors is about 3.5 per cent.
Meanwhile, the Bank of Israel pays
reparation fund depositors at the
rate of 4.5 per cent.
As for the argument that the Bank

of Israel could, if it wished, invest its

funds In long-term bonds returning a
rate of 6.5 or 7.5 per cent, this argu-
ment is irrelevant since this type of
Investment is another type of finan-
cial arrangement altogether.

While It Is true that Israel has
agreed not to impose taxes on the in-

terest of reparations fund deposits,
there is no reason taxes should not be
levied on deposits maintained by the
heirs, or to convert their Paaak
reparations accounts to regular
Patom accounts — the foreign
currency accounts maintained by
other Israelis.

TAX AMNESTY
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — I am shocked that anybody
in government dares to suggest
"forgiving" tax-dodging, black
marketeers.
Those people are not only cheating

the government, and ail of us who do
pay our taxes, but because they need
to invest their ill-gotten gains
somewhere, they are buying up
every empty apartment in the coun-
Jry. thus driving the prices beyond
the reach of the more deserving.
My solution would be a) to con-

tinue to swoop down on suspected
delinquents, bl to impose tremen-
dous fines on them, as opposed to the
/ridiculous Idea of forgiving them,
and c ) to charge such an exorbitant
tax on unoccupied apartments that
the owners could not afford to keep
them vacant.
This would put many rental

apartments on the market, bo that
our young people, having served
their country, would not 'have to
leave It because they can't find a
place to live when they marry.

How dare anybody think of rewar-
ding people who don’t pay their tax-
es. It's time somebody rewarded
those of us who do!

SBOSBANA ROUDA
Pctah Tikva.

ISLAMIC LAW
To the EditorofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir. — The "whitewash" of Arab
lands In the U.S. Department of

State report on human rights was to
' be expected. When one Is determined
to prove something, the famous dic-

tum, "don't confuse me with facts,"
always applies.
But even disregarding all facts

and dealing only with principles, the
question arises whether Islamic law
is compatible with modern concepts
of human rights. Can chopping off

hands and feet and executing
adulterers by stoning be called "a
finely drawn and intensively felt

tradition of justice," as the State
Department pats it?

DR. JACOB ROSIN
Notanya.

ready to go on record and say that
Ehrlich is finished. But neither are
they willing to go on record, week
after week, in defence of Simha
Ehrlich, under Moda’i 'a persistent
sniping.

Ask them why, and they say:
Ehrlich is behaving like a tired old
lion. He snarls now and again when
Moda'i baits him, but he isn't
counter-attacking Modai’i full-tilt. If

he would stand up for himself, we
would stand up for him.they say.
When Dr. Ellmel&ch Rimalt

became chief .of the Liberal Party
after the death of Yosef Sapir, he had
no serious challengers.
Ehrlich, in his turn, had no serious

challengers when he first took over.
Everybody assumed that the other
three ministers, Gideon Patt (now
Industry, Commerce and Tourism),
Moshe Nissim (without portfolio)

and Moda’i (now Energy and Com-

SETTLING IN
SAFAD

To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — In a lengthy article on
January 25, Sybil Marcus paints a
harrowing picture of the plight of
fairly new western immigrants in
Jerusalem. They (and they are not
alone; must bring extraordinary
wealth, or accept living in slum con-
ditions, or leave Israel.

That's the honestly hopeless view
of concerned absorption
professionals. But that isn't it at all,

unless you base yourself on two
related dogmas:

1. There Is no Israel outside
Jerusalem.

2. Development towns are un-
thinkable for civilized westerners —
“worse than nothing."

It happens that the somewhat
civilized writer of this letter has liv-

ed, happily, in a development town
for about three years. It Is a holy ci-
ty. It has a history. It offers periodic
classical concerts and occasional
theatre. It has reasonably good
schools, Orthodox and secular. It
offers a broad selection of adult
courses, and voluntary after-school
Judaica for youngsters in its secular
school system. It has clean air. ex-
cellent water and no traffic jams. It
affords magnificent vistas, begin-
ning at one's doorstep. It has a great
deal of relatively inexpensive new
housing and a wide (but not un-
limited) range of job opportunities.

It is a fairly small place, in which
citizens of the full spectrum of
religious, traditional and secular
convictions live in harmony. It is a
place whose administration, and
whose growing "Anglo-Saxon" com-
munity, are anxious' to make new-
comers feel at home. The name of
this development town? Safad.

On behalf of Safad, I Invite — and
challenge — Ms. Marcus, and all

others whose business Is absorption
and/or aliya, to visit us with their
clients. Of course, it is necessary to
first send us curricula vitae, so that
job Interviews and housing contacts
can be made. Either Mr. Yosef
Saglvc. Vice-Mayor for absorption,
or the writer of this letter should be
communicated with, well in ad-
vance.

Rabbi JOSEPH BECKELMAN
P.O.B. 1WS

Safad. n i
'iiia'WI

munications) would be Ms loyal and
unquestioning lieutenants.
Patt was thought to be closest to

Ehrlich in his approach to foreign
policy and national security. Nissim,
who was thought to be less dovish
than Patt, was thought to be just as
faithful for all that. -

THE TROUBLE started In the se-
cond half of last year, when Ehrlich
appeared to be losingheadway in his
Treasury policies, first over wage
claims, and then oyer inflation.

Under the tremendous pressures,
Ehrlich appeared to be inconsistent,
somethimes blowing hot, sometimes
cold.

At that same time, Moda'i
appeared to change overnight. He
went public, in a fortta-ight manner
which surprised his ministerial
colleagues and Premier Menahem
Begin, over delicate Issues relating

‘

DAVID LEVY FOR
PRIME MINISTER

T'o theEditor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — Z certainly hope some of The
Jerusalem Post editorial staff was
listening to Israel Radio's Second
Programme at 4:30 p.m. on
February 7. At that hour, a panel in-
terview of Housing Minister David
Levy was aired and the interviewers
raised all of the objections which
appeared in a recent Post editorial to
Mr. Levy’s new housing plan. Mr.
Levy answered the objections im-
pressively and proved himself a
thoughtful, practical man, concern-
ed with the interests of the average
citizen. He did not claim perfection
for his plan, but be did show how, in
consultation with experts in the
housing field, he had come to the
conclusion that it was the best, most
practical solution under the cir-
cumstances. . /
During a year and a half of being

maligned as "slow” or "dull-
witted.” David Levy has evinced
sincere concern for the needs of the
people and the will to act on that con-
cern. If this is dull-wittedness, then
we need more dull-vritfed ministers,
l am Ured of hearing from polished
politicians, like Ariel Sharon,
Shimon Feres and Shulaodt Aloni,
who are all too ready to give
predetermined answers even before
they understand the problems. I find
Ir'very refreshing to see a cabinet
minister like David Levy who thinks

,

and consults with experts before
proposing solutions and thus runs the
risk of being called *;slow*"
Now that Prime Minister Begin is

nearing retirement and discussion of .

possible successors Is beginning, it is
'

time to consider seriously a man like
David Levy for next prime minister,
instead of all the slick politicians
who are dying for the job.

MARK ALLENMBOWITZ
Jerusalem.

in the opposite direction — the

peculiar, rather than the normal.
Even today it would be unlikely for

an Israeli political leader to describe

the Zionist aim as an Israel as
Jewish as England is English, the

common-sense consensus a genera-
tion ago. The ideal of a secular

democratic state has become the

property, at least verbally, of the

enemy.
The new mass electorate, the

tutelage of the pre-state political

tradition outgrown, is likely to move
in the direction of conservative reac-

tion with a strong religious content.

Within obvious limits, the Iranian
example has a certain pertinence.

There will be a new emphasis on
Jewishness as the basic unifying
concept and on the Jewish character
of the state, its laws and institutions.

Proposed legislation making the
Jewish heritage a valid norm for

judicial decision-making points in

this direction.'
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Then Moda'i went on to

Ehrlich frequently and

Ehrlich answered back

one significant occasion

he said In a press
'

Moda'i needed a “pt

.

Ehrlich's strongest

his deputy minister, T
Flomin. Patt has bees htt

defended Ehrlich In tbe

not publicly. Nissim is not

have defended Ehrlich pal

Patt and. Nissim may

themselves as potential hesi

Liberal Party, Just as Modal

Premier Menahem Begin 1
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